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1．0bjective and nethod of the studY
l．1　0bjective of the study
NtSTEP analYZed the job selection tendencies of university
Students and the career selection problems of university－minded
Senior high scho01students，tO StudY the actual situation of the
YOung PeOPle′s drift away from science and techn010gy and the
COnditions for securing competent young scientists and engineerS・
N工STEP published the analYtical resultsin1989　and1990（Refer－
encesl and2）・．Furthermore・a Series of studies on the relation
between the scienCe　＆　techn010gY and the society conducted by
N工STEPincluded the analYSis on the relation between YOung PeOPle
and science　＆　teChn01ogY（Reference　3）・　AIso thereafter，NISTEP
inherited the critical mind and resuits of those studies，and
analYZed more deeplY the correlation between YOung peOPle and
SCience　＆　techn0logy・
A series of these analYtical results reveals the actual
Situation on the relation between YOung peOPle and science　＆
techn010gY ParticularlYin YOung PeOPle′s career selection・　＝t
SuggeStS thatin order to tempt potentiallY COmPetent PeOPle to
more positivelY graPPle with science and techn0logy，itis neces－
Sary tOintensifY theinformation on scientific and techn010giCal
activities presented to young peoplein such a manner as suitable
for the present age when the fruits oflatest science and tech胃
n0logy abundantly exist as consumables around us．　This report
Publishes the results of these analYSeS and also the results of
discussion as to how to present theinformation on scientific and
technologiCal activities to YOung PeOPle・
The correlation between YOung PeOPie and science　＆　techn010－
gYisimportant for the promotion of science and techn0logYin
two aspects・　＝n one aspect，SOme yOung PeOple will be directly
engagedin future scientificチnd techn010gical activitie？（bY
entering science胃　and engineering－related departmentsin uniVer－
Sities and bY being engagedin the jobs concerned with science
and techn01ogy）・工n the other aspect，yOung PeOPle will keep
relations with science and techn010gY by accepting the fruits of
SCience and techn0logY tO SupPOrt SCientific and techn010giCal
activitiesin future as full－fledged members of the societY・
Both the aspects are surmised to relate to each other．But
under the present education scheme′　the two aspectsin the corre－
1ation between young people and science　＆　techn010gy begin tO
SeParate When they are going to enter universities．　Students who
have selected the science and engineering ma］OrS are PrOmising
Candidates for future scientists and engineerS．　But those who
have selected humanities and social science ma］OrS Seldom become
SCientists and engineerS・　So′　the universitY Students，attitudes
toward and consciousness of science and techn010gy do not have
relations with their career selection as scientists and engineerS
Or Others・However，Senior high sch001students，attitudes toward
and consciousness of science and techn010gy are surmised to have
relation with their Wish to be scientists and engineerS．
This studY analYZeS Senior high sch00l students′　general
attitudes toward and consciousness of science and techn01ogYr the
1－
actual situation of their consciousness to particiPatein scien－
tific and techn010giCal activities，and the correlation between
both of them，and discusses the functions of theinformation on
SCientific and techn010giCal activities received
bY yOung peOPle・　This report
l）Analyzed senior high sch00l students′　consciousness of
Career Selection and of science　＆　techn01ogY・
2）＝dentified both the consciousness structuraliY and analyzed
their correlation．
3）Discussed the functions of theinformation on scientific and
techn010giCal activities．
The objective of the studYis to discuss，through the above
efforts，how to present to young people theinformation on the
activities of science and techn010gY themselves′　theimages of
SCientists and engineerS themselves，etc．′in short，theinforma－
tion on scientific and techn010giCal activities through house－
h01ds′　elementary and secondarY education，maSS media and scien－
tists　＆　engineerS in the present highly advanced science and
technoiog‘Y SOCiety．
1．2　Xethod of the study
For this objective，this studY re－analyzed”A surveY On
Seni？r high sch00l students’？areer Selection’’（Reference2：
hereinafter，Called一一the previOuS rePOrt”）・The surveY rePOrted
in the previOuS rePOrt WaS Performed as f01lows：
Subjects；　4211third－year Students of　22　public senior high
SCh001slargein the number of univer
SitY－minded students throughoutJapan
Time：　　　November，1989　toJanuarY，1990
Method；　　Students were asked to fill out questionnaires
SimultaneousIYin their classr00mS．
Questions：fntended major andits factors′image of univers－
itYlife，job selection andimages of
jobs′　attitudes toward and consciousness of
SCience and techn01ogy′　etc．
The present studY analYZed the replies of　3879　universitY－
minded students out of　4211answerers．
The previous report divided theintended majorsinto two
COurSeS Of natural scie一Ce＆engin？ering（hereinafter showed”NS
＆E11）and non胃natural scienCe（hereinafter showed’’non－NS＆E）for
analYSis・　But the present study classified the students in
reference to the departments wished to be selected′　the sch001
Phases when the career to be selected was decided′　and the ex－
perience of having once wished to seiect the other course，tO
analyze the differencesin their consciousness of career selec－
tion and their views of science and techn010gY amOng the respec－
tive classified groups．　＝n general′　Since the consciousness
items statedin the questionnaire do not properly cover all the
COnSCiousness concerned′it was attempted to extract and discuss
the essential structuresirrelevant toindividual questionitems，
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byidentifying the structures through multivariate analYSis such
as factor analysis of the replies to several questions・
The f0110wing summarizes the results of the surveY，and pre－
SentS PrOPOSals as to how to present theinformation on scientif
ic and techn010giCal activities to young‘peOPle・　Furthermore′
the appendices giVe the details of results ofindividual analY胃
SeS．
2・Results of the surveY
2・1　University entrance exaninees’consciousness of their career
Selection and views of science and technologY bYintended
ma］Or
The consciousness of career selection and the views of
SCience and techn010gY identified for respective departments
Wished to be selected were analYZed′　andit was found that the
COnSCiousness of career selection and the attitudes toward
SCience and techn010gy are delicately different from department
to department even within the same NS＆E course or non－NS＆E
COuごSe．
The results of analYSis on the consciousness of career
Selection and the attitudes toward and consciousness of science
and techn010gy Can be summarized as f01lows for respective de－
PartmentS Wished to be selected．（For the details of the analY－
Sis，See Appendixl・）
［NS＆E courses］
＜1＞　Students wishing‘tO Select the phYSical science－related
department
About　50％　of the students decided their course by around the
SeCOnd Year Of junior high sch001，and many of them are g00d at
mathematics，Chemistry and physics and have a self－image of”like
SCientific experiments′　etc・”　On the other hand，theY tend to
be relativelY Weakin social studies，Japaneselanguage and
Englishlanguage which are surmised to relate to communication
With people，and form a passive group on the questionnaireitems
COnCerned with communication with people such asl－communication
With others”and”reading and writing sentences’’・　Furthermore′
for decision of their course，theY giVe Priority to such study
aspects as Hcan study whatIlikel’，．llike to theoreticallY purSue
the principles and mechanisms of things．一′”wish t01earnleading
matters of todaY”etc・′　and as for universitYlife′　theY giVe
PrioritY tO”mY hobbY”and’’studY and research1．．　Zn the future′
they wish to select a job which meets”can do what　＝like”，．▼can
use mY knowledge and techniquesM or”can be dedicated t0　0ne
SpeC⊥ality’’．
For the views of science and techn010gYt theY are Very
interestedin the trends of science and techn010gy and positive
in utilizing them・　As their future jobs′　about　60％　of them wish
to be scientific and techn010giCal researchers．
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＜2＞　Students wishing to select the engineering胃related departnent
Like the students wishing to select the science－related
department，about　50％　of the students decided their course by
around the second year of junior high sch00l．　They are g00d at
Physics，mathematics and chemistry′　and many of them have a self
image of　一．like handicraft”or”like mechanisms”．　On the other
hand／they tend to be relativelY WeakinJapaneselanguage′
SOCial studies and Englishlanguage surmised to reiate to commu－
nication with people′　and form a passive group on suchitems
COnCerned with communication with people as．一reading and writing
SentenCeS’’andllcommunication with people”．　For the decision of
their course′　theY giVe Priority to’’can study what　工Iike’一′
．一wish t01earnleading matters of todaY”，etc．．and for universi－
tYlife′　they wish to spend energY for，，my hobbY．．′”relations
With friends．’，etc・　For future′　they wish to select a job which
meetsl’can do what I like’．，’’can use mY knowledge and
techniques．’．”high stabilitY一．0r”g00d salary”．
As for theimage of universitylifein the NS＆E
COurSe′　theY mOSt StrOngly feel，amOng all the students wishing
to select the NS＆E course′　that the NS＆E courseisl－advantageous
for employment．’and”future promising一一．
The views of science and techn010gY are the same as those
Of the students who wish to select the science－related depart－
ment．
As for future jobs，about　70％　wish to be engineers（includ－
ing those ofinformation processing）・
＜3＞　Students wishing to select the medical／denta1－related depart－
ment
Like the students wishing to select the science－　and eng1－
neering－related departments，about　50％　of the students decided
their course bY arOund the second year of junior high sch001．
TheY are g00d at bi0logYr Englishlanguage and chemistrYr and
manY Of them have a self－image of　一一Iike keepingliving creatures一，
Or’’like scientific experiments，etc・ft・As for the subjects they
are weakin，the number of those who are weakin social studies
is somewhatlarger than the corresponding numbers of the students
Wishing to select other departments，butis not so conspICuOuS．
They cannot be said to be passivein theitems concerned with
COmmunication with people such as　一一corrLmunication with people”and
llreading and writing sentences－l・　When deciding their course′
they refer to r’talking with parents”，etc・′　and giVe PrioritY t0
1’can study whatIlike”and　一一wish to have alicense．一．　For uni－
VerSitylife，theY giVe Priority to”studY and research’’，，一acqui－
Sition of license一一　and”relations with friends．’′　and theY feel
’’busy with studYing’’most stronglY amOng all the students wishing
to select the NS＆E course．
For future，they wish to select a job which meets f－can do
WhatIlike”，’’can use mY knowledge and techniques，一．0r，，can con－
tribute to the societyl一．
As for the views of science and techn0logy′　theY are rather
StrOnglYinterestedin the trends of science and techn01ogY，but
form a rather passive groupin the use of science and techn01ogY，
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among all the students wishing to select the NS＆E
COurSe．
As regards future jobs，about　90％　wish to be engagedin
medical services．
［Non－NS＆E courses］
＜1＞　Students wishing‘tO Select thelaw－reiated department
＝n general，though these students arelatein deciding their
COurSe COmPared to those wishing to select the NS＆E
COurSe，1ess than　40％　of the students decided to select their
COurSe by their second Year Of junior high scho01・　They are
relativelY g00d at social studies′Japaneselanguage and English
language′　and weakin physics，mathematics and chemistrY．　Fur－
thermore′　many Of them have a self－image of　一’interestedin social
events”or”like reading and writing sentencesH．　For decision of
their course，theY giVe PrioritY tO　一一can studY What　＝like’l，
”interested in social mechanisms and movementsl．and，一wish to
en］Oy universitylifeYl・　As regards universitYlife′　they giVe
priority
to’．relations with friends’’and”my hobbY”・
For future′　theY Wish to select a job which meets’’can do
WhatI like’’′’一high stability’’and”g00d salarY’l．　As for the
Views of science and techn0logY，theY CannOt be said to be either
POSitive or passive for utilizing the fruits of science and
techn01ogy，but arelessinterestedin the trends of science and
techn010gy．
For future jobs，about　70％　wish to be mainlY engagedin
Office work（29％　of which wish to be judicial professionals，and
25％，Public officers）・
＜2＞　Students wishing to select the econonics－related departnent
These students arelatein deciding their course compared to
those wishing to select the NS＆E course′　and onlyless than　20％
decided bY their second Year Of junior high sch001．　TheY are
relatively g00d at social studies，and weakin physics and chem－
istry．　Many of them have a self－image of”like communication
With people”，andin the decision of their course，they giVe
priority to”wish to en］Oy universitylife”and”interestedin
SOCial mechanisms and movements’’．　As for universitYlife′　theY
Wish to giVe Priority to”relations with friends’T，”my hobbY”′
etc．
Their attitudes for selection of jobs and views of science
and techn010gY are Similar to those of the students wishing to
Select thelaw－related department．
For future jobs，about　70％　wish to be mainly engagedin
Office work（31％　of which wish to be business experts of finance
and distribution）・
く3＞　Students wishing‘tO Select the coⅡmerCial science／business
administration－related department
The timing of course decision，Self－image，PrioritYitems
for course decision and prioritYitems for universitYlife are
almost the same as with the students wishing to select the eco胃
nomics－related department・　They are relatively g00d at social
Studies and weakin chemistrY，PhYSics and earth science．　As
regards the views of science and techn0logy′　theY are POSitivein
utilizing the fruits of science and techn010gYr but are rather
lessinterestedin the trends of science and techn010gy．　com－
Pared to the students wishing to select other non－NS＆E depart胃
ments，theY have animage that the universitYlifein the non－
NS＆E courseis”future promising．f・
For future jobs，about　70％　wish to be mainly engagedin
Office work（27％　of which wish to be business experts of finance
and distribution）・
＜4＞　Students wishing to select theliterature－related departnent
Their timing of the course decisionis almost the same as
that of the students wishing to select thelaw－related depart一
ment・　They are rather good atJapaneselanguage and social
Studies，and weak at mathematics，Physics and chemistrY．　This
groupis most remarkablein the self－image of’一Iike reading and
Writing sentences’f・　＝n the decision of their course′　theY giVe
PrioritY tO”can studY WhatI like’’′I．wish to en］Oy universitY
lifel’，”wish to think about human beings andlife’’′　etc．′　and as
regards universitYlife，they wish to giVe PrioritY tO”mY
hobbY”′’’relations with friends”，一’studY and research，．，etc．
They strongly feel that the universitYlifein the non－NS＆E
COurSeis”disadvantageous for ernployment”compared to the stud－
ents wishing to select thelaw－　eCOnOmics胃′　and commercial sci－
ence／business administration－related departments．　＝n future，
they wish to find a job which meets”can do what　＝like”，’’can
use my knowledge′　etc・．．0rllhigh stability’’．
For the views of science and techn01ogY，theY are less
interestedin the trends of science and techn0logy than those
Wishing to select the other departments of the non－NS＆E course・
As regards future jobs，about　40％　wish to be mainly engaged
in the jobs concerned with the presentation ofinformation to the
SOCiety（experts of mass media andliterature）・
＜5＞　Students wishing‘tO Select the education－related department
The timing of the course decision by these students is
almost the same as that bY those wishing to select thelaw－　and
literature－related departments・　TheY are gOOd atJapaneselan一
guage and weakin phYSics，Chemistry and mathematics．　As for
Self－image，this groupislargein the number of students who
have animage of”1ike communication with peopleH．　For decision
Of their course，they g‘iVe prioritY t01－can study what　＝like一，′
”wish to acquire alicense”，”wish to en］Oy universitylife’一，
etc・，and as for universitylife，theY Wish to giVe Priority to
Hrelations with friends一’′　Hacquisition of license”and Hmy
hobbY’．．　They do not have animage that the universitylifein
the non－NS＆E courseis”advantageous for employment’’′　COmpared to
the students wishing to seiect thelaw－′　eCOnOmics－，and commer－
Cial science／business administration－related departments．　For
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job selection，they are almost the same as those wishing to
Select theliterature－related department・
Furthermore′　also for the views of science and techn0logy′
they are the same as those wishing to select the literature－
related department，and form a groupleastinterestedin the
trends of science and techn0logY・
For future jobs，about　70％wish to be engag‘edin education・
As briefly described above′　eVen amOng the students wishing
to seiect the NS＆E course′　there is a difference between those
Wishing to select the science－　and engineering－related depart一
ments and those wishing to select medical／dental－related depart－
ment．　Especially those wishing to select the science－　Or eng1－
neering－related department are weakin such subjects asJapanese
language，SOCial studies and Englishlanguage surmised to relate
to communication with people（Fig・1）and form a group passive
about’’communication with people’一　and Oreading and writing sen－
tences’’in their self－image of communication with people，COm－
Pared to those wishing to select the medical／dental－related
department・　So′　the competent persons of science－　and engineer－
ing－related departments generally form a group whichis p00rin
the abilitY tO COmmunicate with people and tend to be p00rin the
ability to vividlY PreSent their activities to the societY
（hereinafter called”the societY－？rientedinformation present－
abilitY”），aS a matter Of apprehensチOn・
As another matter of apprehensiOn，the students wishing to
Select theliterature－　and education－related departments which
are supposed to produce many competent persons workingin mass
media and educational services who are surmised to greatlY affect
the career selection bY the YOung peOPle of the next generation
form a g‘rOuPleastinterestedin science and techn01ogY．
As for the university一minded students，consciousness of
their subjects，it was found that they tend to be verY COnSCious
Of being weakin natural science－related subjeCts such as phys－
ics，earth science，ChemistrY and bi010gY，COmPared to social
Studies andJapaneselanguage・　This must suggest that the pres－
ent education at sch00ls does not function sufficiently for
natural science－related subjects′　making students conscious of
being．weakin those subjects′　tO further promote their drift away
from the NS＆E course．
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Fig・1　Students who are g・00d at or weakin cornmunication－
related subjects bYintended ma］Or
Science　　　　振dical／de〔tal Comm／admin・
En8川eeri〔g Eco〔0両CS
Note：Scores for being good or Yeak vere given as
＋200for・・very good”，＋100for”rather good’’
and－200for’’very Yeak”．For each subject，
students for each department YaS Subtracted
the students，tO be expressedin this graph・
Educガ＝0n
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the verage of scores of
from the average of a‖
Fig・2　Student・s seif－image of cornmunication byintended ma〕Or
Scie〔Ce Medical／denta】　　　Comm／admi〔．
E〔gineeri周　　　　　Eco〔OmicS
Note：Scores for being good or Yeak Yere given as
＋200foド．very good”．＋100roド’rather gooガ．
and－200for”very Yeak”．For each subject，
Studnets for each department YaS Subtracted
the students，tO be expressedin this graph．
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2・2　SchooI phases when theintended ma］Or has been decided and
decision factors
The previous reportindicated that the students wishing to
seiect the non－NS＆E course tend to be later in the decision of
Career Selection than those wishing to select the NS＆E course・
Thisinduces a surmise that the sch001phases when theintended
ma］Or has been decided maY have anY relation with the courses
Wished to be selected．　So′　this relation and the factors for
deciding career selection were analyzed based on basic surnmation
table　一一By sch001phase when theintended ma〕Or has been decided′
by whether or not the answerer had once wished to select the
Other course．I．（For detailed analYSis，See Appendix　2・）
（1）SchooI phases when theintended major has been decided and
Selected courses
The relation between the sch001phases when theintended
ma］Or has been decided and theintended ma〕Oris analYZed′　andit
is clarified that
l）thelater the sch001phase when theintended major has been
decided′　the more students tend to select the non－NS＆E course
（See Fig・3）′　and
2）the rate of the students who had once wished to select the
NS＆E course butlater changed their minds to select the non胃NS＆E
COurSe is larger than that of the students who changed their
minds reverselY・　Thatis，11・9％　of the students who had wished
to select the NS＆E course till about the first term of the second
year of senior high sch001changed their minds to select the non－
NS＆E course′　but the students who changed their minds reverselY
OnlY aCCOunted for　2・1％・　Furthermore，22・0％　of the students who
wish to select the non－NS＆E course had once wished to select the
NS＆E course，While the students who had once wished to select the
non－NS＆E course but changed their minds to select the NS＆E course
accounted for only　7．2％　of all the students wishing to select the
NS＆Ecourse．
（2）Factors for deciding career．selectionin respective schooI
Phases when theintended ma］Or has been decided
The students who have decided to select the non－NS＆E course
in the second to third year of senior high scho01seem to be
affected bY a StrOng desire for en〕OYing universitylife．
On the other hand．the factors which affect the career
Selection between the NS＆E course and the non－NS＆E course in the
Stage Of elementary sch001and junior high sch00l can be sum一
marized as shown in Table l．　＝t can be seen that essential
factors work compared to the factors workingin the stage of　2nd
t0　3rd Year Of senior high sch00l．
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Fig・3　Rates of students wishing to select the NS＆E course
bY SCh001phase
SchooI phase
Lover than5th or6th year of elementary
SChool　　　　　　　（535students）
About5th to6th year of elementary school
to about2nd yearof juTlior high school
（880students）
About2nd year or junior high school［o
aboutlst term or2nd year of senior high
SChooI　　　　　　　（1．790students）
Aboutlst terJn Of2nd year of senior high
SChool to about2nd term or3rd year or
Senior high school　（526students）
Rate or students Yishing to
Select natural science course
％
1　　　　21　　　　▲0　　　　日　　　　II　　　　川○
65・串％
5・7年
39．2％
7％29
Note：Each parenthesized Tlumber of students means the number oF students Yho
rep＝ed they had decided the selectionin each phase．
Tablel Factors for deciding the career selection between NS＆E
COurSe and non－NS＆E coursein the stage of elementarY
SCh001and junior high sch001
Item Factor　topromote　theselection Factor　topromote　theselection
Ofnaturalsciencecourse Ofnon－naturaトsciencecourse
Preference
Goodatphysics，Chemistryand GoodatJapaneselanguage，
matehmatics，andveryweakin Englishlanguageandsocial
OfsubjectsJapaneselanguageandsocial Studiesandveakinmathematics，
Studies Chemistry，physicsandearth
SClenCe
MattersKeenlyinterestedinthe keenlyinterestedinsocietiesof
Stimulating principlesandmechanismsof foreigncountries，1ifeandsocial
keeninteト things，naturalphenomenaand mechanisms
lectual
Curiosity
fabrication
Jobwished
Prioritygiventospecialityof Prioritygiventospecialityof
knoYledge，SuChasbeingable knowledge，SuChasbeingableto
to　bese－ toutilizeknovledgeorbeing utilizeknovledgeorbeingableto
lectedin able　to　bededicated　to　one bededicatedtoonespeciality
futureSpeCiality． （notsostrongasthefactorfor
promotingtheselectionofnatural
SCiencecourse）．
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From the abovetit can be seen that the drift away from the
NS＆E course may be causedin two stages・　Zn one early
Stage，eSSential factors（preference of subjects′　matterS Stimu－
latin9keenintellectual curiositY，etc・）greatly affect the
decisiOn Of the career to be selected′　andin the otherlater
Stage Of　2nd t0　3rd Year Of senior high scho01／SuPerficial
factors（Wish to enjoY universitYlife，etc・）affect the deci－
SlOn．
2・3　Suggestions foundin the examineesirresolutein the their
career selection between NS＆E course and non－NS＆E course
The consciousness of the students who had once wished to
Select the NS＆E course but finallY decided to select the non－NS＆E
COurSe maY tyPiCallyindicate the factors whichinhibit the
Selection of NS＆E course，and analyzing the factorsis expected
to giVeimportant suggestionsin considering the methods for pre－
Venting the drift away from the NS＆E course・　The existence of
the students who had once wished to select the other course，
i．e．′　the studentsirres01utein their career selection between
the NS＆E course and the non－NS＆E courseisimportant．　The f0l－
lowing summarizes the results of analysis made on the students
irres01ute in their career selection between the NS＆E course and
the non－NS＆E course．（For detailed analYSis，See Appendix　3・）
The students who had once wished to select the other course′
i．e．，the students who had once wished to select the non－natural－
SCience course but finallY Changed their minds to select the
NS＆E course and those who finallY Changed reversely are as shown
in Table　2．
Table　2　Numbers of students who had once wished to select the
Other course，and the best three departments wished to
be selectedin each group
Number　of Departmentvished
Students to　be　selected
Studentwhohasconsistently
1，553
く1〉Engineering（46．7％）
Wished　to　select　naturalく2〉Science（15．8％）
SClenCe　COurSe く3〉Medical／dental（13．3％）
Student　vho　had　oncewished
to　select　non－naturaトscience
120
くl〉Engneering（27．5％）
COurSebutchangedhismindく2〉Medical／dental（22．5％）
to　select　naturalscience
COurSe
く3〉Science（18．3％）
Studentwhohasconsistently
1，606
く1〉Law（20．3％）
Wished　to　select　non－naturaトく2〉Economics（16．8％）
SClenCe　COurSe く3〉Literature（14．3％）
Student　who　had　oncewished
to　select　naturalscience
452
く1〉Economics（22．6％）
COurSebutchangedhismindく2〉Law（16．8％）
to　select　non－natural－SCienceく3〉　Commercial／
COurSe administration（12．2％）
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The students who had once wished to select the other course
account forl5％　of all the students・　Seven percent of the stu－
dents．wishing to select the NS＆E course had once wished to select
the non－NS＆E course，While　22％　of the students wishing to select
the non－NS＆E course had once wished to select the NS＆E course．
From a certain point of view′　this suggests that the students
Wishing to select the NS＆E course are moreliable to change their
minds to finally select the non－NS＆E course．
Among the departments wished to be selected by the students
Who had once wished to select the non－NS＆E course but changed
their minds to finally select the NS＆E course′　the medical／den－
tal－related departmentis mostlY Wished to select．　On the other
hand′　amOng the departments wished to be seiected by the students
Who had once wished to select the NS＆E course but changed their
minds to finallY Select the non－NS＆E course′　the economics－　and
COmmerCial science／business administration－related departments
are wished to select more often．
Among the students who had once wished to select the NS＆E
COurSe but changed their minds，about one half changed their
mindsin the stage of　2nd t0　3rd Year Of senior high sch001．　0n
the other hand′　the students who changed from the non－NS＆E course
to the NS＆E course changed their minds earlier・
The outstanding features of the students who had once wished
to select the NS＆E course but changed their minds，COmPared to
the students who have consistently wished to select the NS＆E
COurSe Were analYZed′　tO discuss the factors promoting the change
from the NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E course．　As a result，the
f0110wing factors can beidentified．
＜1＞　Consciousness of being weakin naturai science－reiated sub－
］eCtS
＜2＞　Wish to en〕Oy universitYlife and futurelife affluence
＜3＞　Desire for merits in social life
＜4＞　TendencY tO refer to externalinformation（Of mass media and
Seniors）in deciding the career to be selected
＜5＞lmage that jobs of science and techn010gy areless sociable
＜6＞　Tendency to evaluatein reference to brightness and darkness
＜7＞　Lack ofinterestin scientific and techn0logiCal activities
From the viewpoint of how to present theinformation of
SCientific and techn010giCal activities to young people as the
Subject of this report，itis surmised necessarY tOimprove the
PreSentation ofinformation from the standpoint ofintensifying
young people′sinterestin scientific and techn01ogiCal activi－
ties，including theinformation presentedin the field of educa－
tion，theinformation giVen through mass media and theinforma－
tion giVen bY Senior acquaintances・
Especially with regard to theinformation giVen bY Senior
acquaintances，aS Shownin the analYSis of Appendix　3，managerS　＆
engineerS and office workers who belong to the classin the
SOCietY Whichis mostlikely to affect the high sch001students
VaCillatingin the career selection between the NS＆E course and
the non－NS＆E course tend not to evaluate the social position of
SCientists highly（Table　3），and this can be said to be a serious
PrOblem confronting ourintention tointensify YOung PeOPle’S
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interestin scientific and techn010glCal processes・
Table　3　Recognition on the social position of scientists by
PeOPlein respective occupational categories（replies
to a question′”Do you think the social position of
SCientistsis general1y high？）
Occupationalcategory Marks
1．Agriculture，forestryandfishery（proprietor）71．2
2．Thejoblessotherthanhousevivesandstudents65．6
3．Agriculture，forestryandfishery（employedfamilymembers）57．1
4．Physicalworkers（employed） 48．1
5．Commercialandindustrialservicesandfreelancers（proprietors）42．5
6．Commercjalandilldustrialservices　and　freelancers
40．9（employedfamilymembers）
7．Students（jobless） 39．0
8．Housewives（jobless） 38．9
9．0fficeworkers（employed） 26．3
10．Managersandengineers（employed）2．4
Notel：The fo‖owing scores were given to respective answers；300to”Absolutely yes”，
100to”Yes”，O to”Yes and no”or”I don’t knov”，胃100to”No”，－300　to
”Absolutely no”，and the scores were averaged．
Note2：Prepared based on the data statedin”A Public－Opinion Census of Science＆
Technology and Society”（surveyedinJanuary，1990byInformation Department，
Prime Minister’s office）．
2．4　Examinees’consciousness structure concerning their career
Selection
Hultivariate analysisis used to extract essential factors
irrespective of individual questions，for structurallyidentifY－
ing the consciousness of career selection and the views of sci－
ence and techn01ogY・　The results are described below・（For
detailed analysis，See Appendix　4・）
（1）Consciousness structurein career selection
The factors for deciding the course to be selected can be
Classified into three ma〕Or factors；1．self－COnSCiousness of
natural science grounding”such as”like to theoretically pursue
the principles and mechanisms of things．l and　一一good at natural
SCience－related subjectsl’′’lself－COnSCiousness of non－NS＆E
grounding’r such as“interestedin thelanguage and culture of any
foreign COuntrY”，’lwish to think about human beings andlifeM and
Hinterestedin the mechanisms and movements of the societYHr and
Hconsciousness to consider the universitY aS a t001”such as”the
universitY Wished to enteris famousH′　一，futurelife will be
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affluent一一　and　一一advantageous for emploYment and promotion・Among
the three ma］Or factors，，一self－COnSCiousness of natural science
grounding”is the strongest・　The　一一self－COnSCiousness of NS＆E
grounding”and　一一self－COnSCiousness of non－NS＆E groundingT’are
factors for deciding the career selection between the NS＆E course
and the non－NS＆E course．
On the other hand，the　一．consciousness to consider the uni－
VerSity as a t001”is a factor for causing anindividual depart一
ment to be selected within the NS＆E or non－NS＆E course；the
engineering－reiated departmentin the NS＆E course and theiaw－，
economics－　Or COmmerCial science－related departmentin the non－
NS＆E course．　The students who have been earlier decided their
courses to select are clearer in their self－COnSCiousness of NS＆E
grounding or non－NS＆E grounding・
（2）Whatis expected for universitylife
The universitYlifeimagined bY Senior high sch001students
has three aspects；tlconsumption一〇riented universitylife一一　to
en〕Oy the universitylifeitself，”t001－0riented universitYlife’’
to consider the universitY aS a meanS for the future job′　and
Hstudy一〇riented universitYlife一，to pursuelearning and knowl－
edge．The emphasislaid on the respective aspectsis different
among students・
Generally，theintention t0leadl’consumption－Oriented
universitylife”does not depend so much on the departments
Selected，eXCePt that theintentionis lowin the students wish－
ing to select the science－related department，and the consumption
aspect of universitYlife tends to be common to all departments．
in other words，for today′s young people，universities are′　first
Of all，the places where they en〕Oy universitylife．
Theinclination to consumption can be generallY Seen，but
the students wishing to select the non－NS＆E course show the
tendency rather strongly．　The students wishing to select the
economics－′　COmmerCial science／business administration－　and
education－related departments are highin theintention t01ead
一一t001－0riented universitylife’．．　The．’study－Oriented universitY
life”is stronglYintended bY the students wishing to select the
SCience－　and medical／dental－related departments．
（3）Universitylifein the non－NS＆E course and universitY
lifein the NS＆E course（－　Zmages of universitYlife　－）
Theimageitems on the universitylife of non－NS＆E course
and NS＆E course can be classifiedinto two aspects；’’imageitems
COnCerned with the sense一一　such as Hbright”，”darkH，l－smart”and
一一awkward，一′　and，，imageitems concerned with diligence”such as
，一busY With studyingH，llnot busY With studyingH′”diligentH and
Hidle”．　As is generaliy referred to，typiCal images of bright
non－NS＆E universitYlife and hard working NS＆E universitylife
could be identified．
Thus，theimages cherished bY Senior high sch001students
about the university students of non－NS＆E course and NS＆E course
are almost stereotyped．　And Yet，Senior high sch001students
Wishing to select the non－NS＆E course tend to think that the
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universitylife of non－NS＆E courseis more diligent and harder
than the high sch001students wishing to select the NS＆E course
do′　and the high scho0l students wishing・tO Select the NS＆E
course tend to think that the universitylife of NS＆E courseis
brighter than the high sch00l students wishing to select the non－
NS＆E course d0．　Furthermore′　COmParatively′　the students wishing
to select thelaw－，and commercial science／business administra－
tion－related departments have a passiveimage on the universitY
life of NS＆E course．
（4）The structure of factors for job selection
The factors for job selectioninclude three aspects；
．一affiliation meritf．such as the scale′　Salary，name，StabilitY，
etc．0f the emploYing enterPrise′　Hsense of fulfillment through
job一一　such as contribution to the society and use of knowledge′
techniques and specialitY，and”social aspect of job”such as
COmmunication with people′internationality and being able to
WOrkin an urban area．　The senior high sch001students wishing
to select thelaw－，eCOnOmics－，COmmerCial science／business
administration－　and engineering－related departments tend to giVe
PrioritY tO”affiliation merit”r and those wishing to select the
SCience－　and medical／dental－related departments tend to give
Priority to　一一sense of fulfillment through job’’′in their job
Selection．
Those who had once wished to seiect the non－NS＆E course and
Changed their minds to select the NS＆E course relatively giVe
Priority to the’’sense of fulfillment through job一’・　Those who
wish to select thelaw－，eCOnOmics－　and commercial science／busi－
ness administration－related departments and those who had once
Wished to select the NS＆E course but changed their minds to
Select the non－NS＆E course tend to giVe Priority to the”social
aspect of job”・　Theimage that the jobs concerned with science
and techn010gy areless sociable is surmised to be a factor to
PrOmOte the change from the NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E course・
2．5　Examinees′　consciousness structure concerning science and
technologY
The surveYincluded not onlY the questions about the depart－
ments wished to be selected bY eXaminees，but also those about
the personalitiesindirectlY affecting the career selection and
the attitudes toward science and techn01ogY．　Theseitems are
StruCturallY analYZed′　and the relation between the results and
Career Selectionis also analyzed．
（1）The structure of seif－imag‘eS SuCh as naturai science一〇riented
PerSOnality
As the self－images of senior high sch00l students，four
image factors of’’natural science－Oriented personalitY”such as
mechanism mania and handicraft mania，”NS＆E or non－NS＆E studY
tYPeO′　and’’endurabilitYfl and．．sociabilitY，一　could be extracted．
The”natural science一〇riented personalitY”and　●lNS＆E or non－NS＆E
Study tYPe’’areidentified under different factors．　This sug－
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gests that the existence of not a few persons wh01ike mechanisms
but are of non－NS＆E type or wh01ike handicraft but are of non－
NS＆E type・　The courses wished to be selected are most closelY
related to V－NS＆E or non－NS＆E study type”，and next t01，natural
SCience一〇riented personality”．　Hany of the students who consider
themselves to have llendurabilityl’wish to select the
medicai／dental胃　andlaw－related departments′　and manY Of those
Who consider themselves to have　一’sociabilitYf，wish to select the
commercial science／business administration－　Or education－related
department，Or Changed their career selection from the NS＆E
COurSe tO nOn－NS＆E course．
（2）Young people’s attitudes toward science and technologY
Senior high sch00l students’attitudes toward science and
technologY COuld be analYZed to extract two factors of interest；
”interest in scientific and techn010giCal activities’’as
SuggeSted by”interested in new trends of science and
technologY’’，．．love to read newspaper articles of science and
technologY’一′　etc．′　and’finterestin the fruits of science and
techn01ogY”as suggested bY　一’itis g00d that traffic facilities
become higherin speed・’’′　一一itis g00d that computers are devel－
OPed to makelife more convenient・”，etc・
This indicates that the attitude toward science and
techn010gy cannot be considered under one concept・　Theinterest
in”scientific and techn010giCal activities’’should be considered
SeParatelY from theinterestin the”fruits of science and
techn01ogy’l．　This means that there are persons who are highly
interestedin Hscientific and techn010giCal activities”but less
interestedin the　一’fruits of science and techn01ogy．．，and′　On the
COntrary′　PerSOnS Who are highlYinterestedin the”fruits of
SCience and techn0logy”but less interestedin”scientific and
techn010giCal activities”・
The students who wish to select the NS＆E course，eSPeCiallY
the science－　and engineering－related departments are highlY
interested in’’scientific and techn010giCal activities’l，and
thereis very clear correlation between theinterestin　一一scien－
tific and techn010giCal activities’’and career selection．Howev－
er，SOme Students wishing to select the non－NS＆E course are
highlYinterested in the　一．fruits of science and techn01ogY”，
While others are not，and the correlation between theinterestin
the’’fruits of science and techn0logy”and career selection is
not clear（Table　4）・
The students wishing to select social science－related de－
PartmentS do not perfectly stay away from science and techn01ogy′
but tend to be positivein utilizing the fruits of science and
techn010gy but not to beinterestedin the trends of science and
techn01ogY．　On the contrary，itis to be noted that those wish－
ing to select theliterature－　and education－related departments
areleastinterestedin the trends of science and techn010gY and
are passive alsoin utilizing the fruits of science and techn0l－
Og‘y・
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Table　4　Relation between the attitudes toward science and
techn010g‘Y andintended ma］Or
Interestin　thefruitsofscienceandtechnology
High Medium Low
da　Cのq）U・一．▼・一　・1．Jくトー．車・－　＞・＋J　‥胃・－1＝］＋JC）　CJ・一　CU【の・．一∝3
High
Science－　arld
engineering－related
departments
RatherhighMedical／dental－
relateddepartments
Rather　Low
Commercialscience／Law－＆economics－
C1（J
bO－tJ　C〉∽・．－q 〕L．1＝q），c・トJ　Ut＝：＋くじ一・　・手．J
business　administration－
relateddepartments
relateddep rtments
Low
Literature－　and
education－related
departments
2．6　Conclusions
－　Functions of the information on scientific and
technological activities′　for young people，s career
Selection　－
工n the above results，the f0110Wingis important for tempt－
ing competent students to science and techn01ogy．
＜1＞　Students．consciousness can be characteristicallYidentified
for eachintended ma］Or．
The consciousness of universitY－minded students can be
Characteristicallyidentified for eachintended ma〕Or．
For example，the students wishing to select the science－　and
engineering－related departments are weakin the subjects relating
to the communication with people and society such as Japanese
language′　SOCial studies and English language′　amOng all the
Students wishing to select the NS＆E course．Furthermore′　these
Students tend to be passive on theitems relating to the communi－
Cation with people and society such as’’communicating with peo－
Ple’．and’’reading and writing sentences”．Thus，the students
Wishing to select the science－　and engineering－related depart一
mentsin general tend to be weakin presenting theirinformation
to the society・　On the other hand′itis noted that among the
Students wishing to select the non－NS＆E course′　the students
Wishing to select theliterature－　and education－related depart胃
ments which deliver many workers to the mass media and the educa－
tion area who significantlY affect young peoplein their career
Selection form a g‘rOuPleasti．nterestedin science and techn010胃
gy・
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＜2＞　Toincrease the students wishing to select the science－and
eng‘ineering－related departments，itis essential to enhance
theinterestin’’scientific and technological activities…・
In discussing the attitudes toward science and techn01ogY，
itis necessarY tO Carefully distinguish theinterestin Hscien－
tific and techn010giCal activities”from the interest in the
llfruits of science and techn01ogy．’．　These two factors represent
mutua11Yindependent consciousness tendencies，andin view of
PrOmOting the young people’s selection of NS＆E course′itis more
important to enhance theinterestin’rscientific and techn010g1－
Cal activities”among the two factors・
＜3＞　Zn the career selection between NS＆E course and non－NS＆E
COurSe．Students who decide the career selectionlaterin
their school life select the non－NS＆E course more．
The students who decide the career selection earlier select
the NS＆E course more，and on the contrary，those who decidelater
Select the non－NS＆E course more．
As for the reasons whY the students who decide the career
Selectionlater select the non－NS＆E course more，from the stand－
POint of students，there seem to be such factors as their con－
SCiousness of being weakin natural science－related subjects，and
their desire to en］OY future affluentlife and pleasant universi－
tylife・　Furthermore．in the society．workers who are surmised
to relatively know scientists and engineerS，SuCh as managers，
engineerS and office workers tend to see scientists and engineerS
POSitionedlowerin the societY than the workers engagedin other
jobs，and the jobs relating to science and techn010gy provide an
image of beinglowin sociabilitY・　Moreover，the universitylife
Of NS＆E course giVe an image of being busY and dark．　These
factors seem to cause more students to select the non－NS＆E course
later in their sch0011ife．
＜4＞　Thereis widespread consciousness among todaY，s YOung PeOPle
that the universityis，first of all，a Place to en］OY uniq
VerSitylife．
Among todaY’s young people′　thereis widespread conscious－
ness that the universitYis，first of all，一’a place to en］Oy
universitylife’’・　On the other hand，there are tYPICalimag‘eS Of
bright non－NS＆E universitYlife and busY NS＆E universitylife．
In this situation，itis feared that the university education of
SCience－　and engineering－departments becomesless attractive to
young people・
The process of career selectionin relation with the growth
Of young people has been discussedin reference to various fac－
tors affecting the selection・　Now，the authors wish to propose a
model as shownin Fig．4′　Which simpIY and conceptuallY eXPreSSeS
the environment of young peoplein the flow ofinformation of
SCientific and techn010giCal activities presented through house－
h01ds and society to young people・
This model assumes the f0110wing seven simplifieditems of
media，bY Which theinformation of scientific and technologiCal
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activitiesis supplied to young people・
＜1＞　Househ01ds
＜2＞　EiementarY and secondarY education
＜3＞　Hass media
＜4＞　Business activities
＜5＞　Un⊥vers⊥t⊥es
＜6＞　Persons engagedin scientific and technologiCal
activities（SCientists？nd engineers）
＜7＞　Products produced by scientific and techn010giCal
activities
Theinformation of scientific and techn010giCal activities
PreSented through theseinformation media to Japanese young
PeOPleis assumed to be respectivelY Characterized as follows・
These assumptions are not verifiedin a strict senser but are
highlY PrObable judging from the actual situations，being expect－
ed to be able to contribute to the future planning of scientific
and technologiCal p01icies as references for guiding the discus－
Sion to take measures for preventing the currentlY highlighted
YOung PeOPle，s drift awaY from science and techn01ogY・・
＜1＞information giVen at households
The main sources of the information on scientific and tech－
n010giCal activities now giVen tO Children at tYPiCalJapanese
househ01ds must be the high techn0logy products（television
gamesr air conditionerst electronic ovens′　remOte COntr01switch－
es，multifunctional telephone sets，WOrd processors，‥・）them－
Selves．These high techn010gY PrOducts are notinternally scru－
tinized，but exist simplylike black boxes・If theY getinto
troubies，mOSt Of them will be simpIY thrown awaY，Without being
repaired・In this situationr the　－flatest fruits of science and
techn0logyH must be felt as no more than matters of course・　So′
Children can accept the，．latest fruits of science and techn01ogY”
Without anY reSistance at all，but since science and techn010gY
is no more than matters of course，theY maY nOt feel the scien－
tific and technologiCal activities themselves near at handin the
actual societY，and may beinduced not to feel the benefits of
SCientific and techn010giCal activities or theimpressionin－
Ⅴ01vedin scientific and techn010giCal activities・
＜2＞　Znformation giVenin elementary．and secondary education
PartlY being affected bY the competition for entrance
examinations，Subjects relating to NS＆E are mainly
PreSented with emphasis placed on the efforts to s01ve giVen
PrOblems by calculation or memorY・As a resultrless efforts are
made to grow theinterestin scientific and techn01ogiCal activi－
ties by performing experiments orletting pupils and students
learn the functions of science and techn010g‘Yin the actual
SOCiety．（Similar arguments can be seenin References　4′　5，6
and　7・）
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Fig・4　ModeloflnformationFlowonYouth’sCareerSelectionandScienceandTechnologyActivities
Note，＊：Elementary and Secondary Education
In additionr the physics taught at the senior high scho01as
anintroduction to advanced education of science and engineering
becomes difficult andlessinteresting due to theinfluence of
entrance examinations to universities，anditisindicated that
less senior high sch001students studY Physics・（See References
5′　8′　9　andlO・）
Furthermore′　Students wishing to select the education－relat－
ed department whichis a ma］Or SuPPIY SOurCe Of teachers tend to
be passive to science and techn01ogY，anditis feared that this
tendencY Will be acceierated・（The一eCeSSitY Ofimproving the
grounding and knowledge of studentsin the education－related
departmentis pointed out alsoin Reference　5・）
＜3＞info工］nation giVen fron nass：media
Young people have an establishedimage of　3D（dangerous，
difficult and dirty）on manufacturing and誓SearCh activities′
and on the other hand′　WidelY Share thelonging for bright urban
tYPe and consumption tYPe Of youth culture・　Such change of young
PeOPiein consciousness must have been affected by mass media・
Theinformation supplied by mass media maYimplicitly make YOung
PeOPle moreinterestedin urban offices rather thanlocal facto胃
ries and consumption rather than production．　For example，it
SeemS that dramas and commercial messages present brilliant
business activities in urban areas，and little show fields of
manufacture and research・（Similarindications are given alsoin
Referencesll′12　and13・）
Furthermore′　Publications whichintroduce researchers do not
PreSent manY reSearCherimages which young people wish to assume
their futurelife・（Reference14is a tYPical case to emphasize
researchers as ordinary persons′　rather than researchers which
young people wish to be・）1n addition，．aS reCently frequentlY
reported′　theinformation on the deteriOrated research environ－
ment of universities and theinformation on the higher salaries
gainedin the financialindustry thanin the manufacturingindus－
trylower theimage of scientific and techn010giCal activities，
making the situation more serious．
Moreover，the students wishing to select theliterature－
related department whichis surmised to be a ma］Or SuPPly source
Of future workersin mass media tend to be passive to science and
techn01ogy′　anditis feared that mass media will show further
lessinterestin scientific and techn010giCal activities・
＜4＞　Znformation giVen from business activities
ManY Of the businessmen actingin urban areas are doing
their business through the contact with the peopleliving outside
their own world′　and present muchinformation to the society
Whetherintentiona11Y Or unintentionallY．　However，theinforma－
tion giVen by themis mostiy concerned with business menin their
Suits，andlittle concerned with scientists and engineerS．
A public－OPinion p011makes us presume that the people
engag‘edin business activities in urban areas tend to consider
the social position of scientistsislower than the positions of
Other groups of people，and they maY PreSentinformation to the
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YOung PeOPle around them based on suchimpression．
＜5＞　Znformation giVen from universities
University students maY giVe StereOtYPedinformation that
llthe universityis a place to en］Oy universitYlifeirド▼　and
”bright non－NS＆E universitylife vs・hard－WOrking NS＆E university
lifeH based on their own experience．
＜6＞　Znfomation giVen from those engagedin scientific and
technological activities（SCientists and eng．ineers）
Theinformation presented by scientific and techn010giCal
activities′i・e・，manufacturing and research activitiesin the
actual societY tO yOung PeOPleincludes two tYPeS Ofinformation；
theinformation presented bY those engagedin scientific and
techn010gical activities（SCientists and engineers）and the
information presented through the products produced bY SCientific
and techn010giCal activities・　Since treating thelatter as an
independentinformation mediumis easier for discussion，it will
discussedlaterindependently′　and this section of the report
discusses the former only．
Those engagedin scientific and techn010giCal activitiesin
the actual society（SCientists and e一gineers）are relativelyless
impressive toJapanese young peoplein general．　Wheninventions，
discoveries′　etc・are taken up bY maSS media，the names of the
COmPanies or organizations concerned areintroduced，and what
people made such achievements and what they usuallY do arelittle
reported・（Similar arguments are．madein References7andll・）
工t can be presumed that theinVisibility of jobs concerned
With science and techn010gY COntributes to the formation of an
image that the jobs concerned with science and techn01ogY are
”unsociable”．
In this situation，Japanese YOung PeOPle must be able to
know what people are engagedin scientific and techn010giCal
activities in the actual societY Onlyin verYlimited cases of
Seeing predecessors sometimes coming to visit their professors
after their entranceinto the science胃　and engineering－related
departments of universities and of visitinglaboratories of
COmPaniesin their activities to select their jobs．　＝n other
WOrds，those who did not select the science－　and engineering－
related departments of universities（a group whichis relatively
highin the abilitY tO PreVentinformation to the societY，OWing
to their natures of being g00d atJapaneselanguage andliking
COmm？nication with people）gointo the societY Withoutlittle
knowing the people engagedin scientific and techn0logiCal activ－
itiesin the actual society′　andless recognize the scientific
and techn010giCal activitiesin the societY・
The people engagedin manufacture and researchin the actual
SOCietY Can be presumed to present the followinginformation to
the students of science－　and engineering－related departmentsin
universities unintentionally・
Jobs of engineerS and researchers are special，Closed′
1ess extendible and monotonous（See References15　and16），and
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these people are regarded as t001s or gears by management（See
Referencell）・
EngineerS and researchers are not treated preciouslyin
View of salary and social evaluationr compared to their
COntribution to the society（See Reference11）・
Furthermore′　thereis a widespreadimpression that scien－
tists and engineerS are P00r talkers and arelessinteresting as
PerSOnS（See Referencesll and17）・　Since manY Of the students
Wishing to select the science細　and engineering－related depart一
ments which are the ma］Or SuPPly sources of future scientists and
engineerS are Weakin the subjects relating to communicationin
the human society such asJapaneselanguage′　SOCial studies and
Englishlanguage′　and passiveinl，communication with people一’and
”writing and reading sentences”，itis feared that this tendency
maY be further acceleratedin future．
＜7＞information giVen from the products produced through scien－
tific and technological activities
Theinformation presented by scientific and techn010giCal
activities to the societY Can be said to be presented mostlY
through the products purchased from stores for consumption，
except thelimitedinformation giVen from scientists and en－
gineerS tO the students of science－　and engineering－related
departments describedin　＜6＞・　The scientific and techn010giCal
activities seen through products present the consumers theimages
Of organizations which produce the products，and do not present
the general people theimages of individuals engagedin the
SCi．erltific and techn010giCal activities・　Therefore．thei・mage Of
SCience and techn010gy Which may attract YOung PeOPle cannot be
Seen．
Furthermore′　Since the products produced bY SCientific and
techn0logiCal activities are presented around usin verylarge
quantities，itis feared that the situationin which Hscientific
and techn010giCal activities are not appreciated orimpressiveO
PerVades the societY aS a Wh0le，aS described for househ01dsin
＜1＞．
From the results of discussion based on the model stated
above′it can be seen that the basic problemin the distribution
Of information on scientific and techn010giCal activities in
Japanese societyis that the activities of scientists and en一
gineerS CannOt be seenin the areas of househ01ds，elementary and
SeCOndarY education，etc・，Since the scientists and engineerS are
P00rin the abilitY tO PreSent theirinformation to the societY．
The government should improve the information environment of
SCientific and techn010giCal activities around YOung‘PeOPle by
taking the f0110wing measuresin ma〕Or efforts to complement the
p00rinformation presentability of scientists and engineerS・
1）　Tointensify dissemination and enlightenment activities for
PaSSing the pleasure and excitement of scientific and technolog1－
Cal activities in efforts t0　1et household members to talk about
SCientific and technoiogiCal activities more frequentlY．
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2）　Tolet elementarY and high sch001s conduct experiments，etc．
for stimulating theintellectual curiositY Of boYS and girls and
making them easily understand and feelinteresting the science
taught，in support to enhance theirinterest in scientific and
technologiCal activities．
3）　To sYStematicallyintroduce the education on the functions of
SCientific and techn010giCal activities in the societY，into
SCh00l education，in efforts to enhance YOung PeOPle′sinterest
in scientific and techn010giCal activities．
4）　To positivelY PreSent theinformation of scientific and tech－
n010giCal activities to teachers and mass media・
5）　To presentinformation for making scientific and techn0logi－
cal activities more visible．
6）ToヲuPPOrt SCientists and engineersin their activities of
expressing themselves・
7）　Toimprove thelecture methodin university education at
SCience－　and engineering－related departments，and toimprove
the buildings and equiPment uSed bY those departments，for
erasing theimage that the universitylife of science－　and
engineering－related departmentsis t00　busY and dark・
8）To drasticallyimpfOVe the treatment of scientists and
engineerS，forimpressing PeOPle with the high social status
Of scientists and engineerSin the actual societY，in order
that scientists and engineerS maY attraCt further attention of
the society．（This measureis surmised to be necessarY from
the standpoint that the hardship such as busy studying feltin
the universitYlifein science－　and engineering－related depart一
mentsis sufficiently rewarded bY the treatmentin the actual
SOCietY・）
The above measuresinclude those discussed and suggestedin
the past by various circles（Referencel8，etc・）・　The above
measures　3），4）′　5）and　6）which have beenlittle discussed are
described below．
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3・Proposals on the presentation of theinformation on scientific
and technological activities
3・1　SystematicallYintroducing the education on the social
functions of scientific and technological activities．
into school education
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Tointensify theinterestin the scientific and techn010g1－
Cal activities，the education on science and techn01ogY at
sch00ls must be enriched．　The conventional education of science
and techn0logy has been provided through the education of natural
SCience－reiated subjects at the elementary sch001to the senior
high sch001and through the education of general education sub－
jects relating to NS＆Ein theliberal arts course providedin the
former half of universitY education．　However，the science educa－
tionlaYSits emphasis on the understanding of NS＆Eitself，and
little refers to the functions of scientific and technologiCal
activities in the societY・　Science educationitself must be
improved to enhance young people′sinterestin scientific and
techn010gical activities′　but since the science education（espe－
Cially physics）at sch001s has alreadY been variously dis？uSSed
（References　2，4′　5，8，9　andlO）′　this report proposes engineer－
ingliteracy education from the viewpoint to promote the under－
Standing on the functions of scientific and techn01ogiCal activi－
tiesin the society．
The educationin the engineering course at the senior high
SCho01and the educationin the engineering－related department at
the university are special education conducted for the special
Students who have selected the course concerned with science and
techn0logy・　This education system has several drawbacksin the
PrOmOtion of science and techn0logY・　Theiargest drawbackis
that unless students enter the engineering－related department at
the universitY，they havelittle chance of engineeringliteracy
education・　Most young people become adults without facing
engineering・　This means that most of the societY COnSists of
PeOple wh01ittle know engineering，i・e・′　how science and
technologYis appliedin the real society，and our problemis
that theinformation presented by the society affects the career
Selection of the next generation．
Engineering giVeS aninsight as to the functions of scien－
tific and techn010giCal activitiesin the societY．　Zn the pres－
ent education sYStem，PartiY because of entrance examinations for
universities，Subjects related to science and mathematics are apt
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to be taught asindependent subjectsis0lated from the relation
With the society・Introducing basic engineeringliteracY educa－
tion to complement the existing education sYStem forletting
peoplein various classes of the societY understand more deeply
theimportance of the functions of scientific and techn010giCal
activitiesin the societYis surmised to be significant from the
Standpoint of promoting young people，s career selection within
SCientific and techn01ogiCal areas．
Furthermore′　few teachers engagedin the education up to the
Senior high sch001have graduated from the engineering－reiated
department，eXCept the teachersin the engineering course at the
Senior high sch001，and so few YOung PeOPle can communicate with
teachers with engineering knowledge．　Of course，the advice on
Career Selectionis giVen bY teaChers who do not know engineer－
ing．So′　Senior high sch001students must select their courses
Without knowing．whatis engineering，at a11．
As suggested by the statement，’’The science and techn0logY
and the view of naturein the　20th century have been developed
first of all through engtneeringfr（Reference19），engineeringis
important for today′s scienCe and techn01ogY，but sch00l educa－
tion disregards engineering・　DailYlife is in the midst of
Various technologiCal products resulting from engineering，but
this is not sufficient．The interest in the fruits of science and
techn010gYis different from the interest in scientific and
techn010giCal activities，aS Can be seenin Appendix　4．　Unless
theinterestin scientific and techn0logiCal activities is pro－
moted′　yOung PeOPle who are going to participatein scientific
and techn0logiCal activities wili decrease s00ner Orlater．　As a
result，it can be presumed that evenif the fruits of science and
techn010gy fiil the space around us′　SCientific and techn010gLCal
activities will begin to wane at their foundation（References　20
and　21）・
Therefore，the sYStem Of sch001education must be examined
first of all．　Letts neglect the elementary sch001for the time
being．Junior and senior high sch001s must giVe education on
engineering．　＝t wi11be effective to post engineering－educated
teachers at senior high sch00ls・　Zn addition to engineering
literacY education at junior and senior high sch00ls，the general
education course providedin the former half of universitY
education must alsoinclude engineeringliteracy education．　The
term”engineeringliteracy education’’was usedin Reference　22in
the sense of theliteracy required for responding to the society
growing‘SOPhisticatedin techn010gY and artificial sYStematiza－
tion（e・g・，literacY Oninformation processing），but this report
uses this termin a wider sense to culture the abilitY tOidenti－
fY and discuss the outline and functions of scientific and tech－
n010giCal activities in the society′　and their relation with
individuals，life．　The educationincludes not onlY knowledge
education but also field visits and practical training of engL－
neering，aS effective means for growing theinterestin scientif－
ic and techn010giCal activities throug‘h actual experience・　The
reorganization of universitY educationin g．eneralincluding the
review of the relation betweenliberal arts education and special
educationis urgentlY required，and concurrentlY，theintroduc－
tion of engineeringliteracY education must be achieved・
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Furthermore′　for the engineeringliteracy education up to
the senior high sch00l as well as at the university′　the tempo－
rarY adoption of field engineerS and ex－engineerS dispatched as
lecturers from enterprises must be discussed・　From the viewpoint
to touch science and techn0logY，the adoption of field engineerS
and ex－engineerS dispatched from companies can be said to be more
effective rather than the adoption of graduates from the eng1－
neering department as permanent teachers・
However，Since cornmissioning onlYindividual engineerS tO be
engagedin engineeringliteracY education means t01et them bear
exCessive burden，SYStematic supportis required・　Furthermore，
to dispatch engineerS tO ali the sch00lsinJapan，a Substantial
Organizationis required．　One methodis proposed here to promote
the engineeringliteracY education as part of social contribution
Of companies．In recent years，We hear such terms as enterprise
PhilanthropY and enterprise Hecenat，and the c00Peration of
enterprises in education activities meet the spirit．If the
dispatched engineerS are Paid by the dispatching companies，theY
Can Perform education activities as paid bY their employers，and
SCh001s are not required to directly bear the expenses．　For
nationwideimplementation′　SYStematic c00rdinationis required′
andindustrial economic organizations are recommended to be in
Charge of the c00rdination．　The c00rdinating organizations
Perform coordinationin the dispatch of engineerS and execute
SuCh activities as the development of curriculum and the training
Of engineerS tO be dispatched′in c00Peration with the parties
COnCerned such aS universities．　Companies who do not dispatch
engineerS Can COntribute corresponding amounts of funds．　The
government must also support the activities．　Promoting engineer－
ing literacY education under the c00Peration of the industrial
Circles，aCademic circles and education circles under this scheme
is a feasible measure．
3・2　Positively presenting theinfomation on scientific and
technological activities．to teachers and mass media
PのdrOUSe gtUdel］tS′　上月teregt　上月　SCieJ】tific。月d　亡ecカ月020g．ユー
C‘∋j dCtivit－ies t力r012gカ　tedC力ers′　rdised．i刀terest　上月　SCieJト
とific a乃d tec血刀0ユ0才ユC・ヨj dCtivities．
Pb e刀力∂刀Ce t力e　上月te＿reSt Of tedC力erS d刀d．maSg．medid」刀
SCie刀亡ific‘ヨ刀d tecカ月0ユ0ダユCd dCtivities．
＝n the stage of elementarY and junior high scho0ls′　teaChers
have thelargest power ofinfluence on boYS and girls．　The fact
that there are few teachers with engineering background suggests
the necessitY Of anY SPeCial consideration to be giVen for en－
hancing teachers，interestin scientific and techn01ogiCal activ－
ities・　This is also suggested bY the surveY reSult shownin
Appendixl that the students wishing to select the education－
related department as future possible teachers are mostlY Weakin
mathematics and science and tend to be less interested in the
trends of science and techn01ogY．
Therefore，itis necessary to positiveiY PreSent high quaii－
tYinformation ofleading scientific and technologiCal activities
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to teachersin understandable and attractive waYS，for enhancing
teachers，interestin scientific and techn010giCal activities．
Furthermore，the particIPation of field engineerS in education
may also enhance students’and also teachers’interestin scien－
tific and techn010giCal activities．
On the other hand′in the education fields of elementarY and
〕unior high sch00ls，aS indicated also in the previous report，
SOme educationalists point out the f0110wing probiems：
In recent YearS′　PeOPle contact the natureless and feel
Sea．SOnal changesless．　TheY Can See eXPeriments on TV，tO
indirectlY eXPerience them before theY are taught at
SCh00ls．　So′　they arelessinterestedin what are pre－
Sented at sch001s and cannot beimpressed bY Simple ex－
Periments．　＝n this situation，the experiments and presen－
tations performed at sch001s are required to be trans－
formed to meet the current attitudes of boys and girls．
＝n addition，teaChing mainlY reSOrtS tO teXtbooks，and
usesless experiments．
Many boys and girls haveless abilitY Of handicraft・　For
example′　SOme CannOt uSe eVen knives・　Therefore，itis
Surmised to be effective t01et the boys and girlsin this
growth stage actua11y contact．’things”at everY OPPOrtuni－
ty and to pass the great pleasure and excitement of crea－
tioninvolvedin the activities of scientists and engi－
neers to them，for arousing their stronginterestin
SCientific and techn010giCal activities．AIso for this
PurPOSe，itis surmised to be essential that field teach－
ers themseives are highlyinterestedin scientific and
techn010giCal activities．
In theintensifiedinformation age of todaY，YOung PeOPle’s
attitudes toward science and techn010gy are considered to be
POtentiallY Significantly affected by the people engagedin mass
media such as the press，broadcasting and newspapers・　However，
theinformation presented by the mass mediais said to reflect
the p00rinformation presentabilitY Of scientists and engineerS，
and to emphasize the brilliance of urban business activities
unconsciously，letting peopleless feel the existence of manufac－
turing and research sites（See Referencesll′12　and13）・　＝n
this situation，PreSenting high qualitYinformation ofleading
SCientific and techn010giCal activities to those engagedin mass
media servicesin understandable and attractive ways is expected
to be verY effectivein raising theinterest of YOung PeOPlein
SCientific and techn010giCal activitiesin thelong run・
For example，if manufacturers positively present theinfor－
mation of the process of development and production of new pro－
ducts such as what individuals made what efforts till the pro－
ducts had been commercialized，aS We11as the information on the
results of the new products such as convenience and performance，
then those engagedin mass media maY be effectivelYinduced to
turn their eyes on the people working at manufacturing and re－
SearCh sites．
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3・3　Haking scientific and technologiCai activities more visible
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The present analYSis clarifies that theinterestin the
”fruits of science and techn01ogY－r is different from theinterest
in’’scientific and techn010giCal activities．一．　Therefore，the
fact that dailYlifeis filled with the fruits of science and
techn010gY does not mean that the competent persons particIPating
in scientific and techn010giCal activities can be secured・
Essential is to raise theinterestin scientific and techn010g1－
Cal activities themselves．
However，for various reasons，those engagedin scientific
and techn010giCal activities are relatively p00rin the abilitY
to present theirinformation．　For example，it seldom happens
that an engineer Or a reSearCherin charge of manufacture appears
as a her0．in a TV drama（See ReferencelO）・Scientific and
techn0logiCal activities tend to existinvisiblYin the general
SOCiety・In addition，because of high speciality′　SCientific and
techn010giCal activities are reviewed andintroduced by scien－
tists and engineers themヲelves（Reference23）・
In this situation，in Order to enhance the recognition of
SCientific and techn010giCal activitiesin the societY，itis
required to make efforts to complement the poorinformation
presentabilitY Of scientists and engineerS by scientific and
techn0logiCal educationin a broad sense′　eSPeCiallY SOCial
education and enlightenment activities．　First of all，efforts
are required to make scientific and techn010giCal activities more
Visible to general people．In the enlightenment activities for
SCience and techn0logY，efforts will be required not onlY tO
PreSent the fruits of science and techn0logy，but also to posi－
tivelyintroduce scientific and techn010giCal activities for
PaSSing their fun・　This must be noted alsoin deslgning museums，
etc・relating to science and techn01ogY．
To raise theinterest of the general societyin scientific
and techn010giCal activities，SCientific and techn010giCal crit－
ics and journalists who present theinformation on the activities
to the general society are desired to be more active・　The up胃
bringing Of competent critics and journalists for science and
techn010gY Should also be promoted as the foundation for promo－
tion of scientific and techn010gical activities．
Furthermore，tO enhance theinterestin．．scientific and
techn010giCal activities一．′it can also be considered to work out
andimplement enlightening pro］eCtS tO giVe dreams and adven－
turous spirits to children・　The challenge to the spaceis sur－
mised to have such an effect・　Though small in scale′　rObot
COmPetitions can also be significant・
CostlY PrO］eCtS CannOt always be g00d・　Even though not
useful directlyrit will be necessary to promote pro］eCtS Which
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Will giVe dreams to children・　As animmediate measure′　What
PrO］eCtS Can be worked out andimplemented should be studied．
Moreovertitis desirable that the b00ksJ magaZinesT etC・
read by children take up topiCS Which pass the excitement of
SCientific and techn010giCal activities and the pleasure of
Creation to them・Past surveys show a tendencY that those wh0
1ike reading and writing are inclined to select the non－NS＆E
COurSe・　However，it can happen that those wh01ike reading and
Writing become scientists and eng．ineerS and that the non－NS＆E
COurSe一〇riented people wholike reading and writing sentences are
alsointerestedin scientific and techn010giCal activities．
3・4　Changing theimage of scientists and engineerS
－　Let scientists and engineerS talk about themselves
andlet the society support the action　－
Tolet scientists and engineerS talk about　肺at they do at
と力e＿irJo上）Sites′i刀　fro刀と　Of fd軋りァ調eガのerg d月d ot力er
peopJe drOU刀d t力e調′i月　effortg t〇・m∂えe scie刀とific d刀d
tecカ月OjogicdJ dCとjvjtieg乃○re vigfわJe′　∂刀d tO jet t力e
50Ciety SUPPOrt　と力e dCtio月・
Pbi叫PrOVe　と力e WOエーえi刀g e月Viro7期e刀と　∂刀d tredtmel］亡　Of SCjelト
とistS d刀d eJ］ダユ刀eerS′　foご用∂鬼i乃ダ肺dt gCie月とistg d刀d e刀ダユー
刀eerS　と∂⊥た，abouと．more d亡trdCtive．
To present an attractive model of scientists and engineerS
とO t力e socjetァ・
The total number of scientists and engineerSincluding
universitY reSearChersis　2　million′　aCCOunting for　3％　oflabor
force．　This number suggests that what scientists and engineerS
do can be highly visible．　And Yet，What scientists and engineerS
do are not sufficiently underst00d by the society unnaturally．
Thelarge number of scientists and engineerSis an advanta－
geous condition for making scientific and techn010giCal activi－
ties more visible．　＝f all scientists and engineerSinform what
theY do′　first of all，tO their own familY members and further一
more other people around them，the activities will be effectivelY
made visible．　So′　theY Should talk about what theY d0．　The
SurVeY SuggeStS that the decision to select the NS＆E
COurSeis mostlY made at the early stages．　Zn this sense，the
familY and regiOnal living environment exert significant in－
fluence on boYS and girls，anditis meaningful that scientists
and engineerS talk with their familY members and other people
around them．　The societY Should also support the action．
As describedin　3．1′　tO dispatch field engineerS aS teaChers
for sch001education can be expected to be verY effectivein the
SenSe that the chance for scientists and engineerS tO talk about
themselves increases．　＝f they are dispatched to their old
SCh00ls，SCh001s of their birthplaces′　SCh00ls of their dwelling
places or sch001s with any connection with them′　their morale
Will beintensified，and the students who will be taught will get
more interested in the lessons．　The concrete implementation
methods are desired to be variously contrived．
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Jt wi11be an essential support to ensure that scientists
and engineerS Who are positivelY gOing to talk with the societY
Can PrOudlY talk about what theY do・
If what is talked about is not attractive，the desire to
talk will fade，and what has been talked about giVeS nO effect・
Therefore，tOimprove the job sites and treatment of scientists
and engineerS is an essential coTldition for this activitY・
Especiaily since the YOung PeOPle］uSt before taking the entrance
examinations to universities or］uSt after entering universities
are greatly affected bY jobimagesin their career selection，
Planting a g00dimage of scientists and engineerSin the people
Of this age bracketis expected to be effective・
Furthermore，tO SuPPOrt the activityindirectlY，an attraC－
tive model of scientists and engineerS muSt be presented to the
SOCietYin efforts to enhance the prestige of these jobs・　Con－
Cretely excellent scientists and engineerS Should be positivelY
honored′　and t01et people know scientific and techn010giCal
activities through the voices of scientists and engineerS，manY
lecture meetings should be heldincluding those with pupils and
Students as audiences．　Moreover，television programs with scien－
tists and engineerS aS hosts should be planned to efficiently
giVeinformation to manY PeOPle．　These efforts should be made
POSitivelY for support．
The organizations which survive and develop under the suP－
POrt PrOVided by scientists and engineerS Should also positively
PreSent theinformation on scientists and engineerS，tO SuPPOrt
the presentation ofinformation by scientists and engineerS．　For
example，When a manufactureris going t01aunch a new product，
theY Should positively present the information on individual
SCientists and englneerS engagedin the R＆D and manufacture′in
addition to simpIY advertising the product and the company name．
Thisis considered to be very effectivein presenting an attrac－
tive model of scientists and engineerS tO the societY・
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Append土Ⅹ1
Zmages of examinees bYintended ma〕Or
Etsuo Satoh，Hideki Endo and Yukihiro Hiran0
1st P01icy一〇riented Research Group
NationalInstitute of Science and Techn01ogy Policy
（N工STEP）
1．Purpose
Zn recent YearS，itisindicated that students of engineer－
ing－　and science－related departments tend Hto avert from the
manufacturingindustrY”in their career selection′　and some also
indicate that more senior high sch001students tend to avert from
the engineering－　and science－related departmentsin their depart－
ment selection for their entrance into universities．
If this tendency continues，itis feared thatit maY become
difficult to secure competent personsimportant for future devel－
OPment Of science and techn010gY・　To find hints for establishing
P01icies for growing competent scientists and engineerS，queS－
tionnairing was conducted on the senior high sch00l students’
COnSCiousness of career selection and of science and techn01ogY
in general，and the results were published as”Career selection
bY universitY一minded studentsl’（N＝STEP Report No・12）in Septem－
ber′1990．
Based on this report，itisintended to further analYZe the
basic summation results of the surveY On the senior high sch00l
Students，consciousness of career selection identified for re－
SPeCtive departments wished to be selected′　for clarifYing．what
they are conscious ofin their career selection・
2・Results of analYSis
2．1　Senior high schooI students，career selection between
naturai science course and non－natura1－SCience course
As statedin N工STEP Report N0．12，universitY胃minded stu－
dents were asked as to their career selection between the NS＆E
COurSe and the non－NS＆E course bY making questionsin the f01low－
ing three waYS．
（1）Sch001phase when YOu decided to select either NS＆E course or
non－NS＆E course
（2）Course you belong to at senior high school
（3）Department，major you wish to select at university
From the replies to the respective questions madein the
three ways of（1）′（2）and（3）′it was found that more than　40％
Of students wish to select the NS＆E course and that more than　50％
Of students wish to select the non－NS＆E course′　and the replies
to the three questions on the career selection between NS＆E
COurSe and non－NS＆E course were correlative to each other，aS
Statedin N＝STEP Report N0．12．　Therefore′　the replies to anY Of
the questions can be referred t0．The analYSis on the selection
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between NS＆E course and non－NS＆E coursein this report uses the
results of question（1）（those who selected replies，，，certainlY
non－NS＆E course‖　and”probablY nOn－NS＆E course．．are considered to
have selected the non－NS＆E course when the question was made
（autumn of third year at senior high sch001），and those who
Selected repliest，．certainly NS＆E course”and　一，probablY NS＆E
COurSe“are COnSidered to have selected the NS＆E course），and the
analYSis on the selection of departments uses the results of
question（3）on the department or facultY Wished to be selected
at universitY．
Furthermore，aS for the students who had wished to select
the other cpursein the past（before the first term of second
Year at SeniOr high sch001），those who had wished to select the
non－NS＆E course but changed their minds to select the NS＆E course
accounted for about　7％　of those wishing to select the NS＆E course
（more than　40％　of all the students）′　While those who had wished
to select the NS＆E course but chang‘ed their minds to select the
non－NS＆E course accounted for about　22％　of those wishing to
Select the non－NS＆E course（more than about　50％　of all the stu－
dents）・
3．Factors relating to senior high schooI students，wish to
Seiect NS＆E course or non－NS＆E course
In reference to sexes′　Subjects they are g00d at or weakin，
Self－pOrtrateS，etc・′　the factors which relate to senior high
sch00l students，wish to select the NS＆E course or the non－NS＆E
COurSe Were analyzed．　The results were as f01lows．
3．1　By sex
With regard to the male－tO－female ratioin the questionnair－
ing，amOng all the universitY一minded students，males accounted
for　64．2％，and females，34．8％；amOng those wishing to select the
NS＆E course，males　76．5％，and females　22．4％；and among those
Wishing to select the non－NE＆S course．males　53．5％，and females
45．7宅．
In reference to the departments wished to be selected′
females accounted for a verYlow rate among the students wishing
to select the engineering－related department；6．6％，COmPared t0
92．1％　of males．　Zn the non－NS＆E course，the females，rate was as
low as19．6％　among the students wishing to select the economics－
related department・
A females’rate of　65．7％　was recorded among the students
Wishing to select theliterature－related department，being f01－
lowed by　60．5％　among those wishing to select the education－relat－
ed department・In the NS＆E course，females wishing to select the
medical／dental－related department account for a high rate of
36．4亀．
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3．2　Subjects．which students are good at or weakin
Senior high sch001students wish to select the NS＆E course
or the non－NS＆E course have close relation with the subjects they
are g00d at or weakin．　The subjects which the students wishing
to select the non－NS＆E course are g00d at agree to the subjects
Which the students wishing to select the NS＆E course are weakin・
Whether each studentis g00d at or weakin each subject was asked
in four steps（Very g00d，rather g00d′　rather weak and verY
Weak）・
As for the subjects theY are（VerY and rather）g00d at，
those wishing to select the NS＆E course are mostly g00d at mathe－
matics，ChemistrY and physics as expected，and on the contrary，
those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course are rrLOStlY g00d at
Japaneselanguage′　SOCial studies and Englishlanguage・
On the contrarY，aS for the subjects they are（Very and
rather）weakin，the top three subjectsin which those wishing to
Select the NS＆E course are weak are Japaneselanguage，English
language and social studies，and the top three subjects for those
Wishing to select the non－NS＆E course are
mathematics，Chemistry and phYSics．
The respective subjects were giVen SCOreS tO eXPreSS Stu－
dents，degrees of being g00d and weak for each department wished
to be selected′　and the differences of the averages for each
department from the averages of all students are shownin Table
l．
fn reference to the averages of all the students for respec－
tive subjects，SOCial studiesis the subject theY are best at
among all the subjects′　being f01lowed byJapaneselanguage and
Englishlanguage・　PhYSicsis the subject theY are Weakestin，
being f0110wed bY earth science，ChemistrY and mathematics．　The
fact that the subjects theY are Weakin asidentified by averages
Of all the studentsinclude onlY those relating to NS＆E course
i・e・，PhYSics，earth science′　ChemistrY and mathematics means
that the present education methods，teaChing materials，etc．at
SCho0ls are designed t01et students feel they are weakin the
Subjects relating to natural science′　and this seems to further
PrOmOte the students，drift away from the NS＆E course．
［TABLEI ABOUで　HERE］
（1）Analysis for respective departments vished to be selected
The students wishing to select respective departments can be
Characterized as f01lows：
［Science－related department］
Generaily best at mathematics whichis f0110Wed bY ChemistrY
and phYSicsin this order．
Generally weakestin social studies whichis followed by
Japaneselanguage and Englishlanguagein this order．
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［Eng‘ineering－related department］
Generally best at physics whichis followed by mathematics
and chemistryin this order．
Generally weakestinJapaneselanguage whichis f0110wed bY
SOCial studies and Englishlanguage．
lMedical／dental－related department］
GenerallY best at bi01ogY Whichis f01lowed bY English
language and chemistrYin this order．
GenerallY Weakin social studies compared to students wish－
ing to select the other departments・　However′　thereis n0　0ut－
Standing subjectin which theY are Weak．
［Law－related department］
GenerallY best at social studies whichis followed bYJapa－
neselanguage and Englishlanguagein this order．
GenerallY Weakestin phYSics whichis f0110Wed bY mathemat－
ics and chemistrYin this order．
［Economics－related department］
GenerallY best at social studies・
Generally weakestin physics whichis followed bY ChemistrY・
［ConuTLerCial science／business administration－related department］
Generally best at social studies・
Generally weakestin physics and chemistry which are f0l－
lowed bY earth science．
［Literature－related department］
Generally good atJapaneselanguage whichis followed by
SOCial studies．
GenerallY Weakestin mathematics whichis f01lowed bY Phys－
ics and chemistryin this order．
lEducation－related department］
Generally best atJapaneselanguage・
GenerallY Weakestin mathematics whichis f01lowed by phYS－
ics and chemistrY．　The graduates from the education－related
department are surmised to greatlY affect pupils′　and students’
Career Selection and their likes and dislikes of subjects in
their elementarY and junior high sch00l ages．　Therefore′it
Should be considered as a serious problem that manY Of the gradu－
ates from the education－related department are conscious that
theY are Weakin phYSics and chemistrY・
（2）AnalYSis for respective subjects
How the students wishing to select respective departments
are g00d at or weakin respective subjects are analyzed under
respective subjects・
［Japaneselanguage］
The group best at Japaneselanguageis those wishing to
Select theliterature－related department，and the group weakest
init are those wishing to select the engineering－department，
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being followed bY those wishing to select the science－related
department・
Zf being g00d atJapaneselanguage relates to the abiiitY tO
presentinformationr this tendencyis surmised to mean that the
graduates from the engineering－　and science－related departments
areinsufficientininformation presentabilitY・In this casetit
is feared that the career selection of the next generationis af
fected bY theinformation presented bY the other persons than
these graduates′　and as a resultr that the number of the students
wishing to select the NS＆E coursein the next generationis ad－
VerSelY affected．
lMathematics］
The groups which are best at mathematics are those wishing
to select the science－　and engineering－related departments，and
the groups which are weakestinit are those wishing to select
theliterature－，law－　and education－related departments・
［En91ishlanguage］
The groups best at Englishlanguage are those wishing to
Select the other departmentsin the non－NS＆E cours．e（including
manY Students wishing to select theinternational scienCe－related
department），and the group weakestinit are those wishing to
Select the engineering－related department，the other departments
in the natural science course，and the education－　and science－
related departments．
The tendency that those wishing to select the science－relat－
ed department are weakin Englishlanguageis considered as a
PrOblem to beimproved′　Since one area in which Japan can con－
tribute to the worldis science and techn01ogy．
lSocial studies］
The groups best at social studies are those wishing to
Select the law－　and literature－related departments，and the
groups weakestinit are those wishing to select the science－
related department，the other departmentsin the NS＆E course，and
the engineering－related department・
Zf being g00d at or weakin social studies expresses the
intensity ofinterestin the societY，this tendencY makes us fear
that the graduates from the NS＆E course will belessinterested
in the societyin future．　Their beinglessinterestedin the
SOCietYis feared to mean theirinability to explain what theY do
for science and techn01ogY，in relation with the societY，and
this may negatively affect the career selection bY the next
generation．
［Phys⊥cs］
The groups best at phYSics are those wishing to select the
SCience－　and engineering－related departments′　and the groups
Weakestinit are those wishing to select theliterature－　and
COmmerCial science／industrial administration－related departments，
the other departments in the non－NS＆E course，and the law－，
education－　and economics－related departments．　The groups espe－
CiallY Weak in phYSics compared t0　0ther subjects are those
Wishing to seiect theiiterature－，COmmerCiai science／business
administration－′law－′　education－，eCOnOmics－　and medical／dental－
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related departments・It can be seen that consciousness of being
Weakin physics very widelY PerVades the senior high scho01
Students・　This can be said to raise a question on the education
Of phYSicsitself．
lChemistry］
The groups best at chemistrY are those wishing to select the
SCience－　and the medical／dental－related departments，and the
groups weakestinit are those wishing to select theliterature－
and commercial science／business administration－related depart－
ments．
［Bi010gy］
The group best at bi010gyis those wishing to select the
medical／dental－related department，and the group weakestinitis
those wishing to select theliterature－related department．
［Earth science］
The group best at earth scienceis those wishing to select
the medical／dentalーrelated department，and the groups weakestin
it are those wishing to selected the commercial science／business
administration－　andliterature－related departments．
3．3　Self－pOrtrateS
How the students are consci？uS Of themselves（Character，
liking，etc・）is analYZed belowin relation with the career
Selection between the NS＆E course and the non－NS＆E course．
As for the differencein the self－POrtrateS Of the students
Wishing to select the NS＆E course and the non－NS＆E course′　manY
Of those wishing to select the NS＆E courselike plastic modelsr
mechanisms′　PerSOnal computers′　eXPeriments and naturer and many
Of those wishing to select the non－NS＆E courselike the societY
and sentences・　Among males，those wishing to select the non－NS＆E
COurSeidentifY themselvesin three patterns of，一interestedin
SOCial events”，’’1ike writing and reading sentencesH and Ham a
non－natural－SCience－Oriented person’’more than those wishing to
Select the NS＆E course．
On the contrary′　those wishing to select the NS＆E course
identify themselvesin five patterns of．，know mechanisms well，一′
．一Iike making plastic modeis and handicraft．．r”like maniPulating a
PerSOnal computerT etC・，，t，．1ike scientific experiments′　etc・．一′
and’’am a natural science一〇riented person”more than those wish－
ing to select the non－NS＆E course・However，amOng those wishing
to select the NS＆E course，those who had once wished to select
the non－NS＆E courselessidentifY themselves as”am a natural－
SCience一〇riented person一，than those consistently wishing to
Select the NS＆E course′　and moreidentify themselves as　－1am a
non－natura1－SCience一〇riented person一一．　Similar results are shown
also by those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course・　Among
females，Similar tendencies as those of males can be seen，andin
addition′　females wishing to select the NS＆E course further
identifY themselves as　一一Iike nature such as sea and mountains，一
and．flike keepingliving creatures，一・　Suchitems as，一Iike plastic
models”and”like maniPulating a personal computerH are selected
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bY females as few asless than one half of males among those
wishing to select the NS＆E course′　but”like nature一一　and．llike
living creatures一一　are selected by more females than males among
those wishing to select the NS＆E course・
In reference to the departments wished to be selected′，一know
mechanisms we11一．（．．like making plastic models and handicraft”and
・・1ike maniPulating a personal computerr etc・＝・Which are selected
by manY Of those wishing to select the NS＆E course are especially
selected bY those wishing to select the engineering－related
department・　As for Hinterestedin social events一一　and”like
Writing and reading sentences selected bY manY Of those wishing
to select the non－NS＆E course′　the formeris especiallY Selected
by those wishing to select thelaw－related departmentt and the
latteris selected especially bY those wishing to select the
literature－related department・
As can be seen from Table　2，”like communication with peo－
PleH and．一Iike writing and reading sentences”as attributes
relating to theliking and disliking of corrLmunication are select－
ed least by those wishing‘tO Select the science－　and
engineering胃related departments，and this makes us fear the
futureinformation presentability of the graduates from the
SCience－　and engineering－related departments who should plaY a
large r01e for the career selection of the next generation・
［TAB工jE　2　ABOUT HERE］
4．Selection of departments and faculties of universities
What were referred to and what were giVen PrioritY tO When
the senior high sch001students decided to select the respective
departments and faculties of universities were questioned．
4．1　What were referred toin the selection of departments and
faculties
Sixteenitems were presented to students who were asked to
SPeCifY the degree of eachitemin their reference out of four
degrees（VefY decisive，Significantly decisive，nOt SO decisive′
？nd not deciSive at all）・The results are almost the same
irreSPeCtive of the courses selected．　However，generally′　those
Wishing to select the non－NS＆E course seem to refer to external
information more positivelY than those wishing to select the NS＆E
COurSe．
＝n reference to the departments wished to be selected′　a
Similar tendencY Can be observed．Itis characteristic that manY
Of those wishing to select the medical／dental－related department
referred t0．，talking with a parentI▼　and that manY Of those wish－
ing to select the education－related department referredl－talking
With an elementarY Or　コunior high sch001teacheピ　and”talking
With a senior high sch001teacher．．．
To examine theinfluence of adults on senior high sch00l
Students，the departments selected bY the students who referred
to talking．with senior acquaintances were examined（See Table　3）・
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［TABLE　3　ABOUT HERE］
As a resultlit was found that the students who verY Or
SignificantlY decisivelY referred to the talking with a senior
acquaintance tend to select the education－related department
（1・27in the value of D／Bin Table　2），COmmerCial science／busi－
ness administration－related department（1・13），and medical／den－
tal－related depPrtment（1・11）′　and on the contrarYt tend t01ess
Select the engineering－related department（0・82）and science胃
related department（0・86）．
This suggests that the adults with whom senior high sch001
Students consult for their career selection are generallY nOt
POSitivein recommending scientists and engineerS aS future
posit土ons．
4・2　What were glVen Priority toin deciding departments and
faculties
Under the question，一’What did you giVe Priority to when YOu
decided the department，facultY Or SPeCialitY Of your desired
universitY，Short－term C011ege or special c01lege？，一，Students
Were PreSented　21items and asked to specify the degree of each
item out of five degrees（’lgave high prioritY1．，．1gave some prior－
ity”，”Yes and no”，一’did not giVe SO muCh prioritY”andl’did not
give priority at all”）・
In reference to the natural science course or non－NE＆S
COurSe，the students wishing to select the NE＆S course g‘aVe
Priority to suchitems as f’wish to studYleading matters of
today’’and’’like making things and elaborate and steadY Perform－
ance”more than those wishing to select the non－NE＆S course．　On
the contrarY，those wishing to select the non－NE＆S course gave
Priority to suchitems as’’interestedin social mechanisms and
movements．l and　一’verYinterestedin thelanguage and culture of
anY foreign COuntrY”more than those wishing to select the NE＆S
COurSe．
Theitems giVen Priority to bY Students for deciding their
department selection are arrangedin Table　4　for the respective
departments wished to be selected．
［TABLE　4　ABOUT HERE］
The most commonitem giVen Priority tois　一一Can studY What　＝
1ikelf，and thisitemis ranked at the topin manY departments．
＝tis conspICuOuS thatllWish to en〕OY Studentlifef，is ranked at
the topin the economics－　and commercial science／business
administration－related departments．
Furthermore．in reference to the respective departments
Wished to be selected，’’wish to acquire alicence一一is giVen high
PrioritY tO bY those wishing to select the medical／dental－　and
education－related department as can be expected．1－Wish to en〕Oy
Studentlife”is generally giVen high prioritY tO bY those wish－
ing to select the non－NS＆E course′　above all，those wishing to
Select the commercial science／business administration－related
department・Those wishing to select the commercial science／busi－
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ness administration－related department also characteristicallY
gave high priority to　一．the university wished to be enteredis
locatedin an urban area－f and Hthe university wished to be en－
tered is famous．一．
AIso among theitems giVen PrioritY tO′　anitem relating to
being g00d at or weakin any subject plaYS a key r0le for selec－
tion of departments and faculties．
5．Znages cherished by Senior high schooI students on university
life
Whatimages are cherished bY Senior high sch00l students on
the universities wished to be entered bY them，and als0　0n the
universitylife theY Willlead there？It can be presumed that a
futureimage affects the selection andlife at present．
So′　tWO queStions were raisedin this regard・　Oneis’’What
are you going to giVe YOur Priority toin YOur universitylifeif
you enter the universitY Wished to be entered？．．　The otheris
”What image do YOu Cherish for the student life of non－NS＆E
COurSe and the universitylife of NS＆E course？一’
5・1　PrioritY giVenin universitylife
Under the question′”What are you going to giVe YOur Priori－
tY tOin YOur universitYlifeif YOu enter the universitY Wished
to bY entered？’一′　Students were presented ten items of study′
research，Circle activity，etc．and asked to specifY the deg．ree
Of eachitem out of five degrees（”wish to give high prioritY’，，
”wish to giVe SOme Priority一’，f’yes and n0，，，一’do not wish to giVe
PrioritYH and’一do not wish to give prioritY at a11．1）・　工n gener－
al，tOP fouritems were　一一relations with friends一一，r一mY hobby一，，
’．acquisition oflicence一一　and’’studY Or reSearCh一’・
In reference to the NS＆E course or the non－NS＆E course，it
Can be seen that those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course
imagine rOSY universitYlife，Wishing to en］OY the relations with
friends or heterosexual communication，Circle activities，Part－
time job′　traVeis′leisure and their own hobbies，rather than
StudYing，While those wishing to select the NS＆E course are
Prepared to devote their main effortsinto studYing rather than
Part－time job andleisure．
The top fouritems were analyzedin reference to the depart一
ments wished to be selected．　The f－relations with friends”was
Selected most by the students wishing to enter the education－
related department which was f0110wed by the economics－，law－　and
COmmerCial science／business administration－related departmentsin
this order・llMy hobbY一▼　was selected most bY those wishing to
enter thelaw－related department which was f0110Wed bY the engi－
neering－，literature－　and education－related departmentsin this
Order・’’Acquisition of licence一一　was selected most bY those
Wishing to enter the education－　and medical／dental－related de－
PartmentS Which were f01lowed by the law－　and commercial
SCience／business administration－related departmentsin this
Order・1．StudY Or reSearCh”was selected most bY those wishing to
Select the medical／dental－related department which was f0110wed
by the science－，literature－　and education－related departments．
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5・2　工mages of universitylifein natural science course and non－
NE＆S course
Under the question′　一一Whatimages do YOu have on the univer－
SitYlife at present universities？．．′　the students were presented
SeVenitems such as’’bright　－　darkH，，一dynamic　一・mOnOtOnOuS一一′　etc．
for the universitYlife of NE＆S course and non－NE＆S course．
TheY have animage of being busY tO Study and being dark for
the universitylife of NE＆S courser and animage of not being
busy to studY and being bright for the universitYlife of non－
NE＆S course．
Furthermore．the students wishing to seiect the non－NE＆S
COurSe have more a favorabieimage for the universitYiife of
non－NE＆S course than those wishing to select the NE＆S course，and
have aless favorableimage for the universitYlife of NE＆S
COurSe．
In reference to the respective departments wished to be
Selected′　those wishing to select theliterature－related depart一
ment are characteristic，and have animage on　一一advantageous　－
disadvantageous for emploYmenピf and”promising　一一　unPrOmisingTI
Close to the image held by those wishing to select the NE＆S
COurSe，rather than theimage held bY those wishing to select the
Other departments of non胃NE＆S course．
6．Job selection and jobimages of senior high schooI students
6．1　Ztens giVen priority toin job selection
＝n selecting jobs in future′　Senior high sch001students
Seem tO giVe first prioritY tO’一do whatIlikeH whichis f01lowed
byl’social stability”and”salary一一．　However，about　90％　of them
giVe Priority to’lcan use acquired knowledge and techniques”′　tO
SuggeSt that senior high sch001students areinterestedin knowl－
edge and techniques・　Theitems giVen PrioritY tO bY Senior high
SCh00l studentsin their job selection were analYZedin reference
to NE＆S course or non－NE＆S course．　Those wishing to select the
NE＆S course prefer’．can be dedicated t0　0ne SPeCialitY”，and
those wishing to select the non－NE＆S course prefer”less over－
WOrks and more h01idaYS’’′’’high chance of communicating with
PeOPie”，’’can workinternationallY”and’lcan workin urban area’’．
As for theitems giVen Priority toin job selection，those wish胃
ing to select the NE＆S course tend to mind specialitY，aS Can be
Seenin their preference of”can be dedicated t0　0ne SPeCialitY”・
Theitems”giVen high prioritY tO一一　bY　30％　or more of stu－
dents for their job selection are enumeratedin Table　4　for the
respective departments wished to be selected．As can be seen from
the table，What are giVen PrioritY tOirrespective of the depart－
ments are”can do whatIlike．’and　‖high stabilitY’’．　＝n general，
”can do whatI can一一is giVen the highest priority to，but for the
economics胃　and commercial science／business administration－related
departments，rrhigh stabilitY’’is also similarlY giVen Priority to
CharacteristicallY．
For the science－′　engineering－related and medical／dental－
related departments，T－can use knowledge，etc．’’is giVen high
PrioritY，tO SuggeSt Students are conscious to use what theY
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learn at universitY，alsoin their jobs，but for the economics－
and commercial science／business administration－related depart－
mentsT Hg00d salaryH and　一一Iess overworks and more h01idays．．are
given priority to′　tO SuggeSt theY are COnSCious of general
merits theY Will enコOYin relation with their jobS・
Features of respectiveitems areintroduced below・
［harge company］
The group which gave the highest priority to thisitem was
the students wishing to select the cornmercial science／business
administration－related department（given high priority to by
31・3％of students）which was f0110wed bY the economic9－related
department（30・9％）・（Thos？Wishing to select the engineering－
related department（29・4％）in the NE＆S course）　The group which
gave thelowest prioritY tO thisitem was those wishing‘tO Select
theliterature－related department（11・8％）which was f0110Wed by
the educatio一一related department（12・7％）・（Those wishing to
Select the scienCe－related department（14・6％）in the NE＆S course）
［G00d salary］
The group which gave the highest prioritY tO thisitem was
those wishing to select the economics－related department（53・9％）
Which was f0110wed bY the commercial science／busineSS administra－
tion－related department（53・2％）and thelaT－related department
（51・8％）・（Those．wishing to select the engineering－related de－
Partment（49・6％）in the NE＆S course）
The group which gave thelowest priority to thisitem was
those wishing to select the science－related department
Which was f0110wed bY the educaiton－related department
［TAB工JE　5　ABOUT HERE］
））??????（＝?? ?????．?????
lLess overworks and more h01idays］
The group which gave the highest priority to thisitem was
those wishing to select the commercial science／business adminis－
tratio一一related department（40・3％）which was f01lowed by the
economiCS－related department（38・7％）and thelaw－related depart－
ment（38・4篭）・
The group which gave thelowest priority to thisitem was
those wishing to seiect the medical／dental－related department
22．2亀
???? Which was f0110wed by the education－related department
［High possibilitY Of success］
The group which gave the highest prioritY tO thisitem was
those wishing to select the commercial science／business
administration－related department（32・3％）which was f011owed by
thelaw－related department（30・8％）and the economic？－related
department（28・6％）・（Those wishing to select the engineering－
related department（26・5％）in the NE＆S？OurSe・）
The group which gave thelowest priOrity to thisitem was
those wishing to select theliterature－related department（10・
Which was f0110Wed bY the education－related department（12・
and the science－related department（13・9％）・
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［High stabilitY］
The group which gave the highest prioritY tO thisitem was
those wishing to select the commercial science／business
administration－related department（63・7％）which was f0110Wed by
thelaw－related department（60・9％）and the economics－related
department（58・5％）・
The group which gave thelowest prioritY tO thisitem was
those wishing to select the science－related department（42・5％）・
lCan contribute to the world］
The group which gave the highest priority to thisitem was
those wishing to select the medical／dental－related department
（56・7％）which was f011owed by thelaw－related department（33．4％）
and the education－related department（33・0％）・
The group which gave thelowest prioritY tO thisitem was
those wishing to select the commercial science／business
administration－related department（16・4％）which was f0110wed by
the economics－related department（19・8％），the science－related
department（22・9％）and the engineering－related department
（23・1篭）・
lCan use knowledge，etc．］
The group which gave the highest priority to thisitem was
those wishing to select the medical／dental－related department
（64・7％）which was f0110wed by the science－related department
（61・8％）・（Those wishing to select theliterature－related
department（50・5％）in the non－NE＆S cour？e・）
The group which gave thelowest priOrity to thisitem was
those wishing to select the economics－related department（28・4％）
Which was followed by the commerciai science／busineSS admi＿nistra－
tion－related department（37・8％）・
［Can be dedicated t0　0ne SpeCiality］
The group which gave the highest priority to thisitem was
those wishing to select the science－related department（47・9％）
Which was f01lowed by the medical／denta1－related department
（46・5亀）・
The group which gave thelowest prioritY tO thisitem was
those wishing to select the economics－related department（16・8％）
Which was f0110wed by the commercial science／busineSS administra－
tion－related department（17・9％）・
lCan do whatIlike］
The group which gave the highest priority to thisitem
WaS those wishing to select the science－related department
（76・4％）which was f0110wed bY theliterature－related department
（74・7宅）・
The group which gave thelowest priority to thisitem was
those wishing to select the economics－related department（58・0％）
Which was f0110wed by the cornmercial science／busineSS administra－
tion－related department（63・7％）・
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6．2　Job categ・Ories wished to be selected
As for the jobs wished to be selectedin future，the stu－
dents wishing to select the NE＆S course mostly wish to select
medical services，SCientific professionals′　and mechanical and
electrical engineerSr and those wishing to select the non－NE＆S
course mostlY Wish to select educational services and public
Off⊥cers．
＝n reference to the respective departments wished to be
Selected，those wishing．to select the science－related department
Wish to select scientific professionals（COnCe一ned with science
and techn01ogY）；those wishing to select the engineering－related
departmentt mechanical and electrical engineerS；and those wish－
ing to select the medical／dental－related department，medical
SerVices．As regards the students wishing to select the non－NE＆S
COurSe，those wishing to select thelaw－related department mostlY
Wish to select judicial services，Public officers，Public corpo－
rations，etc．；those wishing to select the economics－　and commer－
Cial science／business administration－related departments，busi－
ness professionals concerned with financial and distribution
SerVices；those wishing to select theliterature胃related depart－
ment，maSS media；and those wishing to select the education－
related department，educational services・
6．3　工mages of jobs
Jobs concerned with NE＆S such as engineerS and scientists
areimagined to be”creative”，一’dYnamic”，etc・′i・e・′　attraCtive
in view of work done，but to be p00rin view of practical benefit
SuCh as”stability’’and”salary一’．
On the other hand，large bank clerks areimagined to be
一’monotonous”and”non－Creative”，i．e．，P00rin view of work done，
but to be attractivein view of practical benefit such as
一一stability’’and　－1salarY”．
＝rrespective of the departments wished to be selected′
images similar to the above are cherished and no difference can
be observed．
7．Senior high schooI students，views on science and technology
Senior high sch00l students，attitudes toward”science”and
l－techn01ogY’l are complicated．　While they wish to utilize the
results of science and techn010gyin theirlife，theY Seem tO be
highlYinterestedin scientists，responsibilities and theinflu－
ence of science and techn01ogy on people・
Meanwhile′　about　50％　of students replied”yes and no”or
，’don，t knowH to theitems′”the progress of science and techn0lo一
gy makes people happY．．一　and　一一Japan should spend more efforts for
the development of science and techn01ogY．”′　tO Show that their
attitudes toward science and techn010gY are PartiallY Skeptical・
The students wishing to select the natural science course are
highly conscious of science and techn010gy since theY highlY
evaiuate，（A）Hitis g00d that traffic means become highefin
SPeed・”，（B）’’＝　wish to positively use the results of scienCe and
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techn0logY・日．（C）’’itis g00d that computers are developed to make
life more convenient・一l，（D）t，I aminterestedin the new trends of
SCience and techn01ogy・’一，（E）”flove to read newspaper articles，
etc・On SCience and techn0logy・T一′（F）．，Japan should spend more ef
forts for the development of science and techn0logy．”，（G）IlZ wish
to be engagedin any job concerned with science and techn0logyin
future・’一′　etc・EspeciallY for threeitems of（D）′（E）and（G）′
thereis alarg・e difference between those wishing to select the
NE＆S course and those wishing to select the non－NE＆S course．
Among the students wishing to select the NE＆S course，those wish－
ing to select the science－　and engineering－related departments
are highly conscious of science and techn01ogy・
Among the attitudes toward science and techn0logYr theitems
evaluated very differently among the students wishing to select
respective departments are giVen marksin Table　6．
［TABLE　6　ABOUT HERE］
7．1　AnalYSis of respective attitudes
The attitude′　一一Ilove to read newspaper articles，etc．0n
SCience and techn010gYT COmPared t0　0thers・f－　can be regarded as
an indicator of how far the answerer is interested in the latest
trends of science and techn0logY and the underlYing principies
and mechanisms．　The group which showed this attitude most re－
markablY WaS those wishing to select the science－related depart－
ment which was f0110wed by the engineering－related department．
The group which showed this attitudeleast was those wishing to
Select the’’other departmentsin the non－ne＆s courseM which was
f0110wed by the education－　andliterature－related departmentsin
this order．
The attitude′”Z aminterestedin the new trends of science
and techn0logY SuCh as’superconductivityl and，biotechn0logy，”
Can be considered to express how far the answererisinterested
in the trends of techn010giCalinnovation affecting our societY．
The groups which showed this attitude remarkably were those
Wishing to select the science－　and engineering－related depart－
ments′　and the group which showed this attitudeleast was those
Wishing to select the education－related department which was
f0110Wed bY thel’other departments in the non－NE＆S course”and
theliterature－related departmentin this order．
The attitude，’．I wish to positively use thelatest results
Of science and techn010gY SuCh as personal computer・一Y can be
COnSidered to express how positive the answererisinintroducing
thelatest results of science and techn010gYinto hislife．
This attitude was most remarkablY Shown by those wishing to
Select the engineering－related department which was f0110wed by
the science－related department・　Among those wishing to select
the non－NE＆S course，those wishing to select the commercial
SCience／business administration－related department showed this
attitude．
On the contrarYl this attitude wasleast shown bY those
Wishing to select the education－related department which was
f01lowed bY theliterature－related department．
The attitudes′　P．Itis g00d that traffic means become higher
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in speed due to the development oflinear motor car，etc・”and
l・Itis g00d that computers are developed to makelife more con－
venient．H can be considered as indicators to show how flexiblY
the answerer can accept thelatest results of science and tech－
nologYin the entire society around him・
The groups which were most flexiblein this attitude were
those wishing to select the engineering－and commercial science／
business administration－reiated departments which were f0110wed
by the science－，law－　and medicai／dental－related departments・
The group which wasleast flexible was those wishing to select
theliterature－related department which was followed bY the
education－related department．
The comment，●一The progress of science and techn010g‘Y makes
PeOPle happy・一f means to admit that the process of science and
techn0logY favorably affects the society・　Few students agreed to
this comment，but the differenceinintensitY amOng the students
Wishing to select the respective departments shows almost the
Same tendencY aSin their responses to the flexibilitY tO the
results of science and techn01ogY．
The comment，一▼Science and techn0logYis no more than a
means，and the worldis moved bY the people engagedin p01itics
and economics．”can be considered to express how the answerer
evaluates the r01e of science and techn010gyin reforming the
SOCiety．
The group most positivein this regard was those wishing to
Select the’’other departments of natural science course’’which
WaS f0110Wed bY the science－related department，and the groups
Whichleast evaluated the r01e of scientists and engineerS in
moving the society were those wishing to select thelaw－′　eCOnOm－
ics－　and commercial science／business administration－related
departments．
The comment，”Japan should spend more efforts for the deve1－
0Pment Of science and techn01ogY・一．can be considered to express
how the answerer evaluates the sociai necessitY for the progress
Of science and techn0logY・
Thisis evaluated highest bY those wishing to select the
engineering－related department which was f0110wed bY the science－
related department．
The group most skeptical of the necessitY Of the progress of
SCience and techn0logy was those wishing to select the”other
departments of non－NE＆S course”which was f0110wed by the educa胃
tion－　andiiterature－related departments・
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7・2　Analysis for respective departments wished to be selected
The attitudes toward and comments on science and techn010gy
are analYZed belowin reference to the respective departments
Wished to be selected．
lStudents wishin9tO Select the science－related department］
This groupiS highestin theinterestin the principles and
mechanisms of science and techn010gy and the trends of techn010g－
ical innovation．
TheY are SeCOnd most positiveinintroducing thelatest
results of science and techn010gYinto theirlife′　neXt tO those
Wishing to select the engineering‘一related department，but tend to
beless positiveinintroducing the resultsinto the society not
OnlY than those wishing to select the engineering－related depart一
ment but also those wishing to select the commercial
SCience／business administration－related department．
TheY mOStlY highlY eValuate the r0le of scientists and
engineerS in moving the societY and positivelY reCOgnize the
necessitY Of the progress of science and techn0logY．
lStudents wishing to select the engineering－related departrnent］
This groupis second highestin theinterestin the princi－
Ples and mechanisms of science and techn010gY and the trends of
technologiCalinnovation，neXt tO those wishing to select the
SCience胃related department・
TheY are mOSt POSitiveinintroducing thelatest results of
SCience and techn010gyinto theirlife′　and most flexiblein
accepting the resultsinto the entire society・
However，theY tend to be somewhat skeptical of the ability
Of scientists and engineerSin moving the societY・
The necessity of the progress of science and techn010gyis
recognized most by this group・
lStudents wishing to select the medical／denta1－related
department］
This groupis generally positive for science and techn01ogy′
butislowerin the flexibility to accept the results of science
and techn010gyinto the societY than those wishing to select the
commercial science／business administration－　and economics－related
departments・
［Students wishing to select thelaw－related department］
The attitude toward science and techn01ogyis passive′
though not so passive as those wishing to seiect the education－
andliterature－related departments・
EspeciallY，theY are neg‘ative on the ability of scientists
and engineerSin moving the societY・
lStudents wishing to select the economics－　and commercial
SCience／business administration－related departments］
These groups arelowin theinterestin the principles and
mechanisms of SCience and techn010gy but rather highin the
interestin the trends of techn010giCalinnovation though not so
high as those wishing to select the science－related department・
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TheY are rather positive alsoinintroducing thelatest
results of science and techn0logyinto theirlife′　and also very
highin the flexibilitY tO aCCePt the resultsinto the entire
SOCiety・
The social necessity of the progress of science and techn01－
0gyis rather positivelY reCOgnized by themr but the r01e of
scientists and engLneerSin moving the societyis negativelY
evaluated．
lStudents wishing to select theliterature－releated department］
This groupis the secondlowestin theinterestin science
and techn010gYr neXt tO those wishing to select the education－
related department．
TheY are the second most passive alsoinintroducing the
latest results of science and techn0logyinto theirlife′　neXt tO
those wishing to select the education胃related department，and
lowestin the flexibilitY tO aCCePt theintroduction of the
resultsinto the entire societY．
TheY are rather negative on the r01e of scientists and
engineerSin moving the society・
The necessitY Of the progress of science and techn010gyis
recognized thirdleast，neXt tO those wishing to select the other
departments of non－NE＆S course and the education－related depart一
ment．
lStudents wishing to select the education－related department］
This groupis theleastinterestedin science and techn0l0－
gY，and most passiveinintroducing thelatest results of science
and techn010gyinto theirlife．
TheY are the second most passiveinintroducing the iatest
results of science and techn0logYinto the entire societY，neXt
to those wishing．to select theliterature－related department．
The r01e of scientists and engineerSin moving the societY
is recognized to be rather negative・
The necessitY Of the progress of science and techn010gYis
COnSidered the second most negativeiY，neXt tO those wishing to
the other departments of non－NE＆S course．
8．Conclusions
The above suggests the f01lowing：
＜1＞　Several sig’nS Which threaten to neg‘ativelyinfluence the
next generation，s career selection can be seen．
The students wishing to select the science－　and engineer－
ingqrelated departments are not so positivein presenting
information to the society．
The students wishing to select the education－related
department who are surmised to significantlY affect the
Career Selection of elementary sch001pupils and　〕unior
high sch00l students（next generation）tend to have very
negative attitude toward science and techn01ogY．
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The students wishing to select theliterature－related
department who are mostlY eXPeCted to be engagedin mass－
media or work as writers，tOinfluence the formation of
next generation，s social trends tend to have verY negative
attitude toward science and techn01ogY・
＜2＞　Adults who areliable to be approached by senior high sch00l
Students for deciding their career selection do not seem to
COnSider engineering or science as a recommendable course．
＜3＞　The conspICuOuSIY Characteristic attitudes of those wishing
to select the science－　and engineering－related departments are
their highinterestin science and techn0logY and their recogni－
tion on the social significance of the progress of science and
techn0logY．
The flexibilityin accepting the use of the results of
SCience techn010gyis high among those wishing to select the
commercial science／business administration－　and economics－related
departments，and cannot be considered as a decisive factor for
Selection of NE＆S course．
＜4＞　Very manY Senior high sch001students think theY are Weakin
Physics・　So′　the present education method must be drastically
improved anYWaY・　Since many of senior high students g00d at
Physics wish to select the science－　and engineering－related
departmentst theimprovement of phYSics educationis expected
toincrease the students wishing to select these departments・
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Table l Subjects which students are good at or weakin byintended major
Dept．
SeleCted
Subjec［
NaturalscienceNon－naturalscience
Average
of　allScience　Engi一　　 Medical／ Law　 Economics　Conm！　 Litera－　 Edu－
neering　 denta】 adnin．　 ture　　　 cation
Jap．lang． －34．9　　－68．1　　 －7．7 46．0　　 胃　5．6　　　 5．8　　　 87．0　　　 39．4－24．6
川ath． 72．1　　 62．5　　　 31．0 －40．5　　 －　9．1　 －0．6　　 －78．3　　 －25．8 －37．6
Eng．lang． －17．5　　－31．1　　　 36．6 28．7　　　 0．5　　 －10．9　　　 8．8　　 －17．2 －35．9
50Cial －38．0　 －31．6　　　 －17．4 68．4　　 15．9　　　 20．8　　　 41．1　 －0．5－　8．1
Physics． 64．4　　 66．4　　　 26．8－44．0． －48．2 、－56．0　　 －69．7　　 －53．2－86．9
Che摘istry 67．0　　 40．0　　　 49．7 －20．0　　 －47．9　　 胃56．6　　 －59．1’　－50．6 －58．3
Biology 27．5　　胃28．0　　　 57．2 1．9　　 胃12．1　 －14．5　　 －13．0　　 16．0 －49．6
Earth 29．2　　　 9．5　　　 22．4 10．2　　 t　9．7　　 －30．3　　 －12．6　　 －16．5 －85．5
Note：The folloving scores vere given for respective subjects：”very good”＋200，
”Rather good”＋100，”Rather weak”－100and”very weak”－200．
Table2　Ranking of respective departments wished to be selected，for attributes
relating to theliking and disliking of communication
Ranking Likecommunicationwithpeople Likewritingandreadingsentences
1 Education　 （28．9）Literature （105．6）
2 Comm．／admin．（17．8）Law　　　 （3有9）
3 Economics　 （11．4） Education　（16．8）
4 Medical／dental（3．3）Medical／dental（　4．0）
5 Law　　　 （2．7） Comm．／admin．（－13．5）
6 lEngineering （－8．4）1 l science　 （－19．1）
7
8
Literature （－22．0） Economics　ト20．0）
1 science　 （－38．2） L　Engineering　（－57．0）I
Note：Replies for each attribute question were evaluated as＋200　for”Yes，indeed”，
＋100”Yes，partly”，－100”No，rather”and－200”No，at a11”，and the difference
between the average of each department and the average of all students was
Statedin the parentheses．
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Table3　Departments selected by the students who replied the talking with senior
acquaintances was”very decisive”and”significantly decisive”
Departmentwished A B＝A／3，858C D＝C／1，414 D／B
to　be　selected （％） （％）
Science280 7．3 89 6．3 0．86
Engineering 793 20．6 238 16．8 0．82
Medical／dental275 7．1 111 7．9 1．11
Others 362 9．4 140 9．9 1．05
Sub－tOtal 1，710 44．3 578 40．9 0．92
Law 419 10．934 9．5 0．87
Economics 388 10．1 140 9．9 0．98
Comm．／admin． 201 5．2 84 5．9 1．13
Literature 2897．5 8 6．9 0．92
Education 306 7．9 142 10．0 1．27
Others 545 14．1 238 16．81．19
Sub－tOtal 2，148 55．7 836 59．1 1．06
Total 3，858 100．0 1，414 100．0
A　＝Number of answering university胃minded students
B　＝　Rate to total of answerers
C　＝Number of students who decisively referred to senior acquaintance＊
D　＝Rate to total of referring students
D／B　＝Ratio of the respective rates
Note：＊Number of students vho replied the reference to the talking with a serlior
acquaintance was”very decisive”and”significantly decisive”．
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Table4Items given priority to by students when deciding their department selection
（Items vhich were”given high priority to”by30％or more of students for
each department are enumerated．）
A．Natural science courseB．Non－natural－SCience course
［Science－related department］
く1〉Can study whatIlike．（61．4％）
く2〉Like to theoretically pursue
Principles，meChanisms of
things，etc．（43．6％）
く3〉Interestedin natural pheno－
mena and organisms．（40．7％）
く4〉Wish to studyleading matters
of today．（36．8％）
く5〉Good at subjects relating to
natural science．（30．7％）
く6〉Wish to enjoy studentlife．
（30．4％）
［Engineering－related department］
く1〉Can study whatIlike．（45．6％）
く2〉Wish to studyleading matters
Of today．（40．9％）
く3〉Like making things and elabo－
rate and steady performance．
（33．8％）
く4〉Wish to enjoy studentlife．
（33．2の
［Medical／dental－related department］
く1〉Can study YhatIlike．（50．9％）
く2〉Wish to acquire alicence．
（48．撒）
く3〉Wish to enjoy studentlife．
［Law－related department］
く 〉Can study YhatIlike．（48．7％）
and movements．（47．3％）
く2〉Interestedin social mechanisms
く3〉Wish to enjoy studentlife．
（43．7％）
く4 Wish to acquire alicence．
（30．3％）
［Economics－related department］
く1）Wish to enjoy studentlife．
（44．8％）
く2〉Interestedin social mechanisms
and movements．（34．5％）
［Commercial science／business admi－
nistration－related department］
く1〉Wish to enjoy studentlife．
（52．7％）
く2〉Interestedin social mechanisms
and movements．（34．3％）
く3〉Can study whatIlike．（33．3％）
く3〉Advantageous for employment and
promotion after employment．
（33．3％）
く5〉Wish to acquire alicence．（30．8％）
く6〉Number of examination subjects
Of the university vished to be
entered．（30．3％）
く7〉The university wished to be
（30．5％）
enteredis famous．（30．3％）
［Literature－related department］
く1〉Can study whatIlike．（65．1％）
く2〉Wish to enjoy studentlife．
（36．3％）
く3〉Wish to think about human beings
andlife．（36．0％）
［Education－related department］
く1〉Can study YhatIlike．（48．0％）
く2〉Wish to acquire alicence．
（45．8％）
く3〉Wish to enjoy studentlife．
（42．8％）
Note：Each parenthesized numeralis the rate of the students Yho replied”gave high
priority”．
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Table5Items given priority to for job selection（itens’’given high priority to”
by30％or more of students for each department wished to be selected are
enumerated）
「
A．Naturaトscience B．Non－Natural－SCience
［Science－related department］
く1＞Can do油atllike．（76．4％）
＜2＞Can use knowledge，etc．（61．8％）
く3＞　Can be dedicated to one
speciality．（47．9％）
＜4＞High stability．（42．5％）
［Engineering－related department］
＜1＞Can do whatl Hke．（70．1％）
＜2＞Can use knowledge，etc．（52．0％）
＜3＞High stability．（51．3％）
＜4＞Good salaI－y．（49．6％）
＜5＞　Can be dedicated to one
speciality．（36．3％）
［Medical／dental－related department］
＜1＞Can do油at】like．（73．1％）
＜2＞Can use knowledge，etc．（64．75）
＜3＞　Can contrjbute to the world．
（56．7％）
く4＞Higll Stability．（48．4％）
く5＞　Can be dedicated to one
speciality．（46．5％）
＜6＞Good salary．（34．2％）
［Law－related departnent］
＜l＞Can do whatIlike．（69．7％）
＜2＞High stability．（60．95）
＜3＞Good salary．（51．8％）
＜4＞Can use knovledge，etc．（46．1％）
く5＞Less overwork and more holidays．
（38．4％）
＜6＞Can COntribute to the world．
（33．4％）
＜7＞Can workinternationally．（31．5％）
＜8＞High possibility of suCCeSS．
（30．梢）
［Economics－related department］
＜1＞High s ability．（58．5％）
＜2＞Can do whatIlike．（58．0％）
＜3＞Good salary．（53．9％）
＜4＞Less overwork andJnOre ho日days．
（38．7％）
＜5＞Large company．（30．9％）
［Commercial science／business
administration－related department］
＜l＞High stability．（63．7％）
＜1＞Can do whatllike．（63．7％）
く3＞Good salary．（53．2％）
く4＞Less overwork and more holidays．
（40．3％）
＜5＞Can use knowledge，etc．（37．8％）
＜6＞High possibility of success．
（32．3％）
＜7＞Large company．（31．3％）
く8＞Can workinternationally．（30．8％）
［Literatureーrelated department］
＜1＞Can do whatIlike．（74．7％）
＜2＞Can use knowledge，etc．（50．5％）
＜3＞High stability．（47．8％）
＜4＞　Can be dedicated to one
speciality．（32．5％）
＜5＞Good salary．（31．1％）
［Education－related department］
＜1＞Can do whatIlike．（69．0％）
＜2＞High stability．（56．2％）
＜3＞Can use knowledge，etc．（48．4％）
＜4＞Can contribute to the world．（33．0％）
＜5＞Can communiCate With people．（30．7％）
Note：Each parenthesjzed numeralis the rate of students who answered’’gave high
priority”
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Table6　Attitudes toYard and comments on science and technology′　different）y evaluated
by the students Yishing to select respective departments
At［itude　toTard　or　COmment
OnSCienceand　technology
NaturalsciencecourSenon－naturaトSCierlCe　COurSe
Sci．Engi．Hed／den．Other LaY Econ．Com／adn．Liter．Educ． Oth
llovetoreadneYSpaPerarticIcs．etc．onscienceand （り② ③ ④ ⑤ （9 ⑦ （診 （9 ⑬
techno工Ogy．COmPared　t00thers．418 32．425．8 16．3 －7．0 －11．8 －16．4－22．5 －29．1 －30．1
】aminterested inneY　trendsorscieTICeand　technology（り （9 ◎ ③ ⑦ ⑥ ⑤ ⑧ ⑬ ⑨
SuChas”superconductivity’and”biotechnology’l． 57．1 55．0 38．641．5 －6．4 －3．1 2． －16．2－19．9 －18．2
lYishtopositiYeIyusethe latestresultsorscience（診 ① ④ （診 ⑦ ⑥ ⑤ ⑨ ⑬ （診
and　technol0gySuchasperSOnalcompute「．50．755．6 360 44．5 16．3 22．6 30，4 4．1 2．9 8．0
ltisgood　that　trar＝cmeansbecoJnehigherinspeeddue◎ 胃　② （む ⑦ （9 ③ ① ⑬ ⑨ ⑧
to　thedeveio囲entOrIinearmotorcar．etc． 31．8 41．6 2有8 24．0 28．436．1 42．3 －0．4 17．7 18．2
ltisgood thatco叩uterSaredeve】opedtomakel汗e ③ （∋⑥ ④ ⑦ ⑤ ② ⑬ 　 ⑨ （む
血0re　COnYenient． 30．039．7 18．9 26．5 17．9 26．3 32．小 －3．2 4．0 11．6
Theprogressofscienceandtechno10gy爪akespeople
happy．
② ① ⑥ ⑤ ⑦ ④ ③ ⑬ ⑥ ⑨
－6．5 0，0 －18．6－15．4 －21．7－12．1 －10．5 －31．5 －21．9 －29．0
Scienceand　teChnology is　nomore　thanameanS．TheYOrld② ④ ③ ① ⑨ ⑨ ⑧ ⑥ ⑦ ⑤
ismOYedby　thepeopleengaged inpo＝ticsandeconDmics －16．4 －3．9 －8．3 －18．5 15．5 15．5 13．9 4．885 40
JapanshouはSPend爪OreerrOr［s　ror　thedevelopmentor．② ① ③ ① ① （り ⑤ ⑧ ⑨ ⑬
SCienceand　teChnology． 29．037．8 19．6 19．136 7．2 7．5 4．2 －4．5 －7．3
Note：Each attitude or comment YaS given＋100scores for each”Yes〝，and－100scores
for each”No”，and the total value vas averaged for each department．The circled
numeralsindicate the ranking for each attitude or commcnt．
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Appendix　2
Senior high sch00l students’consciousness
Of career selectionin relation with sch001phases
theintended ma］Or has been decided
Yukihiro Hirano′　Hideki Endo and Etsuo Satoh
lst Policy－Oriented Research Group
National　＝nstitute of Science
and Techn0logY P01icY（N＝STEP）
1．Purpose
The authorsindicatedin NISTEP Report N0．12　that the stud－
ents wishing to select the non－NS＆E course tend to belaterin
the timing to decide their career selection than those wishing to
Select the NS＆E course．　This suggests that there maY be anY
relation between the timing to decide career selection and the
COurSeS Wished to be selected．　To search for the factors con－
Cerned with the relation′　the authors compared the attributes of
those wishing to select the NS＆E course and the non－NS＆E course
in reference to the scho01phases when the career to be selected
WaS decided′　based on the data of Basic Summation Table Z＝＝　of
Appendix　5．
This reportintroduces the results，and compiles theimplica－
tions suggested by them for science and techn01ogY P01icY making．
2．SchooI phases when theintended ma］Or has been decided
The students who’Thave definitelY decided to select the non－
NS＆E course”and　一．have almost decided to select the non－NS＆E
COufSe”at the time of questionnairing（2nd term of third Year at
SeniOr high sch001）wereidentified as the students wishing to
Select the non－NS＆E course，and the students who”have definitely
decided to select the NS＆E course．．and Hhave almost decided to
Select the NS＆E course”wereidentified as the students wishing
to select the NS＆E course．
If a student wishing to select the non－NS＆E course had
f’definitely’．or’一almost”decided to select the non－NS＆E course
’’about　5th t0　6th Year at elementary sch001”and had’’definitely’T
Or，falmost decided to select the non－NS＆E course’一about　2nd year
at junior high sch001“and als0．一aboutlst term of　2nd Year at
Senior high scho01．一′　thenit can be presumed that he decided his
Career Selection before　5th t0　6th year　01d at elementarY SCh001．
In this way′　from the results of the questionnairing，the
SCh001phases when the respective answerers decided their career
Selection were arranged as shownin Tablel．
［TABI」EI ABOUT HERE］
From Tablel，the f0110wing tendencies can beidentified；
＜1＞　Thelater the schooI phase when the career to be selected′
the more students wish to select the non胃NS＆E course．
＜2＞　The number of the students who had once wished to select the
NS＆E course but chang‘ed their minds to select the non－NS＆E course
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is verylarger than the number of the students who behavedin the
Other way・
The students who had wished to select the NS＆E course at
aboutlst term of　2nd Year at Senior high sch001but changed
their minds to select the non－NS＆E course by2nd term of　3rd Year
at senior high sch001accounted for11・9％［＝（370　persons x
54・0％）／（3，731persons x　45．1％）］，but the students who behavedin
the other waY aCCOunted for only　2・1％［＝（156　persons x
23・1亀）／（3′731pe工・SOnS X45・4亀）］・
Furthermore，22・0％［＝　452　persons／2，058　persons］of the
Students wishing to select the non－NS＆E course had once wished to
Select the NS＆E course′　While only　7．2％［＝120　persons／1′673
PerSOnS］of the students wishing to select the NS＆E course had
OnCe Wished to select the non－NS＆E course．
3・School phases when theintended ma］Or has been decided，and
attributes of students
（1）The existence of anY Subject which a pupil or student is
”verY g00d atl’or”very weakin’f greatlY affects him at elementa－
ry sch00l or］unior high sch001．
The students who are”verY g00d atH Japaneselanguage，Eng－
1ishlanguage and social studies tend to decide to select the
non－NS＆E course at early stages．
On the contrarY，the students who are　一▼verY g00d at，一　phYSics，
ChemistrY and mathematics tend to decide to seiect the NS＆E
COurSe at early stages．
Furthermore′　also the students who are”verY Weakin’l mathe一
matics，Chemistry，Physics and earth science tend to decide to
Select the non－NS＆E course at earlY StageS．
The students who arel’verY Weakin’一Japaneselanguage and
SOCial studies also tend to decide to select the NS＆E course at
earlY StageS・　These tendencies coincide with the tendency that
the students who’’gave high priority t0．1their favorite subjects
When deciding the departments to be selected decided the depart一
ments to be selected′　earlier U’g00d at mathematics’．and“good at
SCience”－　NS＆E course，”g00d atJapaneselanguage”，”good at
Englishlanguage一’′．’g00d at social studies”－　nOn－NS＆E course）・
Therefore′　PreVenting‘elementary sch001pupils and junior
high sch001students from being conscious to be weakin mathemat－
ics，Chemistry and phYSics or positivelY making them conscious to
be g00d at these subjects is surmised to be effective forin－
CreaSing the students wishing to select the NS＆E course before
their entrance to senior high sch00ls．
（2）The existence of strongintellectual誓uriositY greatly af－
fects the elementary sch001pupils，or〕uniOr high sch00l stud－
ents，decision of career selection．
The students who”gave high prioritY tO▼一　such a nature aS
－1like to theoreticallY PurSue the principles and mechanisms of
things’’′　●一interestedin natural phenomena and organisms－1，一一Iike
making things and elaborate and steadY Performance”or．一wish to
StudYleading matters of todaYH highlY tend to decide to select
the NS＆E course at earlier stages．
On the contrarY，the students who Hgave high prioritY t011
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such a nature aS”veryinterestedin thelanguage and culture of
any foreign COuntry”r・一wish to think about human being・S andlife一▼
or t－interestedin social mechanisms and movements”highly tend to
Select the non－NS＆E course at earlier stages・
Furthermore′　the students who　一一gave high priority to　一．can
study what theylike一．0r Wish tolead universitYlife with heavy
emphasis placed on，一study or research．一　tend to decide their
COurSeS at earlier stagesirrespective of NS＆E course or non－NS＆E
COurSe．
（3）Whether studentsl．wish to enjoyuniversitylife．lgreatlyaffects
the decision to select the non－NS＆E course at the　3rd Year Of
Sen⊥or high sch001．
The tendencY t〇　一一giVe high prioritY－1to suchitems as”wish
to enjoy universitylife一一　andl－the university wished to be entered
islocatedin an urban area”is highlY Observed with those who
decided to select the non－NS＆E course at the　3rd year of senior
h⊥gh sch001．
The tendency of wishing to spare．tmuch．’energy on’’circle or
Club activities”，，，relations with friends”，”heterosexual commu－
nicationf一　or　一．tours and leisure－Y in the university is highly
observed with the students who decided to select their courses at
the　3rd Year Of senior high scho01，irrespectively of NS＆E course
Or nOn－NS＆E course．
（4）Thereis certain correiation between the departments wished
to be selected′　and the timing of deciding the career selection・
The students wishing．to select thelaw－，literature－，educa－
tion－　and science－related departments tend to decide their career
selection earlier．
The students wishing to select the economics－　and commercial
SCience／business administration－related departments tend to
decide their career selection later．
（5）Thereis certain correlation between the desired jobs and the
timing of deciding the departments to be selected．
Among the students wishing to select the non－NS＆E course′
those who wish to select，aS their jobs，”educational service’一′
’rpublic officer，Public corporation emploYee′　etc．”，”judicial
SerVice．10r　一一professional（novelist，interpreter，SCenario writer
Or PrOfessor，etc・）”tend to decide their departments to be
Selected′　earlier．
On the contrarY，those wish to seiect，aS their jobs，”finan－
Cial or distribution service．10r T－company planning，Sale，aC－
COunting or general affairs”tend to decide the departments to be
Selected′later．
Among the students wishing to select the NS＆E course′　those
Who wish to select，aS their jobs，”scientific or techn0logiCal
researcherf一′llmechanical or electrical engineerf．0r Hinformation
PrOCeSSing servicevl tend to decide their departments to be se－
lected′　earlier．
（6）The students who decided their departments to beテelected′at
the　2nd t0　3rd year of senior high sch001tend to giVe Priority
to，一Iess overwork and more h01idays．．／”g00d salaryH and．lhigh
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possibility of successHin their future job selection．
（7）The students who decided their departments to be selected′　at
early stages tend t〇　一’giVe high priority一一　to Hcan use knowledge，
etc・f一′．Hcan be dedicated one speciality・．1，and Hcan do what　＝
like’’in their future job selection．
These tendencies coincide with the tendencies that those who
”areinterestedin social events’’or”1ike reading and writing
SentenCeS一’tend to decide to select the non－NS＆E course at earlY
StageS and that those who”know mechanisms”，一Ilike making plastic
models and handicraft”and”like maniPulating a personal comput－
er，etc．一I and’一Iike scientific experiments，etc．一’tend to decide
to select the NS＆E course・（Concerned with Q17）
（8）Those who are highlyinterestedin．science and techn010gy or
those who have positive comments on scienCe and techn010gY tend
to decide to select the NS＆E course at earlY StageS．
（9）Conclusions
＜1＞　The career selection bY elementarY SCh001pupils and junior
high sch001students between NS＆E course and non－NS＆E course
SeemS tO be greatlY affected by the f01lowing‘factors：
（a）Existence of anY Subject a pupil or studentis”verY g00d at”
Or　一一verY Weakin－1，and the subject concerned
Factors to promote the selection of NS＆E course：
．’VerY g00d at一一　physics．chemistrY Or mathematics・
”Very weakinH Japaneselanguage or social studies・
Factors to promote the selection of non－NS＆E course：
HVery good at一一Japaneselanguage，Englishianguage
Or SOCial studies
，一VerY WeakinH mathematics，ChemistrY，PhYSics or
earth science．
（b）Existence of strongintellectual curiosity′　andits object
Factors to promote the selection of NS＆E course；
Stronginterestin principles and mechanisms of things，
natural phenomena and making things・
Factors to promote the selection of non－NS＆E course：
Stronginterestin societies of foreign COuntries，life
and social mechanism．
（C）Contents of desired job（Whether knowledg‘e Can be used′
Whether specialitY Can be maintained′　Or Whether whatis
liked can be done）
Those who especiallY giVe PrioritY tO the specialitY Of
knowledge tend to wish to select the NS＆E course・
＜2＞　Those who decided to select the non－NS＆E course at the　2nd to
3rd year of senior high sch001seem to be affected by their
StrOng desire to en］OY universitYlife・
Those wishing to select the economics－　Or COmmerCiai
SCience／business administration－related department seem to be
especiallY StrOngin this tendencY（to decide their departments
to be selected，at the　2nd to　3rd year of senior high sch001bY
giving prioritY tO enjoying universitYlife）・
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Tablel Numbers of students wishing to select NS＆E and non－NS＆E
COurSe in respective schooI phases when the intended
major has been decided
Time　of　decision
StuderltSYishing　to　select
non－natural－SCience　course
Studen sYishing　toselect
naturaトSCience　courseTotal
Beforeabout5th－6thyearatelemerltary184Peopl 351People 535People
SCllOOl （34．4の （65．6％） （100％）
Fromabout5th－6th　yearatelementary 416People464People
880PeopleSChooltoabout2ndyearatjuniorhigh（47．3％） （52．7％）
SChoolくCoursevished　to　beselected　at Notdecided　95．9％ Not　decided　98．1％（100％）
about5H】一6thyearat　e】el乃e乃tarySChooj〉Natur 1　 4．0％ Non－Natural　l．9％
Fromabout2ndyearatjuniorhighschooJ 1．088People702Pe ple　t
1，790PeopletoIst　termof’2ndyearatseniorhigh（60．8％） （39．2％）
SChoolくCourseYished　to　be　selected　at Notdecided　82．3％ Not　decided　91．3％（100％）
about2ndyearatjuniorhighschool〉 Natural　17．8％ Non－Natura1　8．7％
Fromlst　ter皿Of2ndyearatseniorhigh 370People156People
526PeopleSChoolto2nd　termof3rdyearatsenior （70．3％）（29．7％）
highschoolくCourseYished　tobeselectedNot　ecid d　45．9％Notdecided　76．9％ （100％）
ataboutlst　termor2ndyearatsenior
highschool〉
Natura1　54．0％ Non－Natura1 23．1％
Total 2．058People1，673People3，731People
（55．2％） （44．8％） （100％）
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Appendix　3
Senior high sch00l students，consciousness
Of career selectionin relation with whether or not
they had wished to select the other course
Yukihiro Hirano′　Hideki Endo and Etsuo Satoh
lst PolicY－Oriented Research Group
National　＝nstitute of Science and Techn010gY P01icy
l．Outline of students who had once wished to select the other
COurSe
l・1　Frequency of changing the course to be selected
The students who had once wished to select the other course
are found morein those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course．
This suggests that those wishing to select the NS＆E course are
moreliable to change their course to be selected・（See Tablel）
［TAB工」El ABOUT HERE］
As for the departments wished to be selected as the first
Candidates，those who had wished to select the non－NS＆E course
but changed their minds to select the NS＆E course are character－
istically relativelyiargerin the rate of selecting the
medical／dental－related department and relativelY Smallerin the
rate of selecting the engineering－related department than those
Who have consistently wished to select the NS＆E course．　On the
Other hand′　those who had wished to select the NS＆E course but
Changed their minds to select the non－NS＆E course arelargerin
the rates of selecting the economics－　and commercial
SCience／business administration－related departments．
1・2　Timing for changing the course to be selected
As shownin Table　2，0f those who had wished to select the
NS＆E course but changed their minds to select the non－NS＆E
COurSe′　about one half of them changed their course from the NS＆E
COurSe tO the non－NS＆E course at the　2nd t0　3rd Year Of senior
high sch00l・　The change from the non－NS＆E course to the NS＆E
COurSe SeemS t0　0ccur at earlier stages・
［TABLE　2　ABOUT HERE］
2・Factors to pronote andinhibit the change from NS＆E
COurSe tO nOn－NS＆E course
Since the fluctuationin the number of those wishing to
Select the NS＆E courseis surmised to be considerablY affected bY
the existence of those who had once wished to select the NS＆E
COurSe but changed their minds to finallY Select the non－NS＆E
COurSe．　So，With attention paid to those who had wished to
Select the NS＆E course but chang‘ed their minds to seiect the non－
NS＆E course′　What outstanding features theY have compared to
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those who have consistentlY Wished to select the NS＆E courseis
attempted to be analYZed below・
2．1Subjects which students are good at and weakin
For each subject，those who replied’．verY g00d atf一　orl’very
weakin一一　wereidentified respectively・　ThenT the percentages of
those who replied so to all the students who had wished to select
the NS＆E course but changed their minds to select the non胃NS＆E
course′　and the percentages of those who replied so to all the
students who have consistentlY Wished to select the NS＆E course
were respectively calculatedJ and the ratios of the former to the
latter were calculated respectively・　Based on the ratios ob－
tainedlike this，how far the subjects they were g00d at or weak
in promoted orinhibited their selection of NS＆E course was
examined・（Table　3）
l TABLE　3　ABOUT HERE］
The A／B ratios of Table　3　are arrangedin the order of values
土n F⊥9．1．
As a result，thelargest factor which promotes the change
from the NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E course in relation with the
Subjects the students are g00d at or weakin seems to be the
COnSCiousness of being”very weakin mathematics．’・
The secondlargest factoris the consciousness of being Hvery
g00d atJapaneselanguage一一　whichis f0110wed by Hvery weakin
ChemistrY一．andllvery weakin physics’一・
On the other hand′　thelargest factor toinhibit the change
from the NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E course is the consciousness
Of being”very good at physics’一　whichis f01lowed bY’’very g00d
at chemistrY，．and Hvery weakinJapaneselanguage”in this order・
Judging from the above′　tO PreVent the change from the NS＆E
COurSe tO the non－NS＆E coursein the final stage of deciding
Career Selection′it must be most effective t01et students be
COnSCious that they are g00d at and not weakin　一．mathematics”，
llchemistry’f and”physics’’・
［F＝G・1ABOUT HERE］
The tendency that the students’’verY g00d atJapaneselan－
guageH drift away from the NS＆E course makes us feel that the
books popularlY read bY the students g00d atJapaneselanguage do
not contain anYthing to arouse theinterestin science or eng‘1－
neering．　SuppIYing manY high quality b00ks describing the rela－
tion between science　＆　techn010gY and society′lives of scien－
tists and engineers，etc・（Of course，interesting enough also for
Senior high sch00l students）is also surmised to be effective for
PreVenting the change from the NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E course
in the stage of senior high school・
2．2　Ztems giVen Priority toin the decision of career selection
What consciousness plays a ma］Or rOlein the change from the
NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E course？　This questionis pursued
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below bY analYZing・the　一一item given high prioritY tO・一in deciding
Career Selection・　The rate of those who gave high priority to
any specificitem when theY decided their career selection gener－
ally heavilY depends on whether the groupis students wishing to
Select the NS＆E course or non－NS＆E course・　Furthermore，in the
CaSe Of those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course′　the rate maY
aiso depend on whether they had once wished to select the NS＆E
COurSe Or theY have consistentlY Wished the non－NS＆E course．　Zn
this case′if anYitemis giVen PrioritY Very differentlY between
those who had wished to select the NS＆E course but changed their
minds to select the non－NS＆E course and those who have consist＿
ently wished to select the non－NS＆E course respectivelYt then
theitem can be considered′　nOt aS an attribute of those simpIY
Wishing to select the non－NS＆E course，but to reflect a feature
Of the experience of those who had once considered to select the
NS＆E course but decided to select the non－NS＆E course as a result
Of comparison between both the courses．　Suchitems are shownin
Table　4．
［TABIJE　4　ABOUT HERE］
This table seems to suggest that those who changed their
COurSe from NS＆E to non－NS＆E are more conscious of
＜1＞Wishing to enjoy universitYlife（if possiblein urban area）
＜2＞　Wishing to avoid disadvantagein futurelife
＜3＞　Beinginterestedin human beings and society
than those who have consistentlY Wished to select the non－NS＆E
COurSe，and that the NS＆E course does not meet these requirements
SufficientlY．
The above conclusion can be endorsed by similar anaiysis of
the question，”What do YOu Want tO SPare YOur energY forin your
universitYlife？”　From the answers to this question，based on
the same concept as above′　theitems are enumerated below′　for
Which energYis wanted to be spared characteristicallY by those
Wishing to select the non－NS＆E course after they had once wished
to select the NS＆E course．
Circle or club activities
Relations with friends
Heterosexual corrLmunication
Hy hobby
Acquisition oflicense
Employment
Part胃time job
Tours and leisure
＝t can be seen that these students are commonly conscious of
enコOYing universitylife and being prepared for future emploY－
ment．
Furthermore，the replies to a question on the items the
Students gave prioritY tO for their job selection were similarlY
analyzed．　The results suggest that theitems the students char－
acteristicallY gaVe Priority toin their change of career selec－
tion froIn the NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E course are
harge company
High possibilitY Of success
Advantage for marriage
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These students are characteristicallY highlyinterestedin the
merits in social life received as a reward for working，rather
thanin what they do・
2．3　Znformation referred toin deciding career selection
Whatinformation was referred to for deciding career selec－
tion and how far was compared between those who have consistently
wished to seiect the NS＆E course and those who had wished to
select the NS＆E course but changed their minds to select the non－
NS＆E course．　Table　5　shows respectiveinformation sources to－
gether with the percentages of the students consistently wishing
to select the NS＆E who referred to the respective sources（those
who”very referred to一．and Hsignificantly referred t01つ′　and also
the percentages of the corresponding students wishing to select
the non－NS＆E course after having wished to select the NS＆E
course．　Furthermore′　the rati0　0f these two groups of students
is shown for each information source．
［TAB工JE　5　ABOUT HERE］
Similar data for those consistentlY Wishing to select the
non－NS＆E course and those wishing to select the NS＆E course after
having wished to select the non－NS＆E course are shownin Table　6・
［TABLE　6　ABOUT HERE］
From B／A c0lumns of Tables　5　and　6，it can be seen that those who
Changed their course from non－NS＆E to NS＆Eis rather passive t0
0utSideinformation compared to those consistentlY Wishing．to
Select the non－NS＆E course′　While those who changed their course
from NS＆E to non－NS＆E positivelY referred t0　0utSideinformation
COmPared to those consistentlY Wishing to select the NS＆E course．
This makes us presume that external information exerts certain
influence on the change of career selection from NS＆E to non－
NS＆E．
The respectiveinformation sources are arrangedin the order
Of B／A values of Table　5in Fig．2．　The contents of the question
in the questionnairing do not clarifY What waYS the respective
information sources were usedin・　However，the figure suggests
the f0110Wing：
＜1＞　Theinformation sources most senior high sch001students are
exposed to，SuCh as parents，Class mates，Senior high sch00l
teachers，Career guidance materials prepared by senior high
SCho01s and sham examinations performed outside sch001s do not
affect the change from NS＆E course to non－NS＆E course so signifi－
Cantly．
＜2＞　The discussion with teachers of elementarY and junior high
SCh001agesis effectivein promoting the change of career selec－
tion from the NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E course，eVen though the
PerCentage Of the students who referred toit was small．
＜3＞　The mass media information of TV or radio is also effective
in promoting the change of career selection from the NS＆E course
to the non－NS＆E course，eVen though the percentage of the stud－
ents who referred to it was small．
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＜4＞　Materials of correspondence education are effective for
PrOmOting the change of career selection from the NS＆E course to
the non－NS＆E course．
＜5＞　Theinformation obtained through pamphlets of universities，
explanation meetings held by universities，etc・（theinformation
PrePared with anintention to describe each universitYin detail）
iS effectivein promoting the change of career selection from the
NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E course．
く6＞　Theinformation provided by senior acquaintances，Seniors of
Clubs，etc．，relatives′　etc．is effectivein promoting the change
Of career selection from the NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E course．
Thatis，theinformation giVen bY the adults whom senior high
SChooI students would like to consult with for their career
Selection tends to promote the change of career seiection from
the NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E course．
［PIG．2　ABOUT HERE］
Some of the above items are discussed below．
As for the possibilitY that the discussion with teachers of
elementarY and junior high sch001agesis effectivein promoting
the change of career selection from the NS＆E course to the non－
NS＆E course，Since the students wishing‘tO Select the education－
related departmentin the non－NS＆E course tend to refer to the
discussion with teachers of elementary and junior sch001s ages′
as shownin Appendixl′it can beimagined that the discussion
with teachers of elementarY and junior high sch001ages affected′
to some extentr the change of career selection from the NS＆E
COurSe tO the education－related department in the non－NS＆E
COurSe．
The possibilitY that theinformation provided bY TV　＆　radioJ
PamPhlets of universitiesr eXPlanation meetings held by universi－
tiesr etC・is effectivein promoting the change of career selec－
tion from the NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E course makes us fear
that theinformation giVen through these media emphasizes the
brightness of non－NS＆E departments as theimage of universitiesr
while depicting NS＆E departments as places of severelearning
with a plainimage・　Natural science departments are desired to
work out a strategy to make themselves effectively appeal to
Senior high sch001students and to positively respond by changing
theirimage according to the strategy・
FinallYr We Wish to discuss the possibilitY that theinforma－
tion giVen by senior acquaintancesis effectivein promoting the
Change of career selection from the NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E
COurSe・　When a senior high sch001student who wishes to select
the NS＆E course but considers to change his mind to select the
non－NS＆E courseis going to consult with any senior acquaintance，
Whomis he going to consult with？　ProbablY，the acquaintance he
is going to consult with must be a person with an occupationin a
POSition to know the job orlife of a scientist or engineer・
Prime Hinister，s Office conducted a public opinion p0110n
how the people engagedin respective job categories evaluate the
SOCial position of scientists′　and published the results・（Table
7）
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l TABIjE　7　ABOUT HERE］
This p011classifies occupationsint010　job categories・
Among the job categories，the one most frequentlYin touch with
SCientists and engineers must be managers and engineers（em－
Ployed）・In the replies to another question（Are youinterested
to”listen to talks of scientists and engineerSif you have such
a chance”？）in the same工P011，managerS and engineers（employed）
are highestin the consciOuSneSS Of beinginterestediniistening
to the talks of scientists and engineerS・　Therefore，it can be
PreSumed that the adults who areliable to exert thelargest
influence on the senior high sch001students unable to decide
their career selection between the NS＆E course and the non－natu－
ral course must be the people engagedin this job categorY・
Table　7　shows that the managefS and engineers（employed）
evaluate the social position of scientists at the lowest level
among the people of all the job categories・　Therefore，the
tendency that the high sch00l students who referred to the dis－
CuSSion with senior acquaintances for the decision of career
Selection change their career selection from the NS＆E course to
the non－NS＆E course may be a matter of course′　COnSidering such
SOCial background．
2．4　Znag‘e Of”brightness’’and’．darkness．．
The students who changed their career selection from the NS＆E
COurSe tO the non－NS＆E course have a negative image about
”brightness”in the universitylife of NS＆E course andin the
jobs of graduates from the NS＆E course（design engineers，SCien－
tific and techn010gical researchers）compared to those consist－
entlY Wishing to select the NS＆E course or non－NS＆E course，and
On the contrarY have a positiveimage about the”brightness，fin
the universitYlife of non－NS＆E course andin the jobs of gradu－
ates from the non－NS＆E course（bank clerks），aS alarge feature．
（See Table　8，and Figs・3　and　4・）
l TABLE　8　AND F＝GS．3　＆　4］
From the aboveit can be presumed that the change of career
Selection from the NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E courseis greatlY
affected by theimage of sociabilitY relating to jobs and the
image of”brightness’’and　一’darkness一一　about student lives and
］obs．
Thus，if students cherish，bY anY CauSe，animage that the
jobs of graduates from the NS＆E course areless sociable or that
the universitylife of NS＆E course and the jobs taken by them
after graduation are dark′it maY CauSe them to drift away from
the NS＆E course・　Theimag‘e Of the sociability of jobs and the
image of the”brightnessll of universitylife and jobs wi11have
to be takeninto consideration for tempting competent students
toward the NS＆E course．
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2・5　Attitudes toward science and technology
How the attitudes toward science and techn0logy affected the
Career Selection by senior high sch001students was analyzed bY
examining the factors to promote orinhibit the change of career
Selection from the NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E course（COmPariラOn
between those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course after having
Wished to select the NS＆E course and those consistentlY Wishing
to select the NS＆E course）and factors to promote orinhibit the
COnSistent selection of non－NS＆E course（COmParison between those
COnSistently wishing to select the non－NS＆E course and those
COnSistentlY Wishing to select the NS＆E course）．　Results are
Shownin Table　9　and Fig．5．
［TABLE　9　AND FIG・5　ABOUT HERE］
From Fig・5，the f0110wing can be compiled．
＜1＞　Factors relating to the consistent selection of non－natural－
SClenCeCOurSe
Large promotion factorsincludelowinterestin the process
Of science and techn010g．Y，PaSSivenessin en］OYing the benefit of
leading science and techn0logY SuCh as personal computers，and
low evaluation on theimportance of science and techn010gYin the
SOCietY・　The passive evaluation on the fruits of science and
techn010gYis also effectivein promoting the career selection of
non－NS＆E course，butis not so verY effective．
Largeinhibition factors are highinterestin the process of
SCience and techn0logY，understanding on the necessity of science
and techn010gYin the societY，and positivenessin en］OYing the
benefit ofleading science and techn01ogY．　The positive evalua－
tion on the fruits of science and techn010gYis also effectivein
inhibiting the career selection of non－NS＆E course′　butis not so
Very effective．
＜2＞　Factors relating to the change of career：Selection from
NS＆E course to non－NS＆E course
Promotion factors are the same as the factors promoting the
COnSistent career selection of non－NS＆E course，but generally
they arelowerin effect．　However，thelow evaluation on the
importance of science and techn0logyin the societY SeemS tO be a
factor as effective as for promoting the consistent career selec－
tion of non－NS＆E course．
Inhibition factors are also the same as the factors for
inhibiting the consistent career selection of non－NS＆E course，
but theY are generallY VerYlowerin effect・　EspeciallY the
POSitiveness in en〕OYing the benefit of leading science and
techn010gyis veryless effective′　and can be said to be almost
effectless．
Therefore，tO PreVent the change of career selection from the
NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E course′　it is most effective to
enhance theinterestin the process of science and techn01ogy，
and the second most effective means is surmised to be to intensi－
ty the recognition on theimportance of science and techn01ogyin
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the society・　On the other hand，an aCtion to simplyintensifY
the positiveness of utilizing thelatest fruits of science and
technologY CannOt be considered so effectivein view of prevent－
ing the senior high sch00l students，change of career selection
from the NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E course．
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Tablel Numbers of the students vho had once Yished to select the other course，and
the top three departments Yished to be selected as the first Candidates
Number　of
Students
DepartmentYished
to　be　selected
ThosewhohaveconsistentlyYishedtoselect
1，553
Q）Engineering　（46．7％）
naturalsciencecourse （診Science　　　 （15．8％）
③Medical／dental（13．3％）
Those　who　had　vished　to　select　non－naturaト
120
①Engineering　（27．5％）
SCiencecoursebutchanged theirminds　to②Medical／dental（22．5％）
Select　naturalscience　course③Science　　　 （18．3％）
Thosevhohaveconsistentlyvishedtoselect
1，606
①Lav　　　　　 （20．3％）
non－natura1－SCience　course ②Economics　　 （16．8％）
③Literature　 （14．3％）
Those　who　had　vished　to　select　natural
452
①Economics　　 （22．6％）
SCiencecoursebutchanged　theirminds　to②Law　　　　　 （16．8％）
Select　non－natural－SCiencecourse③Comm／admin． （12．2％）
Table2　Courses wished to be selected at about thelst term of2nd year at senior
high school
Course Yished　to　be
selected about lst　term of
2nd year at senior high school 、
A B
Same as　the course　finally
decided　to　be selected62．5％ 49．1％
Not　decided 7．5％ 6．6％
The　other　course 30．0％ 44．2％
Total 100．0％ 100．0％
A：Those who had wished to select non－naturaトSCience course but changed
their minds to select natural science course
B：Those who had wished to select natural science course but changed their
minds to select non－natural－SCience course
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Table3　Subjects they are good at or Yeakin，in relation with their change
from natural science course to non－natura1－SCience course
Subject A （％） B （％） A ／B
Japanese language　 Very good at 6．22．9 2．14　②
Very Yeak in15．5 33．4 0．46　⑭
Mathematics　　　　　 Very good at 6．4 8．90 72　⑫
Very weak in25．4 10．2 2．49　①
English language　　 Very good at6．9 4．2 1．64　⑤
Very weak in 22．8 27．90．82　⑲
Social studies　　　 Very good at10．2 6．3 1．62　⑥
Very weak in14．6 23．4 0．62　⑬
Physics　　　　　　　 Very good at 1．56．1 0．25　⑬
Very Yeak in40．9 21．7 1．88　④
Chemistry　　　　　　 Very good at 3．3 8．40．39　⑮
Very weak in 28．3 13．92．04　③
Biology　　　　　　　 Very good at3．8 4．0 0．95　⑨
Very veak in16．8 16．1 1．04　⑧
Earth science　　　　 Very good at 1．7 2．10．81 ⑫
Very weak in 28．3 17．81．59　⑦
A：Ratein those Yho had Yished to select natural science course but changed
their minds to select non－natura上science course（％）
B：Ratein those Yho have consistently wished to select natural science course
（％）
Note：Circled numerals shoY ranking of A／B．
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Fig・l Influence of subjects which students are good at or weakin，On the change from
natural science course to non－natura上science course
Mathematics
Japaneselanguage
Chemistry
Physics
Englishlanguage
Social studies
Earth science
Biology
Biology
Englishlanguage
Earth science
Mathematics
Social studies
Japaneselanguage
Chemistry
Physics
A／B
Very weakin　2．49
Very good at　2．14
Very weakin　2．04
Very weakin l．88
Very good at l．64
Very good at l．62
Very weakin l．59
Very weakin l．04
Very good at O．95
Very weakin O．82
Very good at O．81
Very good at O．72　／
Very weakin O．62
Very weakin O．46
Very good at O．39
Very good at O．25
†Factor to promote the change
Of course to be selected
l Factor toinhibit the change
Of course to be selected
Note：The numerals are A／B ratios of Table3．
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Table41tems featuring those who had vished to select natural science course but
Changed their minds to select non－natural－SCience course，Selected out of
theitems given priority toin the decision of career selection
Item
Rate of those who gave priority to （％）
A B C A／B
Think abouthuman beings and life23．2 20．0 8．0 1．16
lnterested insocialmechanisms33．0 28．7 6．0 1．15
andmovements
Numberof entrance examination subjects 27．7 25．0 16．7 1．11
Advantageous foremploymentand promotion 26．3 22．3 22．0 1．18
University Yished　to be entered is located 15．513．2 7．3 1．17
in　urban　area
Wish　to enjoystudent life47．6 43．0 32．2 1．11
University Yished to be entered is　famous 20．1 16．7 12．0 1．20
Affluent　future life is　assured20．1 14．8 15．1 1．36
A：Those Yho had wished to select natural science course but changed their minds
to select non－natural－SCience course（A）
B：Those vho have consistently Yished to select non－natura上science course
C：Those Yho have consistenHy Yished to select natural science course
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Table5　Percentages of students Yho referred（”very”and”significantly”）to
respectiveinformation sources（those consistently Yishing to select
natural science course and those Yishing to select non－natura1－SCience
COurSe after having Yished to select the natural science coursein comparison）
Information　sourceA （％） B （％） B／A （％）
Magazine foruniversity entrance
73．1 81．9 1．12eXamlneeS
TV　or　radio 8．2 11．1 1．35
Parent 47．6 51．1 1．07
Relative 32．2 37．0 1．15
Class mate 58．8 63．1 1．07
Friend　outside　school18．2 21．0 1．15
Senior of club，etc． 28．7 33．5 1．17
Senior acquaintance 33．6
5．9
41．6
9．5
1．24
1．61
Teacher ofelementary orjuniorhigh
SChoolage
Teacher ofsenior highschool52．9 56．0 1．06
Teacher ofcram school，etc．15．2 15．5 1．02
Universitypamphlet 46．4
59．5
58．0
59．8
1．25
1．01
Career guidancematerialof senior
high school
Explanation meeting held by university 16．7 19．9 1．19
Sham examination　outsideschool57．9
20．4
57．1
27．2
0．99
1．33
Materialofcorrespondence education，
etc．
A：Percentage of those consistently vishing to select natural science course
B：Percentage of those wishing to select non－natural－SCience course after having
Vished to select natural science course
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Table6　Percentages of students Yho referred（”very”and”significantly”）to
respectiveinformation sources（those consistently Yishing to select
non－natura1－SCience course and those Yishing to select the natural
SCience course after having wished to select non－natural－SCience course
in comparison）
Information　sourceA （％） B （％） B ／A （％）
Magazine for university entrance
78．5 75．9 0．97eXamlneeS
TV　or　radio 9．1 9．1 1．00
Parent 49．9 49．20．99
Relative 35．4 35．9 1．01
Class　mate 66．8 56．7 0．85
Friend　outside　school 23．0 19．2 0．83
Senior of club，etc． 34．4 25．9 0．75
Senior acquaintance 38．0
8．0
38．3
4．2
1．01
0．53
Teacher of elementary or junior high
SChoolage
Teacher of senior high school59．6 49．2 0二83
Teacher of cram school，etc．16．6 17．5 1．05
University pamphlet 55．8
65．2
48．4
51．7
0．87
0．79
Career guidance material 0f senior
high school
Explanation meeting held by university 20．3 12．5 0．62
Sham examination　outside school60．5
29．3
49．2
31．6
0．81
1．08
Materialof correspondence education，
etc．
A：Percentage of those consistently Yishing to select non－natura上science course
B：Percentage of those Yishing to select natural science course after having Yished
to select non－natural胃SCience course
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Fig．2　Relation betveen the change of the course vished to be selected from natural
SCience to non－natural－SCience and outsideinformation sources
B／A
Teacher Df elementary or
junior high school age l．61
TV or radio
Material of correspondence
education，etc．
Pamphlet of university
Senior acquaintance
Explanation meeting held by
un汗ersity
Senior or club，etc．
1．35
1．33
1．25
1．24
1．19
1．17
Friend outside school，relative l．15
Magazine for university l．12
entrance examinees
Class mate，parerlt l．07
Senior high school teacher l．06一
Teacher of cram school，etc．　1．02＿
Career selection guidance
material of senior high school
Sham examination outside school O．99
Note：Numerals are B／A values of Table5．
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Table　7　Evaluation on the social position of scientists by people engagedin
respective job categories（Replies to a question，”Do you think the social
position of scientistsis generally high？”）
Occupationalcategory 財arks
1・Agriculture，forestryandfishery（proprietor）71．2
2．Thejoblessotherthanhousewivesandstudents65　6
3・Agriculture，forestryandfishery（employedfamilymembers）57．1
4．Physicalworkers（emp10yed） 48．1
5・Commercialandindustrialservicesandfreelancers（proprietors）42．5
6．Commercialandindustrialservicesandfreelancers
40．9（employedfamilymembers）
7．Students（jobless） 39．0
8．Housevives（jobless） 38．9
26．39．0fficevorkers（employed）
10・Managersandengineers（employed）2．4
Notel：Scores given to each answer，300to”Yes，indeed．”，100to”Yes．”，
O to”I don’t know．”，－100to”No．”，and－300to”Never．”were averaged．
Note　2：Prepared based on the data statedin”public ODinion Census of Science＆
Technology and Society”（surveyedinJanuary，1990，by Public Relations
Division，Prime Minister’s office）．
Table8　Image about”brightness”cherished for the studentllle Of natural science
and non－natural－SCience courses and for he jobs of graduates from the
respective courses
A B C
Student life　of　naturalsciencecourse－4．6
17．0
－48．2
2．1
－63．8
－6．2
Jobofgraduates　fromnaturalsciencecourse
Designengineer
Scientificand　technologicalresearcher －73．0 －93．9 －108．9
Student life　of　non－natural－SCience　course104．8
18．7
135．3
胃3．0
153．7
21．9
Jobofgraduates　fromnon－naturaトSCiencecourse
BaIlk　clerk
A：Students consistently wishing to select natural science course
B：Students consistently Yishing to select non－natura上science course
C：Students Yishing to select non－natura1－SCience course after having wished to
Select natural science course
Note：Scores given toimage about”brightness”，300to”very bright”，
100to’’rather bright”，O to”neither”，－100to”rather dark”and
－300to”very dark”vere averaged．
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Fig．3　Variousimages cherished for the studentlife of natural science course by
university entrance examinees
A：Degree
SClenCe
B：Degree
COurSe
C：Degree
SClenCe
Ofimage cherished
COurSe
Ofimage cherished
after having Yished
Ofimage cherished
COurSe
by those consistently vishing to select natural
by those Yishing to select non－naturaトSCience
to select natural science course
by those consistently vishing to select non－naturaト
←　　Decrease
－60　－50　　－40　　－30　　－20　　－10
Increase　→　　　　B－A
10
Bright
Dynamic
ヽ
Busy to study　　　＼
Promising
Smart
Advantageous for employment
Diligent
ー63．8－（4．6）＝－59．2
48．0－95．0＝－47．0
185．5－217．1＝－31．6
122．0－145．3＝－23．3
28．1－43．5＝－15．4
132．8－140．1＝－7．3
119．7－111．5＝8．2
Note：Marks given to each degree ofimage，±300to”very”and±100to”rather”
Were aVeraged．
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C－A
－43．6
－46．4
－39．0
－20．1
胃18．5
－5．9
－3．0
Fig．4　Variousimages cherished about scientific and technological researchers by
university entrance examinees
A：Degree
SClenCe
B：Degree
COurSe
C：I）egree
SClenCe
Sociable
Bright
Promising
Stable
Smart
Busy
Ofimage cherished
COurSe
Ofimage cherished
after having Yished
Ofimage cherished
COurSe
Decrease
by those consistently vishing to select natural
by those wishing to select non－natural－SCience
to select natural science course
by those consistently wishing to select non－naturaト
lncrease　→　　B－A
－40　　　－30　　　－20
、、．
Dynamic
Creative
Highly socially evaluated
Good salary
－130．8－（－94．4）＝－36．4
－108．9－（－73．0）＝－35．9
69．5－91．0＝－21．5
－52．0－（－31．3）＝－20．7
26．2－38．9＝－12．7
152．5－161．1＝－8．6
139．8胃142．7＝－2．9
208．6－207．8＝0．8
94．8胃91．3＝3．5
15．4－11．1＝4．3
0　　　10
C－A
－28．2
－20．9
－27．3
－20．5
－16．7
－33．3
－10．9
－8 1
3．7
－7．9
Note：Marks given to each degree ofimage，±300to”very”and±100to’’rather”
Yere aVeraged．
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Table9　Experience of having Yished to select the other course and attitudes tovard
SClenCe
A：Students
to select
B：Students
C：Students
and technol0gy
Yishing to select non－naturaトscience COurSe after having vished
natural science course
COnSistently vishing to select non－natura卜science course
COnSistently Yishing to select natural science course
A B C
（A／C）
452
1，553
（B／C）
1，606
1，553
Whole 452 1，606 1，553
I love to read nevspaperarticles of
SCience and technology．　 Yes127 321 783 0．5640
No．
Iam interested in scientific　and
technologicaltrends suchas super－
COnductivity．　　　　 Yes
167
177
703
405
334
989
1．72
0．62
2．04
0．40
No．
IYish to positively utilize the
1atest　results　ofscienceand　tech－
nology．　　　　　 Yes
148
225
675
559
222
933
2．29
0．83
2．94
0．58
No．
It is good that traffic means become
higher in speed．　　　 Yes
95 426 174 1．88 2．37
233 700 8220．97 0．83
No．
It is good thatcomputersare
developed to make lifeconvenient．
Yes
90
201
369
580
281
780
1．10
0．89
1．27
0．72
Ⅳ0．
The progress ofscience and technology
makespeoplehappy．　　 Yes
97 382 278 1．201．33
68 172 3340．70 0．50
No．
Science is ameans，and the YOrld is
movedby politics and economics．
Yes
159
158
556
549
438
435
1．25
1．25
1．23
1．22
No．
More efforts should be spent　for
SCience and technology．　 Yes
118 389568 0．710．66
120 340633 0．620．50
No． 101 369208 1．671．72
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Fjg．5　Career selection betYeen natural science course and non－natural－SCience course，
and attitudes toward science and technol0gy
［Change of career se】ection fro皿natural science
course to non－natural science course〕
ia川tin融StedintheneTtrendS霊C霊。1。gy．2・29
l do no［Ti5h t0両iliZe［he results or science
andlechnology
I do noLlol・e tO read a　＝C圧S O「SCie〔Ce and
tech〔D】og）′．
】do notlhink Te Should sDend more e〃0rLs r0r
the prOSドeSS Or SCie［Ce and［echnology．
???????????
川霊。霊霊C霊：昌C帯霊3a：霊。Sj・25
F do no［軸圧　はe p「OgreSS Cr SCIenCe and
Lechno10gyEakespeoplehappy・1，25」＼
ーdMOtthinkitisgoodthatcomp血S霊霊ふし工20
1do not［hinkiLis good that Lrarric meanS become
higherin speed・1．10
…油日iSgOOdはa…rricmeanSbecc爪e霊；2．0．
日hinkiLis good［hat COmPuterS龍ke】汗e con、・enie〔し0，
I YiSh to uH1ize the reSUttS Or SCience a〔d
Lechnology．
l do not［hi〔k Lha［scie〔Ce and Lechno】ogyis a means
Or th訳　the T0rldis moYed bypolitics and economicS．
Or SCience and technoiogy
I】0＼一e L0read a「LicleS0r SCie〔Ce and Lechno】ogy．
??
? ?
???????
l Lhink　抽e progress or SCience and［echno10gy nakes
people happy．0．70
l amin［ereStedin Lhe neT　けends o「SCience and
technolog〉・．0・62
1thinkm0「eer「0「［ssh飢バdb竺SP？ntrorーhepーOgーeSS O．62
／
／
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［Consist t selection of non－natUraトscience course］
2．9中　日Otinterestedin the neY tre〔ds or scieにe
and techno】ogy．
2．37日ono川shto両日iZe扼「esult50rSCience
and technology．
2．0フ‡÷績2．04　日0nOtl。、・e t。re融∴汀Hc】es。rSCiencea。d
［ec短0logy．
1・72ld…0用nkTeShou－dspendnoーeer仙SrCr
De progreSS Or SCはnCe andはC加ology．
1．33】donot thinkitis sCOd Lha［con卸terSmakeli「e
COい．enienl．
／ユ・27－d…0…i月kiti5gOOdとわaHramcmnSbecome
higheri〔SPeed．
圭一1．231donot think川eprCg「eSSO「SCienceand
k・　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　techno】ogy makes people happ）・．
1川ink thaL SCience a雨I kchno】ogyis a neanS a〔d
tha［Lhe TOrldis EOVed by po日日cS and econOmics．
〔???????? ?【．????
??
亡hinkiCis good（厄　汀arric招ea出beco爪eわigher
i〔SPeed．
Lhi〔kitis good thal CO即UterS□akelire con、でnie〔L
do〔Ot think tha［science a〔d Cec加OlCgyis a　把anS
or thaL［helOrIdis COl・ed byPOliticS and eco〔0mics．
0．5狛Tish to utilize the results or SCience and
［echnolosy．
0．501とhi〔k扼PrOgreSS Cr5Cie〔Ce and tec柚ofogブ正之大e5
PeOP】ehapp）′．
0．50日hinknoI．eerr0「［sshouldbes㌢nLrorthePーOgreSS
O「SClenCe and tec〔nOlogy．
0．401aminterestedin the ne▼r tre〔ds or science Z〔d
［echnology．
0．40llo、′e L0read artiCleS0r SCience and technolog）・．
Appendix　4
Hultivariate analysis of senior
high sch001students’consciousness structure
Shinichi KobaYaShi，Hideki Endo
and Yukihiro Hiran0
1st P01itY－Oriented Research Group
Nationalinstitute of Science and TechnoiogY
l・Purp°Se Of multivariate analysis
This surveY aSked senior high scho01students questions，tO
identifY their consciousness of their career selection，their
imag．es on jobs，attitudes toward science and techn01ogy′　etc・
However，theitems regarding consciousness usedin the
questionnaire do not cover properly al1the consciousness desired
to beidentified．　For example′　Question　9　enumerates　21items as
POSSible factors for deciding their courses in universities，
asking Which of them affected themin their decision．　However，
there maY have been other factors which were notincludedin the
enumerated factors and on the contrarY，the enumerateditems may
haveincluded which had nothing to do with their decision．　This
CaninevitablY happen with surveYS Of consciousness due to tech－
nical restrictions．
So′itis required to extract essential factors not affected
bYindividual items enumerated．　Since the enumerateditems can
be considered to reflect essential factors more orless，if there
is anY method for extracting essential factors from the results
Of the survey′　the purpose can be achieved・　A technique usedin
SuCh a caseis multivariate analysis，above ali，factor analysis．
Furthermore，Question12　asked theimage of universitylife．
AIso to analYZe a PrOblem as to whatis the essentiai difference
between theimage of universitYlifein the non－NS＆E
COurSe and thatin the NS＆E course′　multivariate analYSis can be
applied．　For a problem as to whatimageitemis
OutStanding，analysis such as Hayashi，s Quantification theorY H
Can be applied．
Thus，multivariate analysis clarifies the relative relations
among pluralitems and allows the structuralidentification of
PrOblems even though these cannot be found by analysis ofindi－
Vidual questionitems・　The f01lowing describes the multivariate
analYSis performed toidentify structures relating to several
questions．
2．Analysis of consciousness structurein career selection
2．1　Hethod
Factors for deciding the universitY COurSe Were eXtraCted bY
factor analysis・In reference to Question　9，．，To what degree did
YOu giVe Priority to the f0110wingitems when YOu decided the
department or specialitYin the universitY？．．，analYSis was effect胃
ed according to the princiPai factor method based on theitera－
tive estimation of communalitY．　Furthermore，for better under－
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Standing of structure′　the structure was simplified bY Varimax
rotation（this operation does not change the relative structure）．
The factor scores were estimated by regression method．
Fiveitemslow．in communalitY・L（number of examination
Subjects of the uniVerSitY Wished to be entered）．M（Can StudY
What　＝like），0（like reading b00ks or making experiments alone，
rather than keeping troubiesome relatio一S With people）′Q（Wish
to a？quire alicense）and S（Wish to en］Oy universitylife）were
eliminated（COmm一nalitYis a termin factor analYSis；？nitemlow
in communalityiS nOt a real factor for course decISion or a
highly peculiar factor，andis generallY eliminated from the
essential structure）・　Calculation was made using　3718　samples
Whlch repl⊥ed to allitems．
2．2　Consciousness structure in course decision
The factor structure obtained as a result of the anaiYSisis
as shown in Table l．　Three essential factors were obtained．
（Tablel shows them as Fl，F2　and F3in the order of variance・A
Varianceis anindicator to show the magnitude ofinfluence of
each factor on the course selection・）　Each numeralin the table
Shows the correlation degree between the correspondingitem and
the corresponding factor obtained・　From the correlation degrees
With the respective items′　the nature of each factor can be
estimated．
l TABLEI ABOUT HERE］
For example，the first factor（Fl）islargein correlation
With D（interestedin various natural phenomena and or甲nisms）・E
（like to theoreticallY PurSue the principles and mechaniSmS．0f
things，etc・）′　G（g00d at mathematics），J（g00d at subjects
COnCerned with natural science（PhYSics′　Chemistry′　bi0logY，
etc・）and P（Wish to studYleading matters of today）・　These
items show an inclination toward NS＆E course．　The second factor
（F2）is largein correlation with A（VerYinterestedin the
language and culture of anY foreign countrY），B（Wish to think
about human beings andlife），C（interestedin social mechanisms
and movements），H（g00d atJapaneselanguage）′　＝（g00d at English
language）and K（g00d at subjects concerned with Social studies
（Japanese historY，WOrld historY，etc・）．　Theseitems show an
inclination toward non－NS＆E course・　The third factor（F3）is
largein correlation with N（advanta？eOuS for employment and
PrOmOtion after emp10yment），R（the uniVerSitY With the depart－
ment wished to be selectedislocatedin an urban area），T（the
サniversity．wished to be enteredis famous）and U（affluentlife
in futureiS aSSured）．Theseitemsinclude theitems concerned
with future life and the items concerned with the vaiue of the
universitY for theindividual．　These two categorieslook differ胃
ent，but are commonin the consciousness that the universitY Or
departmentis considered aS a tool or means．
Zt can aiso be considered that the first and second factors
are subjective factors of examinees，While the third factoris a
factor of universitY Side．　So′　the first factor can be cal1ed
”seif－COnSCiousness of NS＆E grounding”；the second factor，’▼self
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COnSCiousness of non－NS＆E groundingH；and the third factor，
’’consciousness to consider the universitY aS a t00l．l．
＝t can be said that the course decision for the universitY
is based on three ma］Or factors of　一’self－COnSCiousness of NS＆E
grounding”，l’self－COnSCiousness of non－NS＆E groundinダ　and
”consciousness to consider the universitY aS a t00ll’．
2・3　Tendencies by attributes
Table　2　shows the means and standard deviations of factor
SCOreS for the respective attributes．　The smaller the value for
each questionitem，the more positive．　So′　thelarger the value
Of each scorein minus directionr the more strongly effective the
factor．
How to read this table is described in reference to the
factor scores by sex．　The first factor scores are　－0．135　for
males and O・259　for females．　This shows that males are higherin
the self－COnSCiousness of NS＆E grounding．　SimilarlY，the second
factor scores show that females are higher in the self－
COnSCiousness of non－NS＆E grounding．　For the third factor，there
is little difference between males and females．
SimilarlYr bY COurSe Wished to be selected′　those wishing to
Select the NS＆E courseis higherin the self－COnSCiousness of
NS＆E grounding，and those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course
is higherin the self－COnSCiousness of non胃NS＆E g・rOunding・工f the
COurSeS Wished to be selected are roughly classifiedinto the
NS＆E course and the non－NS＆E course′　the Hself－COnSCiousness of
NS＆E grounding”and the’fself－COnSCiousness of non－NS＆E ground－
ingll directlY affect the career selection．
However，if the courses wished to be selected are observed
in more detail，there are also some different tendencies．　Those
Wishing to select the science－reiated department are highin the
”self－COnSCiousness of NS＆E grounding，I andlowin thel，self
COnSCiousness of non－NS＆E grounding．．′　andin addition．lowin the
Hconsciousness to consider the universitY aS a tO01”・　Those
Wishing to select the engineering－related department within the
Same NS＆E courseis also highin the　一一self－COnSCiousness of NS＆E
grounding’Y，but not so high as those wishing to select the sci－
ence－related department，andlowerin the　一，self－COnSCiousness of
non－NS＆E groundingT．than those wishing to select the science－
related department・　The formeris very different from thelatter
in that the formeris rather highin the　－Tconsciousness to con－
Sider the university as a t001．，・　Those wishing to select the
medical／dental－related department are ratheriowerin the flself
COnSCiousness of NS＆E grounding”than those wishing to select the
SCience－　and engineering－related departments，and not solowin
the，．self－COnSCiousness of non胃NS＆E grounding”・
Those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course are generallY
lowin the　一一self－COnSCiousness of NS＆E grounding．．and highin the
．一self consciousness of non－NS＆E grounding”・This typiCal tenden－
Cyis shown bY those wishing to seiect theliterature－related
department・　Howeverr the third factorl”consciousness to consid－
er the university as a t001日is different from department to
department・　Those wishing to select thelaw－′　eCOnOmics－　and
COmmerCial science／business administration－reiated departments
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are highin the”consciousness to consider the universitY aS a
t001”，While those wishing to select the other departments are
iowin the’一consciousness to consider the university as a t001一’．
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Therefore′　at first，”self－COnSCiousness of NS＆E groundinglY
and，一self－COnSCiousness of non－NS＆E grounding’llead to the NS＆E
COurSe and the non－NS＆E course respectively．　Then，those wishing
to select the NS＆E course and with”consciousness to consider the
university as a t001’’wish to select the engineering－related
department，and those wishing to select the non胃NS＆E course and
With Hconsciousness to consider the universitY aS a t00l’’wish to
Select thelaw胃，eCOnOmics一　〇r COrrLmerCial science／business admin－
istration－related department．
＝n relation with the sch001phase when the career to be
selected was decided′　those who decided earlier the career to be
Selected′irrespective of NS＆E course or non－NS＆E course′　are
StrOngerin the self－COnSCiousness of their own grounding・　The
．一consciousness to consider the university as a t001’’shows no
Clear relation with any sch001phases・
Among those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course，those who
had once wished to select the NS＆E course is strong in the
Hself－COnSCiousness of non－NS＆E grounding”，but weaker than those
Who consistently wished・　On the contrarYT those who had once
wished to select the non－NS＆E course but changed their minds to
Select the NS＆E
NS＆E grounding
NS＆E course．
With verY high
even temporari
factor for wi
grounding swlng
COurSe are StrOngerin the f’self－COnSCiousness of
一，than those consistently wishing to select the
This allows theinterpretation that”even those
NS＆E grounding may drift awaY from the NS＆E course
ly▼，o  that’’high NS＆E groundingis a decisive
Shing the NS＆E course（those with high NS＆E
from the non－NS＆E course to the NS＆E course）．’・
2．4　Conclusions
The decision of the career to be selected is affected by
three ma］Or factors of Hself－COnSCiousness of NS＆E groundingH′
f．self－COnSCiousness of non－NS＆E grounding”and Y’consciousness to
COnSider the university as a t00lll・　Among them，the．lself－COn－
SCiousness of natural science grounding”is thelargestin
variance′　tO Show thatitis the strongest factor．　Thel．self－
COnSCiousness of NS＆E grounding．．and the　一一self－COnSCiousness of
non－NS＆E grounding”lead to the NS＆E course and the non－NS＆E
COurSe reSPeCtivelY．　The　一一consciousness to consider the univers－
itY aS a tO01l’is a factor for deciding the departmentin the
non－NS＆E or NS＆E course′　and those wishing to select the NS＆E
COurSe Wish to select the engineering’－related department，While
those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course wish to select the
iaw－′　eCOnOmics一　〇r COmmerCial science／business administration－
related department・　FurthermoreT those who decided earlier the
Career tO be selected are strongerin the self－COnSCiousness of
COrreSPOnding NS＆E grounding or non－NS＆E grounding・
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3．Whatis wished to be donein universitylife
3．1　Hethod
There must be various things which are wished to be done bY
senior high sch001students after their entranceinto universi－
ties・　To structurallYitemize themr factor analysis was per－
formed on the replies to Questionll（What do youintend to spend
your energY tOin YOur universitYlife after your entranceinto
your university？）・
The analYSis used　3824　samples which replied to all the
items．
3．2　whatis wished to be donein universitylife
The factor structure obtained as a result of analYSisis as
Shown in Table　3．
As a result of factor analYSis，three factors were extracted・
The first factor（Fl）is concerned with consumptionitems to
enjoY universitYlife such as B（Circle or club activities），C
（relations with friends），D（heterosexuai communication）′　E（mY
hobby）and　＝（tours andleisuテe）・The．second factor（F2）is
COnCerned with theitems for using the uniVerSitY aS a meanS for
future employment such as F（acquisition oflicense）′　G（emploY一
ment activities）and H（Part－time job）・　The third factor（F3）iS
the only one factor concerned with the wish to pursuelearning
and knowledgeチSindicated bYitem A（Study and research）・
However，the varianCe Of the third factoris verY Small．　Consid－
ering the structure，let，s call the first factor f．consumption一
〇riented universitY life，一，the second factor．一t001－0riented
universitYlife”and the third factor”studY－Oriented universitY
life一一．
［TABIjE　3　ABOUT HERE］
3・3　Tendencies of respective attributes
Table　4　shows the means and standard deviations of factor
SCOreS for the respective attributes．　The smaller the value for
each questionitem，the more positive．　So′　thelarger the value
Of each scorein minus direction，the more strongly effective the
factor．
BY SeX′　females show minus values for all the factors．　This
means thatin everY aSPeCt，females are clearerin the wish to do
What theYlike．　BY COurSe Wished to be selected′　those wishing
to seiect the non－NS＆E course giVe higher priority to”consump－
tion一〇riented universitYlife”・　The females wishing to select
the non－NS＆E course tend to giVe Priority to’lt001－0riented
universitylifer’，and the females wishing to select the NS＆E
COurSe′　tO”studY－Oriented universitYlife”．
BY department wished to be selected，the inclination for
Hconsumption一〇riented universitYlife，一is not so different among
the respective departments，eXCePt that those wishing to select
the science胃related department arelowin theinclination．　This
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SuggeStS that the consumption aspect of universitYlifeis grow－
ing as a common tendencY amOng all departments．　Those wishing to
Select the science－　and medical／denta1－related departments are
inclined for HstudY－Oriented universitYlife，1・　Those wishing to
Select the economics－related department tend to be stronglY
inclined for”consumption－Oriented universitYlife’．and”t001－
0riented universitylifel．．　Those wishing to select the commer－
Cial science／business administration－related department shows a
Similar tendency′　but not so clearlY aS those wishing to select
the economics－related department・　Those wishing to select the
education－related students are most clearlyinclined for”t001－
0riented universitYlifell．
［TAB工JE　4　ABOUT HERE］
In relation with sch001phases when the career to be selected
WaS decided，those who decided earlier the career to be selected，
irrespective of NS＆E course or non－NS＆E course′　are mOre StrOn9．1y
inclined for　一．study一〇riented universitYlife”as a remarkable
tendencY．
As for those with experience of having wished to select the
Other course，those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course after
having wished to select the NS＆E course are highlyinclined for
”consumption－Oriented universitYlife”and those wishing to
Select the NS＆E course after having wished to select the non－NS＆E
COurSe are highlyinclined for”study－Oriented universitYlife’．・
Furthermore，those wishing to select the NS＆E course after having
Wished to select the non－NS＆E course are lowlyinclined for
”t001－0riented universitylife”．　This suggests tendencies that
SOme Of those wishing to seiect the NS＆E course who wish to en］Oy
universitYlife swing to the non－NS＆E course′　and that those who
SWing from the non－NS＆E course to the NS＆E course g．iVe uP”to01－
0riented universitYlife’一　and are inclined for’．studY－Oriented
univers土tylife－●．
3．4　Conclusions
The universitYlifeimagined bY Senior high sch001students
includes three aspects；fTconsumption－Oriented universitYlife”to
en〕OY the universitYlife，’ft00l－Oriented universitYlifen to
COnSider the university as a means for future emploYment，and
llstudY一〇riented universitylife’一　to pursue learning and knowl－
edge．　＝n g‘eneral，the inclination for．，consumption－Oriented
universitYlife”is not so different from department to depart－
ment wished to be selected，eXCept that those wishing to select
the science－related departmerlt arel0Win theinclination′　and
the aspect of consumptionin universitYlifeis going to be a
COmmOninclination among all the departments．　For today，s young
peopie，the universityis，first of all，a Place to enjoy uni－
VerSitylife．
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4・Universitylife of non－NS＆E course and universitYlife of
NS＆E course　－　UniversitYiifeimages　－
4．1　Hethod
As describedin the previous section of this report，for
Senior high sch001students who find consumption vaiuablein the
universitYlife′itis not preferable that universitYlifeis
OCCuPied bY StudYing・　So′if theY think the universitYlife of
NS＆E courseis occupied bY eXPeriments′　etc・′　they will drift
away from the NS＆E course・　Therefore′　after clarification on
their expectation on universitYlife，itis necessarY tO ClarifY
Whatimages theY have on the universitylife of non－NS＆E course
and NS＆E course．
This section analYZeS the universitYlifeimages of non－NS＆E
COurSe and NS＆E coursein reference to replies to Question12
”Whatimage do you have on the universitylife of present uni－
VerSitY Students？一一　　At first，theimage of universitylifein
non－NS＆E course and thatin NS＆E course were examined by factor
analYSis，tO COmPare What structures both theimages have．　Then，
the data of non－NS＆E and NS＆E courses were put together，and
analYSis by HaYaShirs quantificationII was performed to clarify
Whatis the difference between the universitYlifeimages of non－
NS＆E and NS＆E courses．
The factor anaiysis used　3821samples for the universitYlife
image of non－NS＆E course，and　3795　samples for the universitY
lifeimage of NS＆E course．　The analysis by HaYaShi，s quantifica－
tion H used the samples of both the courses，i．e．′　7616　samples．
4・2　Structures ofimages on the universitylife of non－NS＆E
COurSe and NS＆E course
The universitylife image of non－NS＆E course can be sum－
marized by two factors・（Table　5－1）
［TABhE　5－1ABOUT HERE］
Theirnageitems corresponding to first factor（Fl）such as
llbright／darkH，1，dYnamic／monotonousH and t．smart／awkward”are
COnCerned with the sense・　Theimageitems corresponding to
SeCOnd factor（F2）such as”busY／not busy to studY”チnd’’dili－
gent／idle．．are concerned With diligence．　T001－COnSCiOuSimage
items such as’’advantageous／disadvantageous for empioyment．．and
l－promising／unpromisingff have correlation with the two factors．
The universitYlifeimage of NS＆E course can be surrLmarized by
two factors・（Table　5－2）
［TAB工」E　5－2　ABOUT HERE］
Compared to the universitYlifeimage of non－NS＆E course′　the
first factor（Fl）and the second factor（F2）are reversed．　That
is，the first factor has high correlation with the t001－COnSCious
imageitems and theimageitems concerned with diligence，and the
SeCOnd factor has high correiation with theimageitems concerned
With the sense・　For the universitYlife of non－NS＆E course′　the
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t001－COnSCiousimageitems are not clearin the correlation with
the two factorsr butin the results of factor analYSis on the
universitylifeimage of NS＆E course′　the t001－COnSCiousimage
items have clearly correlation with the first factor．
＝n the comparison between non－NS＆E and NS＆E courses，the
image of non－NS＆E courseis predominantly concerned with the
SenSer and that of NS＆E courseis predominantlY COnCerned with
diligence and t00l consciousness・　Both theimages arein clear
COntraSt．
4・3　Tendencies of respective attributes
With regard to the universitYlifeimage of non－NS＆E course
（Table　6－1）′　those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course，eSPe－
Cially those wishing to select thelaw－′　eCOnOmics－　and commer－
Cial science／business administration－related departments，and
also those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course after having
Wished to select the NS＆E course tend to have a betterimpression
On the unive一Sitylife of non－NS＆E course（bright，dynamic and
Smart）・　Theimage that the universitylife of non－NS＆E courseis
busy with studying and diligentis also cherished by those
Wishing to select the non－NS＆E course，eSPeCially bY those who
decided to select the non－NS＆E course alreadYin the　5th t0　6th
Year Of elementarY SCh001・
For the universitYlifeima9e Of NS＆E course（Tabie　6－2）′
those wishing to select the engineering－related department and
those wishing to select the NS＆E course after having wished to
Select the non－NS＆E course tend to think the universitylifeis
busy with studYing and advantageous in view of t001．　For the
image items concerned with the sense relating to the second
factor，those wishing to select the NS＆E course，eSPeCially
those wishing to select the engineering－related and
medical／dental－related departments，and also those who decided to
Select the NS＆E course at earlY StageS tend to think the univers－
itylifeis positivein thoseimageitems．　On the other hand′
those wishing to select thelaw－　and commercial science／business
administration－related departments think the universitYlifeis
relativelY negativein thoseimageitems．
Therefore′　the universitYlife of non－NS＆E courseis consid－
ered to be relativelY POSitiveinimage bY those wishing to
Select the non－NS＆E′　and the universitYlife of NS＆E courseis
COnSidered to be positiveinimage by those wishing to select the
NS＆E course・　＝rrespective of the course′　Senior high sch001
Students tend to have a universitYlife image to warrant their
Career Selection．
l TABLE　6胃I AND　6胃2　ABOUT HERE］
4．4　Difference ofimages on non－NS＆E and NS＆E courses
What factors constitute the difference between the non－NS＆E
COurSe and the NS＆E coursein universitylifeimage was examined
bY Hayashi’s quantification　＝I・　The analysis clarified theimage
items which clearlY SeParate both theimages・（Table　7）
＝n Hayashi’s quantification H，anitem with alarg‘er range
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shows a factor for clearly separating both theimages・　＝n Table
7，tWOimageitems of flbright／dark．f andlfbusy／not busy to studY”
Clearly separate both theimages・There clearlY eXist theimages
of bright non－NS＆E universitylife and busily studying NS＆E uni－
VerSitylife・
［TABhE　7　ABOUT HERE］
4・5Universitylife of non－NS＆E course and that of NS＆E course
一　工mageS Of universitylife　－
The universitylifeimage of non－NS＆E course and that of NS＆E
COurSe Can be classifiedinto twoimage aspects；One COnCerned
with the sense as can be referred to as，一bright”，rldark”，
”smartrl，”awkward”，etc．and the other concerned with diligence
as can be referred to as”busy with studYing”，”not busY With
StudyingH，一一diligentYl，．一idle1．，etc・　＝t was found that there are
typiCal images of bright non－NS＆E universitylife and busilY
Studying NS＆E universitYlife asis often referred to・　ThusT the
universitYlifeimages of non－NS＆E and NS＆E courses cherished by
Senior high sch00l students are aimost stereotypICal・　Evenin
these tendencies，those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course
tend to think the universitYlife of non－NS＆E course is more
diligent and busier with studYing，than those wishing to select
the NS＆E course do′　and those wishing to select the NS＆E course
tend to think the universitYlife of NS＆E courseis brighter，
than those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course do・　Further－
more，relatively′　those wishing to select thelaw－，and commer－
Cial science／business administration－related departments have a
negativeimage on the universitylife of NS＆E course．
5・Structure of factors for job seiection
5．1　Xethod
If what viewpoints are taken bY Senior high sch001students
When theY are gOing to select their jobs can be known′　We maY be
able to obtain a clue for tempting young people to the world of
SCience and techn0logY．　So′　What viewpoints are taken bY Senior
high sch00l students when theY are gOing to select their jobs was
examined based on the replies to Question15”How much prioritY
do YOu giVe tO the f0110wingitems when YOu are gOing to select
your jobsin future？’f・　The number of samples analyzed was　3848．
5．2　Structure of job seiection factors
As a result of factor analysis，three job selection factors
Were eXtraCted（Table　8）・
［TABIJE　8　ABOUT HERE］
The first factor（Fl）has high correlation with suchitems as
large companY，g00d salarY，known companY name′　POSSibilitY Of
SuCCeSS，COmPanY StabiiitY，mOre h01idays and advantage for
marriage・　The second factor（F2）has high correlation with such
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items as contribution to the worldJ uSe Of knowledge and tech－
niqueS，SPeCialitY，and being able to do what onelikes．　The
third factor（F3）has high correlation with being able to workin
an urban area，being able to corrLmunicate with people andinterna－
tionality．
The first factoris concerned withitems relating to the
natures of the organization they wish to work for，SuCh as status
Value and advantage asliving means，and so′　We Call the factor
一一affiliation meritfH・　The second factor strongly reflects the
aspect of the occupation t01et workers feel the worth ofliving
there，and so′　We Call the factor　一一sense of fulfillment through
jobH・　The third factoris concerned withitems not directlY
relating to the organization or job categorY，and so′　We Call the
factor“social aspect of job’’（Or SmartneSS）・
＝tis said thatJapanese workers are employed to belong to
COmPanies rather than to do jobs．　The first factor corresponding
to the consciousness of affiliation is remarkablYlarge，tO
express this tradition・
5・3　Tendencies of respective attributes
Table　9　shows the means and standard deviations of factor
SCOreS for respective attributes．　The tendencY tO COnSider job
Selection based on the”affiliation merit’一is remarkablY Observed
among those wishing to select the engineering－，law－　and cornmer－
Cial science／business administration－related departments．　The
l’sense of fulfillment through job”tends to be giVen higher
PrioritY bY females than males，and by those wishing to select
the NS＆E course than those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course．
in reference to the departments wished to be selected，those
Wishing to select the science－　and medical／dental－related depart－
ments giVe Priority to the factor・　Furthermore′　those who decid－
ed to select the NS＆E course earlier tend to giVe higher priority
to the factor．　Those wishing to select the NS＆E course after
having wished to select the non胃NS＆E course giVe PrioritY tO the
”sense of fulfillment through job．’．　The third factor”social
aspect of job．r tends to be giVen prioritY tO by those wishing to
Select thelaw－，eCOnOmics－　and commercial science／business
administration－related departments，and also by those wishing to
Select the non－NS＆E course after having．wished to select the NS＆E
COurSe．
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5．4　Structure of job selection factors
There are three job selection factors；affiliation merit such
as scale of company′　SalarY，known name and stabilitY，the sense
Of fulfillment through job such as contribution to the world，uSe
Of knowledge and techniques，and being able to be dedicat・ed one
SPeCialitY，and the social aspect of job such as being‘able to
COmmunicate with people′internationalitY，and being able to work
in an urban area．
The senior high schooI students wishing to select thelaw胃′
economics－′　COmmerCial science／business administration－　and
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engineering－related departments tend to giVe PrioritY tO the
affiliation meritin their job selection′　and those wishing to
select the science－　and mental／dental－related departments tend to
giVe PrioritY tO the sense of fulfillment through job・
Those who had once wished to select the non胃NS＆E course and
changed their minds to select the NS＆E course giVe relative
prioritY tO the sense of fulfillment through job・Those wishing
to select thelaw－，eCOnOmics－　and commercial science／business
administration－related departrnentSt and those wishing to select
the non－NS＆E course after having selected the NS＆E course tend to
giVe PrioritY tO the third factor　一．social aspect of job一一・
In the results of questionnairing，in the jobimages cher－
ished by senior high sch00l students′　the jobs concerned with
SCience and techn0logY are COnSidered to be verYlowin sociabil－
itY・Thereforer to prevent the change of career selection from
the NS＆E course to the non－NS＆E course，it is surmised to be
effective toimprove theimage of the jobs concerned with science
and techn0logYin sociabilitY・
6．Structure of self－images such as national science－Oriented
PerSOnalitY，etc・
6．1　Xethod
Zn Question17，一一IJet uS aSk you about YOurSeif・　What tYPe Of
PerSOn′　do YOu think，are YOu？一一′　queStions were made on self－
imageitems relating to natural science－Oriented personalitY SuCh
as，一Iike machine maniPulation・一一　and other self－imageitems・　The
StruCture Of self－imageis examinedin this section・
Factor analYSis was made on14　self－imageitems excluding　7
items of B（interestedin social events）′　E（Wish to work as s00n
as possiblein the society），G（like writing and reading．）′J
（like stability rather than change）′　H（like nature such as sea
and mountains），Q（like keepingliving creatures，etc・）′　and R
（Wish t01ive at mY OWn PaCe）′　Out Of the self－imageitemsin
Question17．　The sevenitems removed from analYSis could not be
Putinto the structure since theY Were Very PeCuliar and weakly
related to the other self－imageitems・　The number of samples
analyzed was　3805．
6・2　Structure of self－1mage
As a result of factor analYSis，four factors were extracted
（TablelO）・
The first factor（Fl）corresponds to”natural science－Orient－
ed personalitY”・It has high correlation with such items as
mechanism mania，handicraft mania，PerSOnal computer mania，
machine maniPulation mania，audio mania and scientific experiment
manla．
［TABhElO ABOUで　HERE］
The second factor（F2）is highin correlation with twoite聖S
Of naturai science－Oriented person and non－natural－SCience－Or1－
ented person・　We call this factor’．NS＆E or non－NS＆E study typer’・
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The third factor（F3）is highin correlation with suchitems as
l’＝　can endure hardship・”，．’I do completelY What t have decided to
do・．’and　一’I think about thingslogiCally．’’．　We call this factor
l’endurabilitY1．・　The fourth factor（F4）is highin correlation
With twoitems of being fond of communication with people and
being adaptable・　We call this factor’’sociabilityl’．
The extraction of”NS＆E or non－NS＆E study tYPe．一　as a factor
independent of otheritemsis worthy of attention・　The reasonis
that the extraction of this factor means that the NS＆E or non－
NS＆E studY tYPe is independent of　一一NS＆E一〇riented personalitY”，
”endurability．l and l．sociabilitYf’．Itis especiaiiY tO be noted
that．’NS＆E一〇riented personaiitY－1does not have direct relation
With the”NS＆E or non－NS＆E study type”．
6．3　Tendencies of respective attributes
Table ll shows the means and standard deviations of factor
SCOreS for respective attributes・　The self－image of the first
factor，▼一natural science一〇riented personalitY”is stronglY held
by those′　eSPeCially males wishing to select the NS＆E course・
Thisis strongest with those wishing to select the engineering－
related departmentr andis also remarkable with those wishing to
Select the science－related department and the other departments
of NS＆E course．　Those who decided to select the NS＆E course
earlieris strongerin the self－image of”natural science－
Oriented personality’’・
The second factor，”NS＆E or non－NS＆E study tYPe”has clear
relation with the courses wished to be selected・．As a matter of
COurSe，those wishing to select the NS＆E courseiS Of NS＆E studY
type′irrespective of the departments wished to be selected′　and
those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course are of nc：ニーNS＆E study
type・　Those who decided their career selection earlier are more
remarkablein this tendencY・　The first factoris als0　0bserved
to have relation with the courses to be selected，but the second
factor has more strong relation with the courses to be selected・
This means that the f，natural science一〇riented personalitY”does
not alwaYS reSultin the wish to select the NS＆E courseT but that
the HNS＆E or non－NS＆E studY tYPeTl has clear relation with the
courses wished to be selected．　Thatis′　When senior high sch001
Students decided their career selection，the first question was
whether theY Were Of NS＆E or non－NS＆E typein view of studYr and
whether theY had”NS＆E一〇riented personalitYTI was the second
question・
The self－image of the third factor，’．endurabiiityT’is strong－
1Y held bY those wishing to select the medical／dental－　andlaw－
related departmentsr andirrespective of NS＆E or non－NS＆E coursel
those who decided their career selection earlier tend to be
StrOngerin”endurabilityTl・　The self－image of the fourth factorl
－fsociabilitY．一is stronglY held by those wishing to select the
commercial science／business administration胃　and education－related
departments・　Furthermoret those wishing to select the non－NS＆E
COurSe after having wished to select the NS＆E course are also
StrOngin the self胃image of”sociabilitY”・　On the contrarYt
males wishing to select the NS＆E courset especiallY the science胃
related departmentl and those who decided to select the NS＆E
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courselater are weakin the self－image of”sociabiiity”・
［TABI」Ell ABOUT HERE］
6．4　Conclusions
As the self－image of senior high sch00l students′　fourimage
factors of・lnatural science－Oriented personality．一　featuring
mechanism mania and handicraft maniar HNS＆E or non胃NS＆E study
tYPellt HendurabilitY・l and”sociabilitY”were extracted・　The
Hnatural science－Oriented personality－1extractedindependentlY Of
the”NS＆E or non－NS＆E studY tyPe－1means that there are not a few
students of non－NS＆E studY tYPe Wh01ike mechanisms and handi－
craft．　The courses wished to be selected have the closest rela－
tion with the”NS＆E or non－NS＆E studY tYpe一，f and the second
closest relation with the f，natural science一〇riented personalitY’’・
HanY Of those who think they are highin，，endurabilitYfl wish to
select the medical／dental－　andlaw－related departments・　HanY Of
those who think theY are highin　一一sociability一一　wish to select the
commercial science／business administration－　and education－related
departments or had once wished to select the NS＆E course but
Changed their minds to select the non－NS＆E course・
7・Young people′s attitudes toward science and technology
7．1　Hethod
To know YOung PeOPle′s drift awaY from science and techn0logy
in their attitudes toward science and techn01ogY，theirinterest
in science　＆　techn010gY and their attitudes toward the progress
Of science and technoiogY・Were eXamined・Question19（How d0．yOu
think about the f01lowing attitudes toward and comments on scien－
tific and techn0logiCalitems？　Put a circle to the one most
Closest to your attitude or comment at each of the f0110wing
items A toJ・）？numerateS eXaminationitems・To clarifY the
StruCture Of seniOr high sch00l students′　attitudes toward sci－
ence and techn01ogY，this section performs factor analYSis on
eightitems of Question19，eXCludingitems H（Scientists shouid
StudY With a higher sense of responsibilitY On the results which
are brought aboutin the societY by the techniques and knowledge
PrOduced by them・），I（Science and techn010gyis no more than a
means，and the worldis moved by the people engagedin p01itics
and economics・）・
7．2　Structure of attitudes toward science and technology
As a result of factor analYSist two factors were extracted
（Table12）・
The first factor（Fl）has high correlation with threeitems
Ofl一Zlove to read newspaper articles，etc・COnCerning science
and techn01ogy・”T HI aminterestedin the trends of science and
techn01ogY．一一′　and．一Z wish to be engagedin a job relating to
SCience and techn01ogY．r，．　ft also has high correlation with”Z
Wish to positiveiy use the fruits of science and techn010gy SuCh
as personal computer・’．　The former threeitems express the
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interestin the scientific and techn010giCal activities・　日工　wish
to positivelY uSe the fruits of science and techn010gY SuCh as
PerSOnal computer・”is not anitem expressing theinterestin the
SCientific and techn010giCal activitiesr but anitem expressing
theinterestin the results・　Howevert the term of personal
COmPuter SeemS tO have affected the replies．　A personal computer
is not a simpie result of science and techn010gyl and cannot be
handled without the interest in scientific and techn010giCal
activities．　So′　the first factoris cailed here　－1interestin the
PrOCeSS Of science and techn01ogYr．・
The second factor（F2）has high correlation with fouritems
Of”Ztis g00d that traf
higherin speed・”，”It
makelife convenient．一一′
makes people happy．”and
PrOgreSS Of science and
With the convenience of
fic means such
is g00d that c
－’The progress
ttJapan should
techn01ogy．’’．
1ife and amenit
as linear motor car become
OmPu erS are developed t0
0f science and technologY
SPend more efforts for the
These items are concerned
y brought about by science
and techn010gY・　Therefore，in contrast to the first factor，the
SeCOnd factor can be called　一一receptivitY tOWard the fruits of
SCience and techn0logy’P．
Zt must be noted that the”interestin the process of science
and techn01ogy’一　and the’’receptivitY tOWard the fruits of science
and techn01ogY’’were extracted as two factors・　Extraction as two
different factors means that the r－interest in the process of
SCience and techn0logY”is independent from the T’receptivitY
toward the fruits of science and techn010gY一’．　Considering that
these factors are correlative to each other seems to suit the
COInmOn SenSe′　but actuallY，this does not hold・
［TABhE12　ABOUーP EERE1
7．3　Tendencies by attributes
Table13　shows the means and standard deviations of factor
SCOreS by attributes．　The”interestin the process of science
and technologYl’is shown more strongly bY males than females′
those wishing to select the NS＆E course，eSPeCiallY the science－
related department than those wishing to select the non－NS＆E
COurSe．　Among those wishing to select the NS＆E course，those
Wishing to select anY department of the course are highlYinter－
estedin the process of science and techn0logY・　Above all，those
Wishing to select the science胃　and engineering－related depart一
ments show high interest．　Furthermore，those who decided to
Select the NS＆E course earlier tend to show higherinterest・　On
the contrarY，those who decided to select the non－NS＆E course
earlier are weakin the　一，interestin the process of science and
technology”．
The’freceptivity toward the fruits of science and technology’’
is not so different from department to department to be seiected・
However，the males wishing to select the NS＆E course and the
Students wishing to select the engineering－related department are
relatively highin the　一一receptivity toward the fruits of science
and techn010gダ・．Those wishing to select the non－NS＆E course are
not alwaYSlowin the　－1receptivity toward the fruits of science
and techn0logYll・　For example，eVen though those wishing to
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select theliterature－related department arelowin the”recep－
tivity toward the fruits of science and techn0logyI一′　those wish－
ing to select the commercial science／business administration－
related department are higher than those wishing to select the
medical／dental－related departmentin the　－1receptivitY tOWard the
fruits of science and techn01ogy’一・
［TABIJE13・ABOUT HERE］
7．4　　Conciusions
To surnmarize senior high sch00l students，attitudes toward
SCience and techn010gYt tWO factors could be extracted；the
interestin scientific and techn010giCal activities as represent－
ed bY SuCh attitudes as，，I aminterestedin the new trends of
SCience and techn010gY・一，and T一＝love to read newspaper articles
about science and techn01ogY．”，and the receptivity toward the
results（amenity）of science and techn010gY aS rePreSented bY
SuCh attitudes as”Itis g00d that traffic means become higherin
SPeed．”and”Itis g00d that computers are developed to makelife
COnVenient．一f
From the above，it can be seen that attitudes toward and
COnSCiousness of science techn010gY CannOt be discussedintegral－
ly．　TheY Should be considered under two factors of theinterest
in scientific and techn0logiCal activities and the flexibilitY tO
accept the fruits of science and techn0logY・　This means that
there are people who are highlYinterestedin scientific and
techn010giCal activities butlowin the flexibilitY tO aCCePt the
fruits of science and techn0logY，and on the contrarY PeOPle who
are highlY flexiblein accepting the fruits of science and tech－
n010gy butlowin theinterestin scientific and techn010giCal
activities．
Those wishing to select the NS＆E course，eSPeCially the
SCience－　and engineering－reiated departments are highlYinterest－
edin scientific and techn010giCal activities，and there are verY
StrOng COrrelation between theinterestin scientific and techno－
log‘iCal activities and the courses wished to be selected・　Howev－
er，the flexibilitY tO aCCePt the fruits of science and techn010－
gYis high or low′　depending on the departments wished to be
Selected within the non－NS＆E course，and there is not strong
COrrelation with the courses wished to be selected．
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Tablel Factor arlalysis of course selection
Principal factor method byiterative estimation，number of factors＝3
Varimax rotation
Estimation of factor scores＝Regression method
Number of effective samples＝3718
くFactor pattern after rotation〉
Fl F2 F3
A．Veryinterestedinthelanguageandcultureofany胃0．058
0．071
0．648
0．632
0．109
－0．126
foreigncountry．
B．Wishtothinkabouthumanbeingsandlife．
C．Interestedinsocialmechanisms　andmovements．－0．038 0．624 0．115
D．Interestedinnaturalphenomenaandorganisms．0．637 0．165 －0．177
E．Liketotheoreticallypursueprinciplesofthings， 0．812
0．656
胃0．067
－0．050
－0．039
－0．030
etc．
F．Likehandicraftandotherdetailedthings．
G．Good　at　mathematics 0．592 －0．2000．212
H．GoodatJapaneselanguage．－0．136 0．594 0．080
I．GoodatEnglishlanguage．0．030 0．513 0．246
J．Goodatsubjectsconcernedwithnaturalscience．0．750 －0．196 0．074
K．Goodatsubjectsconcernedwithsocialstudies． －0，109 0．560 0．143
N．Advantageousforemploymentandpromotionafter 0．046
0．547
0．010
0．041
0．587
0．248
employment．
P．Wishtostudyleadingmatters　oftoday．
R．Theuniversitywiththedepartmentwished　tobe －0．011
0．028
0．201
0．158
0．491
0．644
Selectedislocatedin　an　urban　area．
T．Theuniversitywishedtobeenteredisfamous．
U．Affluentlifein　futureis　assured．0．085 0．072 0．752
Variance 2．757 2．322 1．840
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Table2　Factor scoresin career selection by attributes
Fl F2 F3
Ⅳ MEAN STD NMEAⅣ　　　 STD Ⅳ MEAN ST王）
Whole 3718 0．000 0．925 37180．000 iO．8 53718 0．000 0．874
2396 －0．135 0．948 2396 0．120 0．888 2396 －0．049 0．902
1288 0．25g 0．821 1288 －0、221 0．835 1288 0．089 0．816
くBy courseYished to be selected〉
Non一月atUra】1983 0．504 0．713 1983 肩0．390 0．776 1983 －0．045 0．85g
Natural 1608 －0．610 0．775 1608 0、482 0．76g 1608 0．054 0．888
SCierlCe
Engineering
Medjca】／denta1
0ther
（natural）
LaY
EconomiCS
Comm／adminstつ196
LiteratuI－e
EduCation
Other
（non肩natural）
一0．853
－0．684
－0．449
－0．409
0．540
0．381
0．4 0
0．637
0．388
0．496
0．678
0．733
0．862
0．802
0．74g
0．739
0．696
0．692
0．740
0．676
0．544　0．740
0．563．0．777
0、138　0．746
0．432・0．788
－0．442．0．788
－0．193’0．722
－0．171▼0．734
－0．632　0．724
－0．177　0．764
胃0．499　0．792
0．316
－0．130
0．102
0．183
－0．310
－0．269
－0．4g8
0．286
0．337
0．115
0．944
0．823
0．869
0．918
0．7g5
0．815
0．817
0．826
0．752
0．837
Non－natUral．yes
Naturat．yes
Non－natUral．no
Naturの，〔0
4 3 1 0 ．30 50．7 5 9 4 3 1 －0，2 68 0 ．83 24 3 1 ；－0 ．0 9 10 ．9 00
11 5 －0 ．64 4 0 ．8 3 g 11 5 0、2 54 0 ．8 2 7 11 5 i O ．10 8 0 ．98 9
15 4 5 0 ．560 0 ．68 9 15 4 5 －0 ．42 4 0 ．75 615 4 5　j －0 ．0 320 ．84 8
14 8 g －0 ．60 70 ．7 68 14 8 9 0 ．50 1 0 ．76 114 8 9 ： 0 ．0 490 ．88 1
Note：N＝Number of samples，MEAN＝Mean of factor scores，STD：Standard deviation of
factor scores
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Tabl．e3　Factor analysis of whatis wished to be donein universitylife
Principal factor method byiterative estimation，number of factors＝3
Varimax rotation
Estimation of factor scores＝Regression method
Number of effective samples＝3824
くFactor pattern after rotation〉
Fl F2 F3
A．Study orresearch0．066 0．0820．544‾‾「
B．Circle　or club activities 0．603 0．054 0．153
C．Relations with　friends0．682 0．162 0．143
D．Heterosexualcommunication0．551 0．178 －0．178
E．My hobby 0．444 0．192 0．103
F．Acquisition of licence0．147 0．548 0．346
G．Employmentactivities 0．164 0．664 0．074
H．Side jobs 0．360 0．478 －0．287
I．Tours　and leisure0．519 0．321－0．259
Variance 1．780 1．177 0．657
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Table　4　Factor scores of whatis wished to be donein universitylife by attributes
Note：N＝Number of samples，MEAN＝Mean of factor scores，STD＝Standard deviation of
factor scores
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Table5－1Factor analysis on theimage of universitylifein non－NS＆E course
Principal factor method byiterative estimation，number of factors＝2，
Varimax rotation
Estimation of factor scores＝Regression method
Number of effective samples＝3821
くFactor pattern after rotation〉
Fl F2
1．Bright／dark 0．671 －0．217
2．Dynamic／monotonous0．630 0．094
3．Smart／aYkvard 0．641 0．173
4．Busy／notbusytostudy 0．099 0．701
5．Diligent／idle－0．081 0．690
6．Advantageous／disadvantageous 0．426
0．506
0．430
0．482
foremployment
7．Promising／unpromising
Variance 1．713 1．472 ［
Table5－2　Factor analysis on theimage of universitylifein NS＆E course
Principal factor method byiterative estimation，number of factors＝2・
Varimax rotation
Estimation of factor scores＝Regression method
Number of effective samples＝3795
こ　Factor　atternafter　rotation　〉
Fl F2
1．Bright／dark－0．087 0．742
2．Dynamic／monotonous0．170．631
3．Smart／awkvard0．209 0．618
4．Busy／notbusytostudy0．5340．103
5．Diligent／idle0．595肩0．085
6．Advantageous／disadvantageous0．722
0．749
0．178
0．245
foremployment
7．Promising／unpromising
Variance 1．802 1．440
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Table6－1Factor scores concerning the universitylifeimage of non－NS＆E course
by attributes
Fl F2
N MEAN ST王） N　 i MEAN STD
Ihole 3821 0．000 0．8653821 i O．0000．853
Non－natural 2051 －0．184 0．7872051 i－0．2510．756
Natural1637 0．2250．895 1637 0．310 0．860
くBy sex by course vished to be selected〉
CcLコ
（male）1098 －0．203 0．830 1098 －0．199 0．781
Ceコこ（remale） 936 胃0．160 0．730 936 胃0．312 0．724
CqL＿1　コ
（male） 1251 0．231 0．934 1251 0．307 0．885
亘曇（remale）369 0．207 0．734 369 0．295 0．769
Non－natural．yes450 －0．262 0．783 450 －0．0820．779
Natural．yes119 0．111 0．857 119 0．321 0．952
Non－natUral．no1594 －0．162 0．786 1594 －0．301 0．742
Natural．no1514 0．235 0．898 1514 0．30g0．853
Note：N＝Number of samples，MEAN＝Mean of factor scores，STD＝Standard deviation of
factor scores
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Table6－2　Factor scores concerning the universitylifeimage of NS＆E course
by attributes
Fl F2
Ⅳ MEAN ST［）Ⅳ　 i MEANSTI）
甑ole 3795 0．000 0．880379ド　 0．0000．851
Note：N＝Number of samples，MEAN＝柾ean of factor scores，STD＝Standard deviation of
factor scores
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Table7　QuantizationsII concerning universitylifqimages
Correlation ratio2＝0．618
Item Category Number　of
Samples
Score RangeC rr lation
1．
Bright
Dark
3546
2066
2004
0．434
－0．184
－0．579
1．013 0．522
2．
Dynamic
Monotonous
3496
2474
1646
－0．116
0．047
0．176
0．293 0．191
3．
Smart
Awkward
2252
4053
1311
－0．056
0．009
0．069
0．125 0．128
4．
Busy　tostudy
°
Notbusy　tostudy
3993
1217
2406
－0．556
0．545
0．647
1．203 0．714
5．
Diligent
°
Idle
3184
2572
1860
－0．047
0．021
0．051
0．098 0．535
6．
Advantageous
foremployment
Disadvantageous
foremployment
3818
2398
1400
－0．127
0．059
0．244
0．370 0．463
7．
Promising
Unpromising
3827
2647
1142
－0．065
0．063
0．072
0．137 0．436
Non－natural
Mean
Standarddeviation
N＝3821 0．784
0．640
SClenCe　COurSeVa iance 0．410
Naturalscience
Mean
Standarddeviation
N＝3795 －0．789
0．595
COurSe Variance 0．354
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Table8　Factor analysis concerning job selection factors
Principal factor method byiterative estimation，number of factors＝3，
Varimax rotation
Estimation of factor scores＝Regression method
Number of effective samples3848
くFactor pattern after rotation）
Fl F2 F3
1．Large company 0．788 胃0．053 0．097
2．Goodsalary 0．784 －0．049 0．044
3．Name　well－known　to　the vorld0．752 0．004 0．173
4．Less overvork and more holidays0．479 0．013 0．129
5．High possibility of success0．681 0．042 0．235
6．High stability 0．593 0．139 0．015
7．Cancontribute　to　theworld　and people． 0．063 0．4950．200
8．Canuse acquired knovledge and techniques． 0．027 0．839 0．014
9．Can be dedicated　to onespeciality．－0．031 0．658 0．034
10．Advantageous　formarriage0．468 0．076 0．287
11．Can　do　what I like． 0．016 0．492 0．133
12．Can　work in　urban　area．0．375 －0．032 0．482
13．Can frequently communicate withpeople．0．064 0．193 0 606
14．Can work internationally．0．194 0．222 0．528
Variance 3．252 1．744 1つ32
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Table9　Factor scores concerning job selection factors by attributes
Fl F2 F3
！N MEAN STD N MEAN STt）　 i MEAⅣSTD
Ihole3848 0．000 0．926 38480．000 0．891 38朋言　0．000 0．764
柑ale
Female
2473 －0．0380．967 2473 0．097 0．936 2473 0．00巨 0．776
133g 0．06g 0．836 133g －0．180 0．776 1339－ ． 1 iO．7 4
くBy course Yished to be selected）
Non－natUra】2048 ；－0．010．9202048 i o．0820．908 2048 －0．107 0．746
Natural 166ド　 0．0130．933 1664 胃0．101 0．860 1664 0．1370．755
（5－6th or
e】ementary）
（2nd or
junior high）
（2nd or
Senior high）
（3rd or
Senior high）
（5－机h or
elementary）
（Znd or
junior high）
（2nd or
S即ior柄的）
182　　0．081
412、0．027
1080：一0．022
367　－0．059
350　　0．127
461’－0．117
695　－0．005
15信　0．216
0．958
0．833
0．924
0．980
0．937
0．897
．939
0．950
ー0．051
－0．098
0．120
0．241
－0．233
－0．243
0．019
0．064
0．958
0．815
0．887
0．998
0．79g
0．773
0．881
0．976
ー0．150
－0，097
－0．096
－0．127
0．160
0．152
0．135
0．054
0．791
0．686
0．747
0．789
0．754
0．727
0．778
0．737
くBy course by Yhether having Yished to seZect the othe「cotLrSe〉
Non－natural．yes448 －0．077 0．985 448 0．127 0．952448 － 1300．797
Natural．yes119 0．326 1．041 119 胃0．194 0．95611g 13g0．748
Non－natUraL　no15930．009 0．901 1593 0．070 0．894 1593 －0．100 0．732
栴tural．no1541 手－0．012．921 1541 －0．096 0．846 1541 0．137 0．756
Note：N＝Numberofsamples，鵬AN＝MeanDffactorscores，STD＝Standarddeviationof
factor scores
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TablelO Factor analysis on self－image
Principal factor analysis byiterative estimation，
number of factors＝4，Varimax rotation
Estimation of factor scores＝Regression method
Number of effective samples＝3805
くFactor pattern after rotation　〉
Fl F2 F3 F4
A．Ican endure hardship．0．018 －0．011 0．637 0．095
B．Iam adaptable． 0．147 －0．049 0．325 0．433
C．I like communication vith people．0．006 －0．0280．089 0．872
F．IknoY meChanisms． 0．746 0．273 0．117091
H．Idocompletely what Ihave decided to do． 0．0320．018 0．764 0．060
I．I thinkabout　things logically．0．117 0．041 0．468 0．037
K．I like making plasticmodels and handicraft0．668 0．190 0．059 －0．020
L I like operating a personalcomputer，etc． 0．660 0．149 0．0560．023
N．I like machine manipulation rather than 0．532
0．501
0．209
0．037
0．049
0．051
－0．421
0．065
talkingwith people．
0．Iam crazy foraudioes．
P．I like scientific experiments，etc． 0．461 0．402 0．090 胃0．023
：S．Iam a naturalscience－Oriented person．0．328 0．888 0 101 －0．027
T．Iam a non－naturaトscience－Oriented person．－0．210 －0．738 0．0740．094
Variance 2．372 1．679 1．37316
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Tablell Factor scores concerning selfimage by attributes
Fl F2 F3 F4
Ⅳ MEAN STD NMEAN i STDN 鵬AN STD N MEAN STD
hーole 38050．000 0．882 38050．0 0 I O．933 3805 0．000 0．845 3805 0．0000．890
くBy sex　〉
2443i胃0．204　0．857
1327．0．37g：0．804
2443．－0．113：0．956
1327：0．216　こ　0．851
2443：0．039　こ　0．363
1327！－0．077；0．805
244 i O．036：0．908
1327．一0．066　ニ0．853
く　By course Tished to be selected　〉
2039　ニ　0．24ド0．819
1632i－0．305．0．863
203910．540
1632　ニー0．676
ー0．023：0．849
0．027i o．830
2039：－0．068　0．847
16 2　－　0．084　ニ0．932
く　By sex by course Tished to be seJected〉
10910．0570．811 10910．5520．725 10910．0360．8841091 ；－0．046 0．873
932 0．465 0．775 932 0．530 0．666 932 －0．098 0．801 932 －0．094 0．817
1250 －0．437 0．827 1250 胃0．701 0．725 1250 0．040 0．838 1250 0．110 0．931
364 0．149 0．835 364 －0．582 0．756 364 －0．025 0．801 364 －0．002 0．932
甑n－natural．yeS444 0．015 0．844 444 0．153 ：0．780 444 －0．040 0．893 444 －0．121 0．368
Nalural．yes11g －0．097 0．917 119 胃0．2790．896 119 －0．042 0．982 119 0．087 1．084
Non－natUra】．no1588 0．309 0．799 1588 0．647 0．634 1588 －0．018 0．836 1588 －0．054 0．839
NaturaL　no150g －0．323 0．857 1509－0．707 0．708 150g 0．033 0．815 1509 0．086 0．919
Note：N＝Number of samples，MEAN＝Mean of factor scores，STD＝Standard deviation of
factor scores
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Table12　Factor analysis on the attitudes tovard science and technology
Principal factor method byiterative estimation，number of factors＝2，
Varimax rotation
Estimation of factor scores＝Regression method
Number of effective samples＝3833
くFactor pattern after rotation　〉
Fl F2
A．Ilovetoreadnewspaperarticlesaboutscienceand 0．703
0．823
0．490
0．631
0．063
0．060
0．113
0．279
0．025
0．067
0．288
0．170
0．600
0．798
0．599
0．462
technology．
B．Iaminterestedin　new　trends　of　science　and　tech－
nology．
C．Iwishtopositivelyusetheresultsofscienceand
technologysuchaspersonalcomputer．
D．Iwish　tobeengagedinajobrelatingtoscienceand
technology．
E．Itisgoodthat　trafficmeansuchaslinearmotorcar
becomehigherinspeed．
F．Itisgoodthatcomputersaredevelopedtomakelife
COnVenient．
G．Theprogressofscienceand　technologymakepeople
happy．
J．Japanshouldspendmoreeffortsfortheprogressof
SCienceand　technology．
Variance 1．908 1．686
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Table13　Factor scores concerning the attitudes toYard science and technology
by attributes
Fl F2
N MEAN　手　sTDⅣ MEANSTD
†hole 38330．000 ；0．8953833 0．000 0．872
Male 2460 －0．1880． 76 2460 －0．075891
Female 1338 0．347 0．823 1338 0．136 0．816
く　By course Yished to be selected　〉
Non－natural 2042 0．381 0．796 2042 0．098 0．871
Natural 1657 －0．458 0．786 1657－ 12 0，861
Note：N＝Number of samples，MEAN＝Mean of factor scores，STD＝Standard deviation of
factor scores
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